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PREFACE

In January 1977 a Colliding Beams Experiment Department was

established at Fermilab. The purpose of the Department was to bring about
I
f. collisions of the stored beams in the Energy Doubler/Saver and Main Ring,
1

and construct experimental areas with appropriate detectors. To explore the

I feasibility of using the Main Ring as a storage device several studies were

I carried out to investigate beam growth, loss, and the backgrounds in

detectors at possible intersection regions. In addition, a group in the

Accelerator Division were designing and building a ring with an electron

cooling capability to store antiprotons.

This range of developments constituted the major topics at a Summer

Study held at Aspen, Colorado, from June to July J1977. Five groups were

formed to focus on interaction schemes, storage in the Main Ring, detectors,

antiproton production cooling and storage, and finally some general topics.

Discussion leaders were chosen to head the five groups. They were in order

! R. Diebold (ANL), A. Tollestrup (Fermilab), D. Hitlin (SLAC), P. Mclntyre

(Harvard/Fermilab), and D. Ayres (ANL). Their hard work is gratefully

acknowledged. In particular, the effort of Dave Hitlin to pull together a

coherent detector report was outstanding.

i Considerable planning by the Colliding Beam Group and Users was

i done prior to the Summer Study to define more closely some of these topics
i

and possible solutions. All participants were provided with notes on this

work previous to coming to the Study. In this way, minimal time was spent

at the beginning of the study in orienting the participants.
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Most of the organization of our stay at Aspen was handled by

Marilyn Paul and Barbara Schluc'rter. Thanks are due to them also for their

friendly cooperation in all aspects during the Study and their very efficient

typing. Marion Dembosky and John Rauch have ably contributed by making

the many drawings for the reports. Typing the reports has been cheerfully

performed by Barbara Perington and Diane Trudell. I owe Rene Donaldson

particular gratitude for editing and assembling these volumes. Finally, it

is a pleasure to acknowledge the attractive cover artistry of Angela Gonzales.

J. K. Walker
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CROSSING GEOMETRY FOR MAIN RING ON DOUBLER COLLISIONS

R. Diebold
Argonne National Laboratory <̂  _,

There are two basic methods for bringing about Main Ring on Doubler

collisions: The transposed and kissing geometries sketched in Fig. i. As

discussed in the 1976 Summer Study, there are many variations in each case

depending on parameters such as the amount of "prebending" given each beam

by rolling nearby bend magnets. The 50 -m length of the straight section is a

severe limitation in both methods.

(A) (B)

Fig, 1. (a) Transposed and (b) kissing geometries.

As discussed in other papers at this Summer Study; the transposed

geometry has more flexibility and is better suited for colliding-beam experiments.

For example, essentially the full 50 meters can be 1aft free for experiments;

this case has no common magnets and could be used withe's in the Doubler and

protons in the Main Ring, if for some reason the two beams could not be stored

in the same ring. Or, the luminosity can be increased substantially by

"squeezing" the beams to a smaller, even zero, crossing angle with a remain-

ing free space of 10 or i'i meters. The transposed rase also has the advantage

that the interaction point remains fixed, while in the kissing geometry it moves

up and down as dictated by ratio of beam momenta. Further, the operation

of the two rings is more decoupled in the transposed case.
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Exarrfples of both transposed and kissing geometries are discussed below,

assuming maximum momenta of 250 on 1000 GeV/c. The magnets required to

bring the beams into small-angle collision are substantial in both cases.. De-

tailed engineering work will be required to distinguish a substantial cost advan-

tage of one geometry over the other.

One of the drawbacks to the transposed geometry is that either some

fraction of the Main Ring must be lowered, or the Doubler magnets must be

placed high in the tunnel requiring modification of water pipes, etc. In either

case the incremental cost of such changes is relatively low and not a deciding

factor.

Dimensions

The presently planned Doubler elevation is 11 inches off the floor,

25 inches below the Main Ring. In the transposed section we have assumed

that the Main-Ring magnets together with their screw jacks would be taken off

the magnet stands and placed on the tunnel floor. This would put the Main-Ring

center at 16A in. off the floor; assuming the same 25-in. separation of rings,

the Doubler would then be at 41 i in.

The rings are not symmetric about the straight section, the nearby

groups of bending magnets having three bends on one side and four on the other.

For simplicity, especially for the Doubler with its complex intermagnet con-

nection, we have assumed that all of the magnets in a given group are rolled

by the same amount for prebending. The centers of these groups of magnets

are listed in Table I. In this note we have assumed that the interaction-region

magnets can extend to 23m on either side of the center of the Main-Ring long
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4

straight section. This should leave sufficient room for the low-p* quadrupoles.

The transverse magnet dimensions enter crucially in the crossing-region

designs. The closer together the rings can be brought at the ends of the long

straight sections, the less bending power required to bring the two beams into

head-on collisions. Table II lists the dimensions of the ring magnets. To these

dimensions must be added allowances for adjustments and for the magnetic

shielding of one beam from the other. We have assumed a separation of " 15

in. at 23m from the center of the long straight sections; for the transposed

geometry this results in a natural crossing angle of about 16 mrad.

The interaction region magnets should not limit the machine apertures.

In the case of the Main Ring this means a minimum horizontal magnet gap of

about 3.5 in., required for Main Ring extraction.

Kissing Geometry

Figure 2 shows a sketch of the geometry used in the calculations; magnet

A is a conventional magnet, while B and C are superconducting with dimensions

given in Table III. A free space of " 10m is left for experiments. Because of

the symmetry involved, it is natural to cross the beams at 0 " ; a small angle

of about 1 mrad would actually be introduced horizontally or vertically to

separate the beams to avoid collisions of adjacent bunches.

For fixed locations of magnets A and B, the beams move vertically in C

as ^=P]yrp^Pr) varies. For example, to pass the 8-GeV Main-Ring beam at

injection, magnet C will have a very low field and the elevation of the high

energy Doubler beam in C will be essentially the same as in B. As the Main-

Ring beam momentum increases, the magnetic field in C will rise as shown in

Fig. 3; for a fixed elevation in B, this means that the Doubler beam in C must
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rise by 1.7 in. for collisions at 250 on 1000 GeV and by 4.9 in. for 250 on 250

GeV.

The good-field aperture required of the magnets "C" depends on the max-

imum value required for R. For R£ 0.25 the Doubler beam covers a range of

1.7-in. ; allowing for an c.dditional 2.1 in. for beam separation at the end of the

magnet and 1.5 in. for beam widths and orbit errors brings this up to a 5.4-in.

total. For R =1 the Doubler motion increases to 4.9 in. for a total aperturemax

requirement of 8 in. We have assumed that H - 1 is a reasonable constraint, in

which case the good-field requirement of 8 in. is slightly smaller than the 9 in.

good-field considered by Biallas et al. Interpolating to 8 in. , the outer

diameter of the iron shield will be approximately 54 in. , the weight 34 tons, and

the cost ~ $200 K per magnet.

The Dermanent magnetization effects in the "C" magnets must be small

enough to avoid beam losses in the Main Ring at 8-GeV injection. As shown in

Fig. 3, these superconducting magnets must also be able to ramp as the Main

Ring is accelerated if the beams are to be collided. When the Main Ring is not

to be collided, the A magnets would be reversed and the C magnets bypassed.

The beam motion at the collision point scales linearly with the center-

to-center distance between magnets B and C. This distance is limited by the

need for the Main Ring beam to clear B. Thus B should be as thin as possible

on one side, yet it must also have a high field. In the example here, we assumed

a superconducting magnet (40 kG) with a minimum separation of paths at the

magnet of 6.75 in. Correction coils outside the magnet will likely be required

to cancel the fringe field at the nearby Main-Ring beam location.
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The "A" magnet also needs to be asymmetric. This magnet must have

a good field width of 4.5 in. and a gap of 3.5 in. , and yet clear the Doubler

beam 12 in. from the center of the "A" magnet good-field region. Note chat

magnets A and B must be staggered in order that they fit. The present example

is only approximate in that only a 9 in. separation is left between the A and B

fields, probably not enough for the magnet ends.

Details of the prebending are given in Fig. 4 (a) for the geometry of Fig. 2.

The maximum roll angle for the Main Fling is 16.5° and for the Doubler is

8.0° . These magnets can be slightly overpowered to maintain the same hori-

zontal bend angle. For the Main Ring this would require the magnets to run at

most the equivalent of 261 GeV/c for a 250 GeV/c beam. A few of the Doubler

magnets would have to run at 42.7 kG instead of 42.3 kG at 1000 GeV; this will

not limit the Doubler energy if some of the better Doubler magnets are placed

in these positions.

The vacuum pipe geometry for the kissing scheme is somewhat awkward

in the detector region, as shown in Fig. 5. The vacuum pipe containing the

beam-beam collisions must be ~ 7 in. vertically for R^ 1, and a second pipe,

needed for the Main-Ring bypass, subtends "20° of azimuthal angle.

Transposed Geometry

In this scheme the beams are made to cross primarily by what we have

up to now been calling the "prebending. " This is shown in Fig. 4 (b) for the

case in which the Main-Ring magnets are taken off their stands and set on the

floor to give a beam elevation of 16.5 in. Magnet rolls of up to 21.6° are

required if only 2 Doubler plus 4 Main-Ring magnet groups are used; these rolls

could be reduced somewhat by using rr." •= magnet groups.
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An alternate transposed scheme is shown in Fig. 4 (c). In this case the

Main Ring remains at 36 in. off the floor, except in the vicinity of the crossing

region, while the Doubler goes from 11 in. to 61 in. off the floor (25 in. under

the Main Ring to 25 in. over). The maximum roll angle for the case shown is

14.3° , for which the magnet must be run at 1.032 times normal (43.7 kG

for a 1000 GeV/c beam). At 61 in. the Doubler magnets interfere with water

pipes, etc. in the tunnel and elevation of ~ 56 in. would probably be preferred,

as sketched in Fig. 6; the exact height in this case will be determined by

engineering considerations. Even with a 17 in. diameter magnetic shield

around the Doubler magnet ends, there should still be a 2 in. clearance from

the Main-Ring coils with this 20 in. separation of beams. The alternate

transposed scheme would be especially attractive if B and E were chosen as

colliding regions. The Doubler vertical dispersion, rj , is probably one and a ;

half to two times larger in the alternate scheme; detailed calculations are needed

to determine if this is a significant limitation.

In both transposed schemes the natural crossing angle of 16 mrad

results in a loss of luminousity over the head-on case. For horizontal and

vertical emittances of e = 13ir/p mm mrad and a longitudinal emittance of

0.1 eV X sec, L/L = 21% at 16 mrad for 250 X 1000 GeV. If the present

longitudinal instability cannot be controlled, the bunch lengths will be about 3 ;
I

times longer, giving L/L = 7%.

In order not to lose this order of magnitude in luminosity, squeezer :
i

magnets will be used to reduce the angle, as sketched in Fig. 7. Unlike the I

I
kissing case, the interaction point does not move in this scheme. If both squeezer !
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magnets are conventional 18-kG magnets arranged to bring the crossing angle

down to 0° , then a free space of only ±4.1 m (minus magnet ends) is left for

experiments (see Table IV). This is less space than desirable, at least for

the large W detector, and if superconducting magnets were not available a

compromise solution might be to use slightly shorter magnets (5 and 10 m

instead of 5.9 and 11.8 m) to give ± 5.2 m free space. In this case 0° crossing

could only be achieved up to 200 X 1000; at 250 X 1000 GeV the minimum

crossing angle of 2.5 mrad would give L/L =81% for 0.1 eV x sec, and

L/L = 41% if the bunches are three times longer.

A better solution might be to make Magnet "B" superconducting; such a

magnet, with 9 in. good field, is estimated to have an outer diameter of 60 in. ,

weigh 50 tons, and cost about $240K each. Together with a conventional 18-kG

"A" magnet (iron = 43 in. x 63 in., ~ 90 tons), this would leave ± 7.6 m (minus

magnet ends) for experiments. Figure 8 shows these magnets sketched in true

perspective; from the interaction region the "A" magnets subtend about 5* ,
e

corresponding to about 10° and 2.5 in the center ot mass for foward and back-

ward particles, respectively (these angles correspond to a pseudorapidity

region of Ay = 6.3, about half of the total range).

Even more room ( ± 9.4m ) for experiments would be left if Magnet "A"

could also be made superconducting. A "standard" superconducting magnet

would have to have a 16-inch good field region and this seems impractical.

Jones has suggested the use of a dual superconducting magnet, This magnet

would essentially consist of two Doubler magnets with inner coil diameter scaled

from 3 to 4 inches, both magnets contained within a common iron shield. Jones
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estimates the weight of such a magnet to be about 35 tons, considerably less

than the 90 tons for a conventional magnet. The dual magnet design is radical

and its feasibility and cost need to be established.

Unlike the kissing case, the interaction region magnets do not have to be

ramped with the Main Ring. This is especially useful for the superconducting

magnets which can be turned off (or even made normal) during 8-GeV injection.

The transposed scheme is also more flexible in that one can easily run beyond

the design energies, although with a finite crossing angle. Or, if the full

± 2 3 m were required for some important small-angle physics, the squeezer

magnets could be removed completely.

Acknowledgments
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Table I. Distance of Dipole-Bend-Canters From Center of Main-Ring Straight
Section ( Inches ).

3-Magnet Bend 4-Magnet Bend

MR 1717 1946

ESD 1701 1934

Table II. Approximate Transverse Magnet Dimensions; Bend Plane x Field
Direction ( Inches ).

Body

MR Bend 26 x 14A

ESD Bend 15 x 10

MR Quad 23 x 18

ESD Quad 15 x 10

Table III. Parameters of the Kissing Magnets Sketched in Fig 2.

End

26

15

23

15

X

X

X

X

19

18

12 A

Magnet

A

B

C

B max
(kG)

19

40

40

L
(m)

6.4

2.8

4.8

Good Field Width
( Inches )

4.5

2

8

Weight
( tons )

40

3
ft

t
34 |

i
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Table IV. Parameters of Zero-Degree Transposed Magnets Shown in Fig. 7.
Case B A Bg WA WB LA i L B S~

(kG) (kG) ( tons) ( tons ) (m) (m) (m) (m)

I

II

III

18

18

40

18

40

40

80

90

150

100

70

80

5.9

6.9

4.4

1.1

2.6

2.0

11.8

5.8

7.1

4.1

7.6

9.4



80 r.

~ 60

40
s—I

25 20 15 10
(m)

0

Fig. I. Kissing geometry.
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Fig. 3. Variation of the collision elevation, yc , and the magnetic fields with
momentum for the kissing geometry of Fig. 2. At low Main-Ring energies
where collisions are not desired, the magnets would be retuned slightly to
separate the beams.
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-Inches Above Floor

36

a) Kissing
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I I "• ED/S
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60" |-
b) Transposed
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80"
c)Alternate Transposed
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_i i

14.3°

13.4'
5.7° ED/S „. , ,

~ — ~ ©I

-8000 -6000 -4000 -2000 0 2000 4000 6000 8000
Inches from Collision

Fig. 4. Prebending for different schemes. Roll angles are shown in
degrees for groups of bending magnets.
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a) Main Ring Bypass
b) 250x250 GeV
c) 250x1000 GeV
d) Doubter Straight Thru

Fig. 5. Kissing cross section (cyUndrical chambers shown for illustration
only).
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n

Bellows
(Between ED/S Magnets)

ED/S at 56" Above
Floor

Magnetic Shield
(Around ED/S
Magnet Ends)

20"

Beam

36"

Fig. 6. Doubler magnet location in tunnel for alternate transposed scheme.



(Case 13)

Fig. 7. Zero-degree transposed squeezers.



(Case H)
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na. 8. Outer dimensions of magnets in true perspective.
Fig
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CROSSING GEOMETRY AND THE LOCATION OF COLLIDING BEAM AREAS

D. S. Ayres and R. Diebold
Argonne National Laboratory/ Argonne, Illinois

J. Cronin
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

T. Collins, D. E. Johnson, F. Mills, F. Turkot, and J. Walker
Fennilab, Batavia, Illinois

ABSTRACT

We anticipate initial collider operation in two long straight

sections, with possible operation of a third region at a later

date. The choice between regions B0 - C0 vs B0 - E0 must await a more

complete design of the Tevatron machine and also requires datailed

calculations of the machine parameters for each of these choices.

The transposed schemes for bringing about collisions are more

flexible and better adapted to colliding operation than the

kissing geometry; engineering studies made for this Summer Study

indicate that the effort required for transposition is relatively

small. The kissing geometry is not as attractive and should be

considered as a fall-back position in case some fatal flaw should

be discovered in the transposed scheme; it might also be used for

the eventual third area. Topics bearing on the final choice and

needing further work are listed at the end of this report.
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A. Regions Available for Colliding Beams

At least three of the six long straight sections will be

required for injection, extraction, rf cavities, transfer(s)

from one ring to the other, abort systems, etc. Some of this

equipment, such as the 4-m abort kicker for the Tevatron, may

well have to go into a fourth region. For initial collider

operation it thus seems best to plan on two colliding regions.

As the machines and physics interest evolve, a third region

might eventually become available, though perhaps still shared

with some machine functions.

The BJJ region is presently unencumbered, and we have

assumed that the large Intermediate-Boson Detector will be placed

there. With a transposed geometry, region C0 would then be

attractive as the second region. As discussed below, it may be

wise to maintain a superperiodicity 2, in which case the low

8 regions should be diametrically opposed at B(J and E0

This might be accomplished by building half the Tevatron under

the Main Ring and the other half over it, or by use of the

kissing geometry.

B. Superperiodicity Two

There are several reasons why one would prefer to operate

a machine with superperiodicity greater than one, mainly having

to do with the amount and ease of corrections needed to compen-

sate field errors. The low-0 insertions for colliding beams

are of particular concern from two respects. First, they cause

a large change in the dispersion function as one tunes from

normal conditions down to low g . Because of this, the
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chromaticity corrections required for low-8 a' ^uite different

from those needed for normal operatic Havi..g diametrical17

opposed and equal low-8 sections imparts a two-fold symmetry

on the dispersion function and should allow these corrections

to be done somewhat more easily. Second, the low-6 sections

produce a very large Bmav at the innermost quadrupoles. If these

have any gradient errors, many resonances can be strongly excited

and have very large resonance half-widths. With the low-8's

opposite one another, these error effects will largely cancel

and will be of less, though not negligible, concern. Finally,

there are the resonance corrections needed to correct random or

systematic field errors in the remaindjr of the ring, These will

produce resonance half-widths which may have to be corrected.

In the case of superperiodicity two, those harmonics which are

not multiples of two, will be suppressed and hence one would

expect the total correction system to be somewhat simpler.

The importance of higher superperiodicity cannot be properly

estimated without a detailed knowledge of the doubler magnet

field qualities and also involved computer calculations of

quantities such as (A8*/S*) vs (Ap/p), etc., which are beyond

the scope of a summer study,

C. pp Considerations

Because of the relatively few p's available, pp operation

will likely proceed with only a few bunches in each beam. For

every bunch-bunch collision on one side of the ring, there will

be a second passage of the same bunches at the opposite point

of the ring. Thus, at first glance it would seem that regions
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B0 and E0 would be most appropriate for pp work; since the same

regions and detectors will presumably be used for both pp and

pp experiments, this would seem to argue in favor of the develop-

ment of B0 and E0 as colliding regions.

If B0 and Cf) were chosen instead, it would not be difficult

to arrange for pp interactions at the center of both regions, with

no loss from the B0-E0 case. One would simply run with 3N

equally spaced bunches in each ring. (Note that this mode of

operation depends on the rf harmonic number, 1113, being divisible

by 3.)

It is still uncertain as to the type of interaction geometry

best suited to pp collisions. Additional quadrupoles closer to
*

the crossing point may be able to further reduce S while main-
taining a fixed &„,„, but this has not yet been demonstrated. i

max ;
Such quadrupoles would best fit in a region where the two rings ;

i

are well separated, though this would leave an awkward second

beam pipe going through the experimental apparatus. On the other

hand, a transposed crossing geometry would have the advantages

of a single beam pipe, with the interaction location being inde-

pendent of whether the p and p beams were stored in the Main i

Ring or the Tevatron. \

In summary, pp considerations have no strong impact on

the choice of regions and geometry, and fo-" simplicity we will

concentrate on the pp case.

D. Comparison of Transposed and Kissing Geometries

Examples of interaction geometries are given in a separate

report. The transposed geometry is more flexible and much
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better suited to colliding beam operation than the kissing scheme,

but at the price of a somewhat more complicated geometry for

the two machines.

Some of the advantages of the transposed scheme are listed

below:

1. Tune-up and even some physics can be done at low

luminosity without the interaction-region (squeezer)

magnets, and this work could proceed even if these

magnets were delayed.

2. Small-angle experiments using up to about ±23 m of

free space are possible, although at the lower

luminosity of the natural 16-mrad crossing angle.

3. Only one relatively small (~3" diameter) beam pipe

goes through the detector region in the transposed

case, instead of tv;o beam pipes (one of them with

vertical aperture of 7") for the kissing geometry.

4. The transposed interaction region does not move up

and down with relative beam momenta, as in the kissing

case where the region moves by more than 3" going

from 250 x 1000 to 250 x 250 GeV2. For a giver,

vacuum pipe size in the kissing geometry the ratio

of beam momenta, P'J^/PWSD' *S conctra'i-ne(3 to be less

than some fixed value.

5. More free space for experimental apparatus is available

in the transposed case. For example, if the magnets

closest to the interaction point are made superconduct-

ing (40 kG), while those furthest away are conventional
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j

(-18 kG), then systems which can bring 250 x 1000 GeV

beams into head-on collisions leave -10 m total free

space in the kissing geometry, compared with -15 in

in the transposed case. Alternatively, if only 10 m

free space were required, one might use only conven-

tional squeezer magnfcts in the transposed case, perhaps

with some loss in luminosity at the highest energies;

in the kissing geometry this would only leave -5m

total free space.

6. The transposed squeezer magnets do not have to be

ramped with the Main Ring as do the kissing magnets

when the beams are to be brought into collision.

Not only would such ramping be an operational nuisance,

but it may be difficult to ramp the large aperture

superconducting magnets at a rate compatible with

good Main Ring operation.

7. The superconducting transposed magnets can be turned

off (even made normal, if necessary, to get rid of

persistent currents) during Main Ring injection and

acceleration. Such magnets in the kissing scheme

must be on when the beams are to be collided and

would need correction coils to handle the Main Ring

beam at low energies.

A cost comparison of the two schemes will require detailed

engineering designs for the various magnets. Although the kissing

scheme does require 6 magnets, instead of 4, the magnets in this

geometry arc smaller. For example, the conventional "A" magnets
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are about 40 tons each in the kissing case, compared with -90

tons for transposed. On the other hand, 4 of the 6 kissing

magnets are quite asymmetric (to avoid interference with the

nearby second beam) and will require a detailed design to

establish their feasibility. As discussed in the next section,

the cost of lowering part of the Main Ring is estimated to be

a relatively small part of the total; for example, the cost of

lowering a sextant is estimated to be less than the. cost of a

single large-aperture superconducting magnet (4 required for

2 regions).

The principal drawback to the transposed scheme is the

complication in making the rings work with one or more sextants

at different elevations. No fundamental problem associated

with such operation has been identified, but instead appears

to be at worst a nuisance to surveying, etc. The vertical

dispersion, n , does appear to be larger in the transposed

case, and to depend on the S tune used in each interaction

region, whereas for the kissing geometry with the antisymmetric

quadrupole tunes used, nonzero nv's are present only in the inter-

action regions. Again, the nv appears to be more of a nuisance than

a fundamental limitation, but detailed computer studies need to be made.

In summary, transposed regions are much preferred for

colliding beam operations, although kissing geometry could be

used if transposition proved difficult or impossible.

E, Transposition Considerations

If regions B0 and C0 were used for interaction regions,

it would be very attractive to transpose the B sector. The

U
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2

estimate made at this study by Turkot is $173K for parts plus

1500 man hours, -. $200K total incremental cost to transpose a

sextant. A sextant of the Main Ring could be lowered in a

noi.inal three week shutdown/ and barring unforseen disasters

the machine would be retuned within a week or so.

An alternate method of achieving transposition has

recently been investigated. In this method, the Main Ring

is only moved vertically (by rolling bending magnets) in the

three half cells on either side of the crossing regions;

deeper into the lattice the Main Ring would maintain its present

elevation of 36" off the floor. This method would be especially

attractive if regions B0 and E0 were used for interactions,

in which case half the superconducting ring would be built under

the Main Ring (~11 inches off the floor) and half above the Main

Ring (-56 inches off the floor).

Although the alternate scheme involves less effort than

the standard transposed case, since it would not require the

movement of as many Main Ring magnets, the Main Ring busses would

still need extensions to go around the superconducting magnets

in the transposed sectors and one would also have to move and

redo the plumbing for the LCW. In both transposed schemes one

would need a new Main Ring magnet vehicle and would need to roll

about the same number of magnets, an operation particularly

susceptible to errors. The vertical dispersion in the Tevatron

will be roughly one-and-a-half or two times larger in this

scheme, probably still at the nuisance level, but this question
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needs further consideration.

The changes to the Main Ring necessary for either of the

transposed schemes could be made during a three week shutdown

in the next year or so. The sooner this is done, the more

time we will have to understand the results and to apply this

information to the final collider design. Hopefully, the Main

Ring transposition and subsequent operation will go smoothly

enough that one can with confidence initially build the levatron

in the desired transposed configuration. If it must first be

brought into operation in a planar mode, one will be faced with

a difficult choice between a delay of colliding-beam operation,

or the use of the inferior kissing geometry.

F. Special CJ3 Considerations

The C0 region already has some amenities, including an

experimental hall. This is a mixed blessing, however, since

this area would still need extensive modification to turn it

into a good colliding beam region. Whether any money or effort

would be saved by using this region instead of a "virgin" region

such as E0 will require detailed engineering studies.

The gas-jet experiments such as those presently at C0

will likely do the first TeV physics at Fermilab. Since the

ISR has already done elastic scattering in this energy region,

the TeV gas-jet experiments will presumably concentrate on aspects

of inelastic processes. Even if C0 were to become a colliding

beam region, it seems possible to find a place for gas jets in
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the Tevatron beam between the squee2er magnets or at mini

straight sections. If B0 and E0 are used for colliding beams,

then C0 would likely become the eventual third region, initially

containing a few machine components such as the Tevatron abort

kicker magnet.

G. Parasitic Running

It seems unlikely that much productive parasitic running

for fixed target experiments will be possible during colliding-

beam operation. Some testing of colliding beam detectors during

fixed target operation may be possible through the use of recoils

and secondaries from beam-gas scattering in the machines. It

will be very difficult, if not impossible, to achieve colliding

beams even at low luminosity without seriously impacting the

fixed target operation, and it is probably better just to plan

on a certain amount of colliding-beam time to do the final

detector tuning which cannot be done with beam-gas scattering.

One very useful mode of "parasitic" operation might be

to set aside a few shifts every week or two during fixed target

operation for "machine research" on colliding beams which

could also include some detector tune-up. Similar shifts of

fixed target "machine research" during extended periods of

colliding beam operation might also be beneficial.

H. Topics Needing Further Investigation

Before the final choice of colliding geometry and locations

can be made further input is needed on the following subjects:

1. Detailed design of the Tevatron machine - lattice,

kicker locations, etc.
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! 2. Examination of machine parameters such as ny, P

variation with Ap/p, etc., for the various collider

•;. schemes.

i

3. Importance of superperiodicity 2. Some information
* *

on this should be forthcoming from the low g test

'., planned for the Main Ring.

4. Low 6 for pp - can pp operation be significantly

• improved with additional quadrupoles nearby to the

interaction regions?

; 5 More detailed engineering consideration of the two

• transposed methods.

6. Can the Tevatron be brought on directly in the desired

' transposed configuration? Experience with the Main Ring

"•• in its transposed configuration would be helpful, and Main

Ring transposition should proceed within the next year or so.

5 7. How much effort and delay would be involved if the

; Tevatron must be brought on in a planar mode and

: then transposed?

> 8. Engineering studies of the large aperture super-

j conducting magnets. Questions raised in the Summer

'' Study paper of Biallas et al.r concern cost, ramping,

j correction windings, quench protection, and coil

f clamping.
! • " •

i 9. Design of the asymmetric kissing magnets "A" and "B" -

.' are the beams sufficiently separated?

[,, 10. Impact of the experiments, including detector magnets,

{ on the machines and choice of crossing geomttry, as well as
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the impact of the crossing geometry on the experiments.

11. Relative cost of colliding-beam facilities at C0 and

S0.

12. Estimates of the overall cost of each scheme, and a

search for the most economic solution consistent with

good performance.
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COLLIDING DRUTHERS

C. Ankenbrandt and R. P. Johnson
Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois

How should the Main Ring and Energy Doubler be configured to

maximize their usefulness for colliding beam and internal target

experiments? We adopted the following criteria in order of impor-

tance as a basis for comparing various proposed schemes.
;\ (1) The number and quality of colliding-beam regions should be

as large as possible. This is as obviously desirable as

motherhood and apple strudel. It is important to make effi-

cient use of dedicated operation for colliding beams in view

of the looming competition from the CERN pp program and from

ISABELLE.

(2) The transposed crossing geometry with prebending via rolled

magnets is highly superior to the socalled kissing schemes

for the following reasons:

(a) The beams naturally cross. This provides the possibil-

ity of a flexible response to unpredictable variations

in funding; for example if there is enough money to de-

velop only one major detector, a second region can be

used for low p physics at low luminosity with a modest

apparatus until upgrading becomes possible. The only

initial over head is the cost of the hall itself.

(b) The crossing angle can be reduced to zero with conven-

tional magnets, still allowing more free space and/or

higher energy operation than the kissing scheme.

: (c) The beam always passes thru the middle of the detector.

This eliminates a spurious hole thru the detector vol-

ume, provides a smaller beam pipe, and is more compat-

ible with solenoidal magnetic detectors.

(c) The transposed geometry is more compatible with pp oper-

ation, pp and pp interaction volumes are at the same

height; the full 50 meters can be left free if neces-
1 sary and still achieve pp collisions with a luminosity

comparable or superior to the pp case. Finally, it al-

; lows the possibility of collisions between p in the ED

f and protons in the main ring, where no common magnetic
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fields can be used to bring the beams together.

(3) To optimize the pp capability, there should be two

diametrically opposed (in case the rings are only partially

filled), high quality, pp and pp compatible regions. It may

be desirable to maintain a semblance of twofold periodicity

of the machines, in which case these regions should be mag-

netically identical as regards low g and crossing geometry.

Since F and A contain required machine functions, the only

reasonable choice for these two regions is E and E.

(4) CO should be developed adiabatically. At ED turn-on time,

the existing facilities should be ready for fixed-target

experimentation. Then the world can immediately be told of

the dawning of the era of TeV physics at Fernulab, analo-

gously to the 500 GeV case. Later the existing CO facilities

can be used for modest colliding beam experiments: ultimately

the area can be developed into a full-fledged interaction re-

gion. While this is perhaps not as important a criterion as

the others, it would be foolish to evict the CO fixed-target

experimenters unnecessarily.

There are three schemes which achieve some of these object-

ives. We will describe them in decreasing order of preference.

The scheme which achieves all of the above objectives is illus-

trated schematically below in vertical section. We would lower

MR

ED

two sectors of the main ring, from BO to CO and from DO to E0.

Straight section D can and will still be used for aborting the

beams; the transposition does not interfere with this function. *

That leaves three high quality intersection regions; optimistic-

ally a poor but clever experimenter might even use DO for small

experiments nestled in among abort elements. The scheme allows

two high-quality interaction regions diametrically opposed and

pp compatible at BO and E0; it allows CO to evolve naturally

from internal-target experiments to modest colliding experiments

to an eventual full-fledged high luminosity region.

\

D E F

MR

ED
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The second scheme is illustrated below.

MR .
MR

A B C D E F

This involves lowering 3 sectors of the main ring, from BO to EO.

It has the advantage of two high quality crossing regions dia-

metrically opposed. In this scheme CO could develop gradually,

starting with internal target experiments up to 1000 GeV and

perhaps evolving naturally into a kissing-type interaction re-

gion. There may be some machine physics advantage to the twofold

periodicity of this scheme. Compared with the first scheme, its

major drawbacks are that it requires lowering another sector and

has one fewer high quality interaction region.

The third scheme is illustrated below. It involves lowering

one sector of the main ring, from BO to CO. The two transposed

MR , . ^ M R

ED A ' B"' C ' D E F E D

regions would be at B and C. This creates heavy pressure to de-

velop CO rapidly into a high-quality colliding-beam area, there-

by probably displacing internal target experimenters prematurely.

In this scheme EO would be reserved for future developments: per-

haps initially a home for displaced CO experimenters, it might

eventually become a pp area or a kissing-geometry region. (Note,

however, that the latter two possibilities are probably incompat-

ible or mutually exclusive.) We feel compelled to point out that

this scheme seems designed to maximize the unhappiness of outside

users, with BO the only high-quality area immediately available,

and that dedicated to a Fermilab-developed facility, and/or with

CO experimenters prematurely evicted. Its major advantage is

that it requires lowering only one MR sector.

(1) We checked this assertion with Lee Teng.
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LOGISTICS AND COST ESTIMATE FOR ADAPTING MAIN RING
AND ENERGY DOUBLER/SAVER TO THE TRANSPOSED GEOMETRY

F. Turkot
Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois

One of the two schemes for effecting collisions between beams

in the Main Ring and Doubler is referred to as the transposed geo-

metry. The original proposal by T. Collins1 for doing this involves:

(a) lowering all magnets (129 dipoles and 40 quads) in one super-

period (sextant) of the Main Ring by -19"; (b) rolling 12 dipoles

at both ends of the lowered sector; and (c) rolling 12 dipoles in

each of the neighboring ends of adjacent sectors (the "prebend").

The lowering of two non-adjacent sextants would provide 4 interac-

tion regions. A schematic cross-sectional view near the center of

a lowered sector is shown in Figure 1. The Main Ring magnets have

been lowered by 18.5"; the Doubler magnets are supported on "C"

shaped stands with their centerline 25" above that of the Main Ring.

The following is an engineering cost estimate for transposing

over one sector (1/6) of the circumference of the ring:

1. Ministands for 169 Main Ring Magnets $ 9.OK

2. Special Angle Blocks for 32 Rolled 7.0

Main Ring Dipoles

3. Main Ring Magnet Bus Extensions 2.0

4. New Magnet Vehicle for Main Ring Magnets 50.0

5. "C" Stands for 165 ED/S Magnets 105.0

$173.OK
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Concerning the labor required to implement the lowering of j

the Main Ring magnets, remaking of all connections, and alignment, |

one estimates ~7 man-hours per magnet (average of rolled an! non- •!

rolled) or 1500 man-hours for one sector. A work crew of 12 mech- j

ar.ical techs, 2 welders, and 2 surveyors could complete the project

in -12 working days. In order to show how the costs would scale

for transposing a larger fraction of the ring, we display the costs

as follows:

Scope of Main Ring Additional New
Project Components Doubler Magnet Labor

Components Vehicle

1/6 of MR 18K$ 105K$ 50K$ 1500 man-hours

2/6 of MR 36K$ 210K$ 50K$ 3000 man-hours

Hence, it appears not unreasonable to contemplate lowering

one-sixth of the Main Ring during a normal 3-week M§D shutdown.

We are indebted to Max Palmer and Larry Sauer for help on the

estimates given here.

i

Reference

lT. Collins; "Easy Low-Beta for the Main Ring;" Fermilab TM-649, 1976.
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Fig. 1. Transposed Geometry.
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MAIN RING/DOUBLER LOW-BETA INSERTIONS

D.E. Johnson
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Two low-B configurations for the long-straight sections of

the main ring and doubler are described below. They are quite

similar to the low-B scheme described by Tom Collins . They differ

in two essential manners: (1) They are capable of operating at the

full desired energy for colliding beam experiments, viz. 250 GeV

and 1 TeV for the main ring and doubler, respectively; (2) They

require a different quadrupole arrangement than the "standard"

long-straight section. Thus, the quadrupoles in a main ring straight

section must be removed and replaced with new, longer quadrupoles.

For the doubler, the "standard" lattice is taken as that described

in a previous TM and this note shows the effect of replacing one

of those long-straight sections with one designed to have a variable

minimum beta. In practice, one might use this as the standard bridge,

thus giving tunable flexibility to all of the straight sections as

well as the possibility of initial running with high superperiodicity.

Presented below are schemes for the insertion of one low-B section

into the main ring and doubler lattices, along with the various

quadrupole strengths, etc., needed in order to keep the horizontal

and vertical tunes at 19.4. These insertions can be tuned, adiabati-

cally, from a nearly normal long-straight section down to a minimum

beta of 1 meter and 4 meters for the main ring and doubler, respect-

tively, while not exceeding current quadrupole gradient limits of

240 kG/m-6.096 kG/in and 1011.8 kG/m-25.7 kG/in for the two rings.
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Main Ring Insertions

The geometry of the main ring insertions is shown in Pig. 1.

It consists of replacing the four inner quadrupoles which make up

the long-straight doublet with two, 15.5 foot quads, and having

four independent power supplies, Q, - Q., as shown. This reduces

the available free space in the long straight by some ±2 meters

and also reduces the available space between the doublet quads.

The rest of the ring is left unchanged. The new quadrupole length

has been chosen so as to keep within the above mentioned gradient limit

at 250 GeV. Should one desire to go to a different maximum energy,

or should the spacing between these two quadrupoles prove inadequate

for correction elements, etc., the lengths and spacing can be changed

without significantly affecting the results.

Table I lists the required quadrupole strengths to reach various

minimum betas. In all cases alpha at the crossing center is zero

so the beta at the center is the minimum beta. Because of the in-

creased phase advance across the special long straight, the currents

in the normal quadrupole surplus must be reduced in order to maintain

the tunes at 19.4. These are also listed in Table I. Table II shows

some of the results of one insertion tuned to various B*'s. The

insertions have been tuned so as to preserve the present lattice mis-

match. Thus, outside the insertion, defined in Fig. 1, the a's and

0's of the machine remain unchanged. The phase advance between

elements does change due to the decrease in tune of the normal part

of the ring, but this is fairly small, on the order of 5-10% between

8* = 60 m and 8* =1.1 m. The major change is in the dispersion

function n. n normally oscillates around the ring, due to inherent

mismatch, with a magnitude ranging from ~(5.9 m . 1.2 m). The in-

clusion of one low-B straight section increases this to, for 6* = 1.1 m,
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(13.3 m, -5.5 m). This will cause problems in beam size, the

radial feedback pickup, and other things, but is essentially

unavoidable. Effectively, the only way to affect n is by changing

dipoles, and this is prohibited by the geometry of the tunnel. In

the case of two or more low-0 straight sections, the n oscillation

can be greatly influenced through the relative positions of the

low-fj sections and their particular @*'s, although only a few such

schemes have been looked at in any detail.

One other effect of a low B* is the increase of beam size within

the insertion. Table II lists the maximum n and B's for various

tunes and corresponding energies for each 3* in order to keep the

beam size no larger than that at injection. In all but the first

two examples given, these maximum values occur within the new, 15.5'

quadrupoles. A few typical plots of the lattice parameters across

the insertion are shown in Figs. 2-4.

Doubler Insertion

The insertion for the doubler is essentially identical to that

for the main ring. Its geometry, relative to both the main ring

and Tom's doubler lattice, is shown in Fig. 1. It consists again • •"

using four separate power supplies and replacing the inner double

with longer quadrupoleo, in the case, 14.5 feet. This again reduces

the total free space by ~±2m. In addition, however, the next outer-

most quadrupole has been exchanged for a normal cell quadrupole.

Because the quad's length can only increase in one direction - toward

the medium or mini-straight and not back toward the closest dipoles -

the optical center has been shifted from the geometrical center.

In Tom's lattice, the doubler center was already -10 inches from the

main ring's center, and in the low-B section it has been shifted over

about another 10 inches. Thus the 6*'s talked about are not at the
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crossing center but some half meter away. This causes some slight

increase in beam size according to the formula

where S. is the displaced distance. Thus, for 3* = •- m, the beam size

at the crossing point is given by g = 4.02 m.

There is, in addition, a slight beam mis-match because the spacing

from the doublet to the next outermost quadrupole is not identical

for the up- and downstream sides. This occurs in order to keep the

downstream mini-straight at least a meter long for correction elements,

etc. This causes less than a 1% beta oscillation outside the inser-

tion.

In all other respects, the doubler with one low-3 insertion is

virtually identical to the case tor the main ring described above,

and has the advantage that the lattice parameters do not get as large

as in the main ring case since the 3* can be larger by the energy

rates. Tables III and IV list quadrupole gradients and beam

parameters for various 3*'s at 1 TeV.

References
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Sections", TM-678, July 1976
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Table I. Main Ring Low~g Quadrupole Gradients

(kG/m) (250 GeV)

F-bus D-bus

60

40

20

10

5

2

1

150.8009

150.1745

149.3691

149.0387

148.8872

148.3954

147.9924

-150.6700

-150.0440

-149.2391

-143.9089

-148.7576

-148.2692

-147.8633

-135.1927

-144.2438

-136.1143

-108.3608

-60.4160

45.3424

136.8946

208.4797

233.5935

247.8643

224.4009

116.7973

81.7030

69.9129

-119.1903

-140.4735

-176.8406

-196.8149

-205.3870

-208.6095

-210.9185

98.7436

119.2226

169.0099

204.0468

223.0307

234.7556

236.9445

Note: Q. has both signs and goes smoothly through zero

Q2 at 8* = 20 m has a gradient >240 kG/m, and so must be

ramped through g* = 20 m and not left at it.
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Table II. Main Ring Low-8 at 250 GeV

6*

60 m

39.8

19.8

9.9

5.0

2.0

1.1

n*

2.28 m

1.41

0.71

0.62

0.70

0.88

0.95

nmax

6.68 m

7.02

8.06

9.03

10.17

13.18

22.43

max

123.7 m

125.5

141.7

251.6

503.2

1257.5

2461.8

Energy to
size same

8

8

10

18

36

90

178

keep beam
as at 8 GeV

GeV

For 3* < 20 m, both Bm=^ and n occur within the special insertion
max max

quads. Outside of the long straight insertion, as defined in Fig. 1,

the lattice functions (a's and £'s) are virtually identical to those

with no insertion, and the dispersion oscillates with, at 6* = 1 m,

a range of (13.3 m, -5.5 m). For larger B*'s, the range of oscilla-

tions is less, being, at g* = 60 m, (6.7 m, 0.8 m).
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Table III. Doubler Low-g Quad Gradients at 1 TeV
(kG/m)

U* QF QD Qx Q2 Q3 Q4

60 951.6785 -950.8209 -847.8887 811.4227 -518.0873 433.8087

40 948.0680 -947.2134 -905.3072 909.7154 -610.0571 521.1480

20 943.8085 -942.9574 -855.3378 963.2492 -767.3192 731.8785

10 942.1047 -941.2550 -681.5922 867.8926 -852.5600 881.6296

4 940.7660 -939.9174 -243.2470 537.6301 -895.2341 981.5136

Table IV. Doubler Low-6 at 1 TeV Insertion Parameters

3*

60.0

39.8

19.6

10.0

4.1

2

1

0

0

0

n*

.22

.39

.76

.68

.77

"max

6.89

7.14

8.08

8.94

10.51

max

121.8

122.0

142.4

244.1

597.4
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MISMATCH OF THE LOW 8 INSERTION OF THE FERMILAB MAIN RING
FOR OFF-MOMENTUM ORBITS IN ABSENCE OF SEXTUPOLES

Bruno Autin
• Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory/CERN

Introduction

The mismatch of an insertion with respect to the regular

cells of a lattice opens gradient stopbands which give rise to

an overmodulation of the 8 function and to non linearities in

the variation of the tune with momentum. It is therefore of

interest to have a quantitative evaluation of this mismatch

in order to have a first guideline in the choice of the sex-

tupole scheme which has to correct the chromaticity.

The method used for matching an insertion to a cell of

the lattice on the central orbit consists of tracing the 8 and

a(= ~j JJ^) functions from the crossing point to the boundary

between the insertion and the cell, and adjusting the quadrupole

strengths to make these functions coincide with those of the

cell at the same point. The same procedure can be performed for

the derivatives 8' and a* of $ and a with respect to =£ .

However, in absence of sextupoles, the values of 81 and a'

resulting from the tracing through the insertion will not be

equal to that of the cell. The differences 68' and fia' characterize

the mismatch and can be combined in the formula:

max
r •

i which expresses the maximum relative variation of the 8 function

! around the whole ring. 68' is normalized to the unperturbed value

j.i of the 8 function at the end of the insertion. uo is equal to 2TT

• I times the tune of the machine.
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2. Structure of the cell and of the insertion

The insertion is antisymmetric with respect to the crossing

point. In Fig. 1, the dipoles have been omitted. At the crossing

point 8 is equal to 2 m.

I cell insertion -cell

| | |
|-QH KJI2 (-QI3 (-QI4
i I |

I I i
!
J

| I S*=2nJ
I

hQI2
I I I

I I I

! ,
_ i L 1 I

Figure 1.

3, a and vi are taken at the entrance of each element.

3. Expressions 8' and «'

3.1 Cell

The expressions of 8' and a' at the end of a cell are

given by

a | 2 s i^ v

a and y are the unperturbed values of a and u at the end of

the insertion, u is the phase advance of the betatronc
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oscillation through the cell. The coefficients y and a are

characteristic of the focussing perturbation and will remain

formally the same for the elements of the insertion:

Y . Si^l + at (1 . 5141,

with

c = cos, s = sin for focussing quadrupoles

c = cosh, s = sinh for de-focussing quadrupoles

3.2 Insertion

In the case of the insertion, the expression of 6' and

a' are such that

Bt 8

TT~ = £ IY • cos2 (u — u ') + Oj sin2 (u—u.) ]B i = 1 i i i i

Bt 8

i=l

3.3 Initial mismatch

At the entiance of the insertion, the perturbations B1

and a1 are those of the cell, they propagate through the

insertion and at the end their effect is such that

Bt Bc Bc75— = 7T~" cos(2Au ) + (a 75— - a1) sin(2Au,)
P P C p C t

i 2 eca.! = a' cos(2Ay. J + [(1+a ) s aa1]t c t p

Aut is the phase advance through the insertion.

|-i
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4. Numerical application

The contributions of the various part of the insertion are

summarized in Table 1.

Cell

Insertion

initial mismatch

upstream part

downstream part

Total

Total mismatch

22.

-18.

3

48

79

48

2

3

1

.76

.83

.07

-2

-40

19

a

.55

.04

.45

1

-.775

-23.14

-22.37

Table 1

It results from the previous values that

AR
p

5. Conclusion

The mismatch of the low-6 insertion is fairly weak for the

off-momentum orbits. A chromaticity correction using two families

of sextupoles only may be sufficient to give a smooth variation

of the tune over the range of momentum errors of the main ring.

Such an indication is both comforting and surprising when the

large values of B (over 1000 m) in the insertion are contemplated.

It is true that the individual contribution of the magnets is big

but there is a compensation between the F- and D-quadrupoles of

a doublet on one hand and between the upstream and downstream

parts of the insertion on the other hand; the latter is due to

the antisymmetry of the insertion.
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ESTIMATE OF BUNCH LENGTHENING AND WIDENING IN THE
MAIN RING AND IN THE ENERGY DOUBLER

A.G. Ruggiero
Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois

Bunch lengthening has been observed in the Main Ring1, and,

though the relevant information from observations are relatively

few, it is expected to be a current dependent phenomena. It is

crucial also to determine whether the lengthening is accompanied

by widening in order to attempt an explanation of the effect.

Recently a theory has been proposed2 which assumes a resistive

i'apedance around the ring interacting with the beam, enhancing an

energy loss and henceforth diluting the bunch. Bunch lengthening

itself could be explained by the presence of an "inductive wall"3,

but since the lengthening is rather large (typically a factor of

three) one would require also a relative large impedance

(Z/n ~ 100 ohms). Furthermore all the bunches should be affected

in the same way in contrast to what happens in reality.

A resistive impedance can enhance phase oscillations which,

after smearing, would lead to bunch dilution, namely lengthening

and widening of the same amount.

The following phenomenological formula was derived from a

computer simulation2

Sf/S. = 0.007
 ( I Z ) 2 E / e (1)
VS2 a f R F

where S. and S£ are the phase space bunch area in volts x sec

including 95% of the beam with gaussian distribution. I is the

average beam current, Z the total resistive impedance, E the particle

total energy, V the rf peak voltage, a the momentum compaction
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factor and f ^ the rf frequency. Thus Eq.. (1) gives the bunch

growth as function of all the essential beam and machine para-

meters. The lengthening and widening factors which, as we said

above, are identical, are just given by the square root of the

r.h. side of (1).

We like to emphasize that (1) was derived from a consistent

theory which, nevertheless, still expects verification from ex-

perimental observations. Again the theory is consistent/ and can

fit the observed lengthening by assuming an impedance Z of one-

hundred or a few hundred kilo-ohms. Also, the observed "turbulence"

in the beam, namely dipole, quadrupole and eventually higher order

oscillations within the bunch, and the lack of correlation between

bunches seems to support our theory of resistive impedance. On

the other side in absence of better information, we shall make use

of (1) to make bunch growth estimates for the Main Ring and the

Energy Doubler.

By inspecting (1) we observe that the bunch area growth is

reduced by increasing the rf voltage, the rf frequency and the

momentum compaction factor. It is not advisable for instance to

increase the tune of the Energy Doubler because this would have

the effect to lower a quadratically. From the performance point

of view1* (beam-beam luminosity) it is convenient to operate at

the present rf frequency of 53.1 HHz. The energy dependence is

sort of expected: the bunch area S in principle is an invariant

and should not scale with the energy, on the other side the

stabilizing mechanism (Landau damping) depends on the bunch spread

which reduces with the energy. Finally it is interesting to

observe that the bunch growth depends on the ratio 1/S^ namely
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on the initial density in the phase space.

Eq. (1) is sort of an "overshoot" formula; smaller is the

initial bunch area, larger is the final area. Indeed, as one can

easily see, the product S--S^ is invariant. One can minimize

the growth by tailoring the initial area so that the r.h. side

of (1) equals approximately unit. This criterion leads to the

following condition for S.

S ± "x, 0.084 -^- yT / 2 ^ = s t K (2)
fRP

where Y T = transition energy/rest energy (a= 1/Y£).

As an example, let us take the following set of parameters.

I = 0.15 A E = 100 GeV

Z = 200 Kfi V = 1 MV

fĵ p = 53.1 MHz Y T = 18.75

we obtain that no growth would occur if the initial bunch area

is 0.23 eV-see. Otherwise the procedure to minimize bunch growth

should be the following. For instance if the initial bunch area

; is 0.10 eV-sec, one lets the beam growth with the "spreader" in a

; control fashion to the threshold value of 0.28 eV-scc allowing

j henceforth a growth of a factor 2.8. In the case that that is

I not done and the bunch is let to grow with its own means, according

I ;
p to (1), the final growth would be of a factor 7.8 which corresponds

p; to a final bunch area of 0.78 eV-sec. The set of parameters

i discussed above is likely the one which explains best the beam
!.-•; observations in the Main Ring.
H Presumably the Energy Doubler has the same sort of impedance
i •;

j •; of the Main .Ring and the same stability condition should apply.

u
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It is convenient, therefore, to stack the first turn in the

Energy Doubler1* at 100 GeV with 1 MV rf bucket.

Subsequent pulses, nevertheless, are required to be stacked

at reasonable low voltage to avoid stacking dilution. This,

as one can see from Eq. (1), has the effect to enhance further

bunch dilution. It is not easy to calculate the dilution factor

because it is known5 that the previously stacked beam partially

shields the coupling between the freshly injected bunches and the

wall. But it is obvious that here we are facing a problem and a

detailed investigation is in order. For the time being we shall

neglect this problem.

The expected beam stack area1* is then 3.7 eV-sec for 10 turns

on the assumption that each pulse has a stable bunch area of 0.3

eV-sec. With 1 MV rf voltage the threshold value for the bunch

area is 8.9 eV-sec, namely 2.4 times the initial area of the beam

stack. The bunch growth is expected to start at 173 GeV. One

possible solution is to continuously blow up the bunches in a

control fashion with a "spreader" in the Energy Doubler so that the

final bunch area of 1000 Gev is 8.9 eV-sec. The rf bucket area is

10.8 eV-sec for 1 MV and probably enough to confine the bunches.

A consequence of this procedure is a lengthening and widening of

the bunch by a factor of 1.5 with obvious reflections on the

beam-beam luminosity, performance and machine requirements.

We believe that the most obvious cure to avoid excessive

bunch growth is the use of a higher harmonic cavity properly

phased compared to the main rf system. The technique is to create

a waveform which approximates the bunch shapes; the signal is then
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fed back to the beam for the local compensation of the energy

loss. More experiments and studies are clearly required in this

direction.
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THE EFFECT OF TWISTED DIPOLES ON ORBIT

Lawrence W. Jones
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

In order to pitch the beams so as to incline the equilibrium orbits

toward the intersection (crossing) points, several magnets near the inter-

section long straight section may be rolled or twisted in order to provide a

horizontal field component. Twists of 3 or 4 magnets by up to 15 have been

considered.

Because of the 4 mrad angle between normal incidence and the equilib-

rium orbit at each end of the dipoles, there is a small edge focussing ( +

vertical, - horizontal) by each dipole. This is part of the normal magnet

lattice and is included in the total focussing matrix (in principle). When a

dipole is rotated out of the median plane, these equivalent quadrupoles are

no longer parallel to the orthogonal x, y focussing planes and may introduce

x-y coupling. We estimate the magnitude of this perturbation below.

The focal length of a magnet edge is given by f = p/tan0 where 6 is the

angle of incidence and p is the radius of curvature within the magnet. For

Main Ring or doubler dipoles, f = ±2X10 m (each magnet end). For a block

of 3 or 4 magnets, the effective f is 6 or 8 times less, as long as the block

• 4

length is much less than X (fc = R/Q = 50 m). Hence f (3 magnets) = ±3 X 10 m.

If these magnets are all rolled by 15°, the strength of each lens is reduced so

that
1 1 , .„» . ._• , 0.707-r = 7-(cos 15 - sin 15 ) =

O O
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For 3 magnets, the change in focussing strength is equivalent to adding a

lens of focal length

f . = ±105 mequiv.

to the lattice. !
j

In addition to modifying the lattice, the rotated lens adds coupling

terms of the form

x " ± k x + j y = 0

y" + k y - j x = 0

to the equations of motion. For the same three magnets rolled 15 , this

coupling term is equivalent to a lens of 10" m focal length. To appreciate

the magnitude of this effect, consider that a normal quadrupole has a focal
j

length f = 26 m. This same coupling would be obtained by rotating one quad I

by 26 x 10 rad or about \ mrad. This corresponds to mounting a quad with

one sidte higher than the other by-0.003 in. , or an rms fluctuation of 10

quads of 0.001 in. in leveling.

If there are 8 sets of twisted magnets distributed around the ring (2

on either side of 2 intersection regions), the effect on the betatron frequen-

cies will correspond to AQ = 1/10 added in quadrature to Q = 19.4, hence
o

the tune shift will be

This is also the magnitude of the coupling tune shift for comparable x-y

oscillation amplitudes.
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We therefore conclude that this coupling presents no real problem and

that the rotation of several dipole magnets by up to 15 does not in itself

jeopardize the machine operation.
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DUAL SUPERCONDUCTING SQUEEZER MAGNETS

Lawrence W. Jones
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

In the crossing configuration either a single large magnet or

a pair of magnets is needed on either side of the central magnets

in which the orbits come together. In this region the MR and ED

orbits converge from about 38 cm separation to 20-27 cm separation.

Such a magnet system should produce an ED dipole field strength

(̂ 42.3 kG) over ^4.75m to accomplish its role in achieving colinear

orbits for up to 400 GeV (MR) on 1000 GeV (ED). The fields would

generally be the same in both halves (ED and MR) but the flexibility

of differential tuning would be desireable to eliminate the need

for additional vertical trim magnets.

A well-engineered solution to the ED superconducting dipole

requirements is emerging which contains a good field across 2 in.

of a 3 in. I.D. coil. The coil and its clamp are in a cylindrical

cryostat about 5 in. diameter. Our proposal is to scale up this

basic design and mount two such coils in a common cryostat within

a common iron return yoke.

The aperture requirements are about 3 x 3 in. for the MR

and 2 x 2 in. for the ED. The vertical aperture is required for

producing crossings from 16 mr to 0 mr over the range of ED and

MR energies up to 400 GeV on 1000 GeV. The horizontal apertures

are required for extraction, although in general this may not

occur while the squeezer magnets are excited, so that clear bore

only rather than good field is necessary here (in contrast to

the "kissing" case). We propose that each magnet have a 4 in.

(10 cm) clear bore, and that a scaled-up 8 in. O.D. (20 cm) coil
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and coil clamp surround the bore, producing ^42.3 kG. The liquid

helium would be circulated within these cylinders and (as in the

doubler design) they would be enclosed in a vacuum jacket containing

superinsulation. The coil cylinders would be repelled by their

magnetic forces so they would require tie bars (also cold) between

thrm. A superconducting niobium barrier plate might be supported

between the two coiJs to provide magnetic isolation between the

two. It would be cooled by conduction by the tie bars. The coils

would be mounted so that their axes converged from 35cm to 25cm

over the 4.75m magnet length. Sections at the two ends are

illustrated in the figure.

The iron return yoke should provide 12 inches flux path on

all sides (̂ 42 kG over 4 inches in the good field region to be

carried at 14 kG in the iron). As in the doubler design, a 1 in.

insulation and vacuum gap is provided. Coil mounting and support

pads with minimum thermal leakage would be needed, although unlike

the doubler, this magnet would probably be assembled in two

halves, so that these spacers need not roll.

The iron return yoke would be 35 in. wide and flair from 43

to 47 in. high with a 10 in. wide by 20-24 in. high central hole

for the coils. At 4.75m (15.8 ft.) length, it would rfeigh about

3 5 tons.

The aperture for the coils in the iron could either be

rectangular or have a cylindrical top and bottom. The former case

would require more iron but might maintain better vertical symmetry

of the field? ±n each bore.
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DUAL SUPER CONDUCTING SQUEEZER MAGNET

Other End

Intersection End Iron
Shi

Iron Flux
Shield

10 cm

Iron Cross
Section
(center)

Iron Weight'
35 Tons

L:.;
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SUPER MAGNETS FOR INTERACTION REGIONS

G. Biallas and W. Fowler
Fertnilab Batavia, Illinois

R. Diebold
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

Introduction

The two basic methods for bringing about main ring and

energy doubler beam collisions have been investigated and

reported by Diebold and Collins.^ Since the

50 meter length of straight section is a formidable limitation

in both the "kissing" and "transposed" geometry, the question

has arisen: Can interaction region magnets be superconducting?

If the answer is yes, then higher field magnets can be shorter,

leaving more room for detectors. Not only must these magnets

have a large aperture, but they must also satisfy various require-

ments such as allowing space to shield one beam from the

magnetic elements of the other (in the case of independent magnets

for each beam) and having magnetic field quality sufficient to

handle 8 GeV injected beam \n the main ring in the case of a

common magnet such as the magnet "C" in the "kissing" scheme. A

rough estimate of the cost of such supermagnets is given below

as an aid to the selection of interaction geometry.

Design

After looking at various possibilities it was decided that

magnet "C" of the "kissing geometry" (see Figure 2 of Diebold and

Collins) would be the best magnet to investigate. We have
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carried through a preliminary design for the two-dimensional

cross section. The magnet can essentially have any desired

length (22-ft long doubler dipoles have been shown to have no

important length effects), and the cross section is shown in

Figure 1. The design criteria was 9 in. of "good-field" region.

Since the doubler dipole magnets have 2-in. of good field region

for a 3-in. conductor bore, this represents a scaling factor of

4.5 and a conductor bore of 13^ in.

The same 23 strand Rutherford-type cable as used in the

doubler dipoles is assumed. This cable, with outer dimensions

of approximately 0.050 in. x 0.300 in., typically carries

5000 amps at 50 kG. For the doubler magnets the cable is

"key stoned" (changing the 0.050 in. dimension to 0.044 in. on

the inner radiusand 0.055 in. on the outer) to approximately

match the 3 in. coil bore. Due to the larger bore here the

keystoning would be considerably less C°2 mils) or perhaps zero

with the turn-to-turn insulation being compacted into a trape-

zoid during molding to compensate for the rectangular conductor.

This design has 141 turns on each half of the inner shell

and 85 turns on the outer. The shell angles of 72.5° and 41.7°

are approximately the same as for the doubler dipoles and are

selected to minimize the 6-pole and 10-pole coefficients. At

4500 amps this design gives a central field of 44.77 kG; this is

about 83% of the short sample current carrying capability, a

conservative value.

Other details which can be seen from Figure 1 are as follows:
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1. The iron shield has an inner radius of 15.1 in. and

an outer radius of 30.2 in. It is warm and below

saturation.

2. The field contribution from iron is 8 kG.

3. The space between the coil and iron is 7.7 in., more

than adequate for coil support collars of stainless

steel, liquid nitrogen temperature shield, and coil

centering supports of "low-heat-loss" design.

Scaling to Other Sizes of Super Magnets

The above exercise substantiates the following scaling rules

which can be used for similar large aperture magnets. We use as

scaling parameter the coil bore compared to that of the doubler:

_ rC mag _ 6.75 in. _ .
rdoubler ~ T T T ^ 7 " *

1. Two layers or shells of doubler cable are required with

about the same azimuthal coverage, independent of R.

So, xR for the amount of superconducting wire.

2. Forces per unit length to constrain the superconductor:

xR. The wire is probably strong enough, but may need

xR preloading. This may mean a different approach for

preload such as aluminum coil collars which load coil

structure due to differential thermal contraction.

Longitudinal thermal expansion coefficient match could

be accommodated by use of matched lfbore-tube" and

intermittant coil collars with a longitudinal preload

clamp system similar to Escar dipoles.
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3. Displacement force: 1.1 lbs/inch length/mil offset,

independent of R. Thus, the stiffness of the coil cen-

tering supports need be no greater than for the present

ED/S magnets. Since the manufacturing tolerances may be

somewhat looser for the large magnets discussed here,the

strength or yield point of the supports may need to be

increased somewhat to allow for larger unintentional dis-

placements of the superconductor center from the iron

center. Such an increase in strength would presumably re-

sult in a somewhat larger heat leak across the suspension.

2 2

4. Stored energy <* B x Vol or xR . As an example, a 9 in.

good field interaction region magnet of length equal

to an energy doubler dipole would have 1,0.5 megajoules x
2

4.5 =10 megajoules of stored energy, the equivalent of

a string of 20 energy doubler dipoles. This would require

additional safety lead taps or quench inducing resistors

to distribute the quench wave over a larger volume of

superconducting coil in order to protect the coil from

high temperature during a quench. Other changes isuch ' "\.

as increasing the Cu to superconducting ratio from

present 1.8 to 1 should be investigated.

5. Outer dimensions: xR. As an indication of the

accuracy of these scaling rules, we note that 60.4 in./

15 in. «*4.0 compared to R = 4.5. The radial space

required by the conductor remains constant, slightly
breaking the xR scaling.

2
6. Iron: xR .
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i

Preliminary Cost Estimate

We use as a starting point the latest energy doubler dipole

cost experience which is given below:

Unit Cost in Kilodollars for
22-ft Long Dipole (in quantity
of 25)

Cryostat parts

Coil parts

Yoke parts (including stamping)

Yoke steel

6

4

1

1

. 9

. 3

. 4

.8

Superconductor
(4800 ft at $2/ft)

Coil labor

Cryostat labor

Yoke labor

Parts Subtotal 14.4

9.6

3.3

3.6

0.4

Labor Subtotal 1.3

Total 31.3

Tooling 160

A rough estimate for a 9 in. good field super magnet, with

the same 22 ft. length as a doubler magnet, would then scale as

follows:

Cryostat parts (xR)
dominated by end effects

Coil parts (xR2)

due to change in preload system

Yoke parts (xR)

Yoke steel (xR2)

Superconductor (xR)

Labor (xR)

Total

6.9 x (4.5) = 31

4.3 x (4.5)2= 87

1.4 x (4.5) = 6.3

l.e x (4.5)2= 36.5

9,6 X (4.5) = 43.2

7.3 x (4.5) = 33.9

~240
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The tooling estimate at this time can only be at best a

guesstimate. Equipment which is already on hand for energy

doubler dipole magnet fabrication and assembly would undoubtedly

be modified for this work rather than starting from scratch. We

take $400,000 as a rough tooling estimate. Several magnets of

this design could be produced for this one-time investment.

Future Work

1. Programmable correction coils required for

8 GeV beam.

2. Quench protection study.

3. Coil collar clamp system design.

4. Comparison design for conventional magnet with cost

comparison for construction and operation.
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APERTURE REQUIREMENTS FOR BEAM-BEAM INTERACTION
AT UNEQUAL ENERGIES

Lawrence W. Jones
University of Michigan, Ann Arbor, Michigan

In the 19 76 Fermilab Summer Study, Diebold and Month identified the

problem of achieving proton-proton collisions over a range of energies with

the constraint that the two beams must be isochronous. Below we explore

the quantitative ramification of that question.

I Because beam transfer must occur at equal beam energies, one con-

i' straint is that the two rings must accommodate equal energies. The energy

: doubler will generally be held at a higher energy than the Main Ring so that
j .-

• its orbit radius must be slightly greater. The critical question then is:

| What is the sum of the MR and ED equilibrium orbit apertures required for

> a given pair of (unequal) energies? We assume that the outer MR equilibrium

j orbit and the inner ED equilibrium orbit correspond to the same circumfer-
i •

j ence.
|- Diebold and Month conclude that the required aperture sum, AX, for
f .
j achieving isochronism between E . and E is given by

j : AX = 6.1X10 '
! max

where AX is in cm and E 1 and E 2 a r e in GeV. This Ax i s for the maximum

orbit excurs ions; the average radia l displacements of the orbi ts is l ess by a

factor of 1.4.
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On the graph we have plotted contours of fixed Ax (cm) on an E . - E ,

grid. F o r a given Ax, values of E . and E , corresponding to points to the

right of that AX curve and with E . 2 E s.re possible. As an example, if

AX = 3 cm (AX - 2 cm) all E_ > 142 GeV may be isochronous with
max rms Z

E, = 142 GeV, but only 125 < E < 260 GeV could be isochronous with E.

= 12 5 GeV. The aperture range in the Main Ring desired for extraction and

in the ED desired for stacking suggest that there will be a combined AX
IT12LX

of at least 3 cm.

It thus appears that this isochronism condition is not a constraint on

the operation of the system over the interesting range of pp collision energies.

This condition must be borne in mind, However, in the installation of the ED

so that the ED circumference is 2tr(Ax )/2 larger than the MR.
rms
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Fig. 1. Aperture requirements for isochronism between the Doubler and
Main Ring.
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BEAM PARAMETERS FOR THE FERMILAB COLLIDER

R. Diebold
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

This note is a compendium of various formulae used to calculate beam

size, luminosity, tune shift, etc., for the Fermilab Ma-in-Ring-on-Doubler Collider.

The results for specific cases are summarized in Table I. A recent CERN report

by Guignara may be consulted for a much more detailed set of storage ring formulae.

Transverse Beam Size

The beam width in each transverse dimension is determined by the

emittance, e, the area in phase space containing 95% of the beam. Assuming

Gaussian distributions, the rms beam size is given by

o- = (1)

where (J is the usual amplitude function. The beam from the booster (T = 8 GeV)

has an emittance e = 1. Sirmm mrad, in both the horizontal and vertical; if

there is no dilution as the beam is accelerated, e scales as

e = 13-ir/p mm mrad (2)

where the beam momentum p is in GeV/c. For (3 in units of meters we have

o- = 1.49/FTp mm . (3)

By repowering the closest three quadrupoles on each side of the inter-

action region Collins has shown how the Main Ring beam can be focused down

to (3 = 2. 5 m, for momenta up to 150 GeV/c. More recently, D. E. Johnson

* *

has shown how to reduce P,,-, down to 1 meter at 250 GeV and (3 down to 2. 5 m

at 1000 GeV. This would be accomplished with somewhat longer quadrupoles,

requiring an additional ~ 2 m of sj ace at each end of the long straight section.
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and by repowering the closest four quadrupoles on each side of the long straight.

For the parameters presented at the 1977 Woods Hole Meeting

* *
(p = 2. 5 m, f} = 10 m at 250 on 1000 GeV) the rms width of each beam

MR D

would be 0.15 mm. Multiple scattering and instabilities presently cause

some growth of the stored beam with time (factor of 2 in ~ 1000 sec at 100 GeV),

but this should be reduced considerably as the Main Ring vacuum is improved

and experience is gained in tuning the machine.

Transverse Momentum in the Beam

The rms spread of horizontal angles for beam particles is given by

and similarly for the vertical. For the emittance discussed above this leads

to

<rp =1.49Vp/P MeV/c (31)

for p in GeV/c and p" in m e t e r s . For the cases shown in Table I <r_ = 4 to

20 MeV/c, and this small spread will not affect most experiments.

Momentum Spread

The momentum spread is determined by both the rf voltage per turn,

V, and by the emittance in longitudinal phase space, s , . This emittance is

4
not well known; a value of 0.1 eV«sec is generally used. This leads to

cr /p = 1.1% ef V 1 / 4 / E 3 / 4 (4)
p i, I

/ 4 , (5)

where V is in MV/turn and E is the beam energy in GeV» For V= 3MV/turn,
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_4
the spread is about o~ /p = 10 at 150 GeV and less at higher energy. In the

last two columns (F and G) in the table, 10 turn stacking in momentum space

is assumed in the Doubler; assuming e to be 20 times the single beam value

leads to o- /p = ±0.9 x 10 at 1000 GeV, or o- = ±90 MeV.
P P

The beam size gets contributions from both the betatron phase space

discussed in the previous section and from the dispersion, v,i

o- = <r + (Tier /p) (6)

It turns out that for the cases being considered the dispersion adds v-.-ry little

to the beam size. Even for JO turn stacking and the standard intersection

region (P ' = 70 m, n ' = 2. 3 m), ri <r /p = ±0o 21 mm, boosting <r = ±0.40 mm
P P

to a total width of o- = ±0. 45 mm.

Bunch Length

The bunch length also depends on the longitudinal emittance and rf

voltage:

cr^= 140 e V ( V E ) i M (7)

= 44/(VE) 1 1 4 cm . ' (8)

The dependence on V and E is quite slow, and ±10 cm is typical for single turn

injecHon; for 10 turn stacking this becomes ±35 cm.

Recent Main Ring storage studies show a longitudinal instability which

causes bunches to broaden to a full width at the base (~ 4<r) of ~ 5nsec =150 cm,

roughly 4 times the value given by the calculation above. Presumably <r /p

is also spread by a similar factor.

Luminosity

For head-on collisions with bunched beam
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If the two beams have equal dimensions (<r , = <r = tr and <r = <r = a ) then
zl z2 z Zl IZ i.

0 - <r /(r . (17*

Fora=3 '=20 (i .e . , 9 = 0 ) , ,'S f .<S• = 1IJ1. This becomes

V / V » a / a f o r a > > a . (18)

For E = 0. 1 eV" sec, a varies from 0. 9 to 7 mrad, as shown in Table I. Figure

1 explicity shows the variation of V with angle calculated by T. L. Collins for

the parameters shown in the table. The high luminosities deteriorate rapidly

as a increases. If the longitudinal instability cannot be controlled, the values

of a will be reduced by a factor of ~ 4, making it even more urgent to be able

to achieve near head-on collisions.

Q

The beams will probably not be collided at exactly 0 since this would

result in backgrounds from beam-beam collisions of adjacent bunches, as well

as increase the beam-beam tune shift. Instead, a small angle of about 1 mrad

will be introduced; this will cause a separation of 2. 8 mm at the next meeting

point, \ /2 = 2. 8 m from the central intersection point. For the parameters

presented at the Woods Hole Meeting (column H of Table I), this separation

c c responds to 12a for the Main Ring beam and 18(r for the Doubler, where

we have taken into account the growth in (3 away from the interaction point:

(3(2.8 m) =p"tl + (2. 8/pV;2] •

For the Woods Hole case with e = 0. 1 eV- sec and a = 1 mrad, .'/" IW - 0. 96;
Si O

for bunch lengths 4 times the calculated values, this becomesV/y = 0. 65.

Length of the Luminous Region

For two beams with Gaussian distributions, the distribution of events
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along the beam is also Gaussian. For head-on collisions the rms length of

the event distribution is

For single turn injection Table I shows cr = 6 to 8 cm, in which case 95% of

the events will come from a region one foot long (±2<r). The 10-turn stacking

examples have a = ±18cm (28 inches for 95%). Experiments will generally be

easier to build if the longitudinal instability can be overcome so that these lengths

do not increase substantially.

For beams crossing at finite angles, the source length is reduced by

the same factor as found for the luminosity

a /(cr ) = .'/ /.</• , (20)
L,' L. o o

i . e . , the central source brightness remains constant. For some experiments

this reduction in source size may be advantageous and partially offset the misery

of having lost luminosity.

Beam-Beam Tune Shift

Each time two bunches collide, each proton of one bunch receives a

lateral impulse from the macroscopic ("space-charge") electromagnetic field

generated by the other bunch. Expanding near the origin one can derive a tune-

shift, Av> caused by one beam on the other. The forces are nonlinear, how-

ever, and the actual tune shift varies with orbit, so A v is more properly thought

of as a measure of the tune spread. For long term stability in proton machines,

a limit of 0.005 is conventionally assumed, but this is probably very conservative.
8

Sands gives ..t
r p" N
F xl 2 ( 2 1 .

^Vxl " 2TT y. or , (o- , + <r ,)I x2 x2 z2
? ? -18

where r = classical proton radius = e /M c = 1. 5347 x 10 m,
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N = number of protons/bunch in beam 2,

= E,/M .
] ' p

The equations for A v ,» A v and Av follow directly by transposition ofx^ zl zi

symbols. For our standard case of 2x10 protons evenly divided among

1113 bunches,

*
for p in meters, E in GeV and a in mm. For round beams this becomes

-•? * / 2
AVj = 2.06x10 Pj /EjO-2 . (23)

Using Eq. (3) this can be rewritten as

(24)

Values for A v are listed in Table I. The large value p = 70m results

in AvD = O=0l0 for cases B and E and may limit the Main Ring intensity allowable,

especially when the Doubler is running at lower energies. The very small in-

tense beam of case G yields A vM R = 0. 012 and may cause Main Ring instabilities.

For the case presented at the Woods Hole Meeting, A,v = 0.0009 and should

cause no problems.

If indeed the luminosity were to be limited by some maximum tune shift,

it would be instructive to look at the ratio y/Av in order to optimize ,'f within

this limit; for head-on collisions

(25)

For round beams
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2(7

A v i

(26)

where N is again the number of particles per bunch in beam 1, E is in GeV

and p in meters.

For beams crossing at an angle a= 29, one should again replace <r

with

and the tune shift is less than that for the head-on condition. For 6 » e =

cr /cr , Av has the same 1/0 dependence as the luminosity, while Av a 1 /6 .

Scaling

Many of the input numbers are presently uncertain and should be better

measured, and if possible, improved upon. In some cases, such as beam in-

tensity, such improvement is being actively pursued and will presumably have

substantial enhancement over the values used he re While scaling with emit-

tance or intensity can be obtained from the previous equations, we summarize

the more important dependences here:

a- , o- « c ?

X Z

Sf>' , A v « 1 / e

Vc

cr / p oc V

MR
l/4
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If the emittance increases linearly with beam intensity, then

!/> <x N 2 / e <x N.
o '

The dependence of V on p depends on both beams and is best understood by

looking at specific examples such as those in Table I; the scaling goes as
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Table I. Parameters for different modes of operation. For all modes
* 13 1 A-

8 = 2.5 m and 2x10 protons are assumed in each ring (2 x 10 * in Doubler

for modes F and G). Column H shows the case used in the Woods-Hole pre-

sentation; the luminosity for this case is similar to that shown in the figure

for case D. Recent studies of the Main Ring as a storage device indicate that

longitudinal instabilities presently increase the bunch lengths by a factor of ~ 4

over the values given here. While this would not affect the head-on luminosity

V , it would cause a factor of ~ 4 faster fall-off as the crossing angle a is in-

creased (~~l/4 of the values shown here).

A B C D E F G H
E 150 150 400 400 400 400 400 250

(GeV)

E D 400 1000 1000 400 1000 1000 1000 1000

Pp (m) 5 70 70 5 5 70 5 Jo

<rMR 0.1.9 0 . 1 9 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0 . 1 2 0.15

<rD 0 . 1 7 0.40 0.40 0.17 0.11 0.40 0.11 0.15

VMR (MV/turn) 3" ° 3" ° 3" ° 3" ° 3 ' ° 3-° 3"° 3-0
VD 0 . 5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 0 .5 1.0 1.0 0 .5

<<r / p ) M R s 11 .0 11 .0 5 .3 5 .3 5 . 3 5 .3 5 .3 7.5

K^n 3 * 4 1 > 7 1 " 7 3 - 4 ' - 7 9.0 9.0 1.7

£MR

"ID

aL

a- 2©

^ o ,io

(cm)

(cm)

(mrad)

(10" 3)

(GeV)

"cm^sec- 1)

11.7

7.6

3.4

1.2

0.7

490

4.2

9.3

6.7

6.6

0.2

3.9

775

1.4

/.a

9.3

6.0

7.0

0. 1

10.4

1265

1.6

7. 5

11.7

6.9

3.0

0.5

1.8

800

6.6

7. b

9.3

6.0

3.5

1.2

0.7

1265

11

7.5

35

18

2.3

0.8

10.4

1265

15

7.5

35

13

0.9

12

0.7

1265

110

8.4

9.3

6.3

3.4

0.9

0.9

1000

6.2
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THE PRESENT STATUS OF THE MAIN RING AS A STORAGE DEVICE

A. V. Tollestrup
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois

Introduction

During the Summer Study the status of the Main Ring as a stor-

age device was examined. The past year a number of experiments have

been carried out with stored beams in the Main Ring, and the three

weeks of the Summer Study were used to analyze this data and to seek

an interpretation of it. The papers from this group came from theo-

rists as well as experimentalists and due to the continuing analysis,

some of the conclusions reached in some of the papers early in the

study were modified by later efforts. This contribution is an attempt

to record and put into perspective the results of this study and to

relate them to a future program.

The earliest studies showed that there is both a transverse as

well as a longitudinal blow-up of the individual bunches.1 These re-

sults are detailed in a paper by I. Gaines, and one by S. Ecklund.

(All references are to papers contained in this Summer Study.)

Theory Summary

We now briefly outline the theoretical picture that we will try

to apply to the experimental results. Two effects that can cause

transverse blow-up are multiple scattering caused by the residual

gas and multiple crossing of high order resonances. We examine here

briefly the theoretical predictions of each of these causes and then

compare with observations.

Multiple gas scattering theory is outlined in a paper by A, V.

Tollestrup. In short, the beam size grows initially according to
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Ln both the x and y directions. When the tail:? of the beam distri-

tution become comparable to the "pipe" the beam is constrained to

be in, then the intensity decreases exponentially and the size be-

comes constant. The distribution across the "pipe" is roughly para-

bolic with zero's and the wall. The "pipe" size is set by the use-

ful good field aperture. The curves shown below give the intensity

and .*2 vs t (nuclear interactions arc assumed to be zero).

0.5

0

Intensity and Size
vs Time

Exponential Decay

Constant Size

t—

Fig. 1
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To make predictions one must know the gas pressure am! composi-

tion. There are two measurements of pressure. The first is the

Main Ring vacuum as measured by the ion current of the vacuum pumps

around the ring. A contribution by F. Turkot explores this subject.

The second is to examine the slope of the intensity as a function

of time near t = 0. If one assumes all other loss mechanisms are

negligible then the slope gives a measure of the absorbtion length

of the residual gas. If the gas composition is known then this can

be converted to an equivalent radiation length and used in the mul-

tiple scatteiing formulas.

One final prediction of multiple scattering theory is that the

effect on o?(t) should decrease like y , and this can be tested

experimentally. Also, this means gas diffusion becomes less impor-

tant as the energy increases and hence may expose other mechanisms

that are causing difficulty if these other sources depend less strong-

ly on energy.

Crossing a betr.'.ron resonance can also cause the beam to blow

up in transverse phase space. In order for this to happen, the

betatron tune of a particle must vary with time. In the Main Ring

there are three effects that can cause this to happen. The first

is that there is ac ripple on the Main Ring dipole and quadrupole busses

This is investigated in a paper by S. Ccklund and G. risk. Second, for

a bunched beam the energy of an individual particle is undergoing

synchrotron oscillations. Since the chromaticity of the machine is

known,2 the spread of betatron frequencies can be obtained from a

knowledge of the momerturn spread of the bunch. Finally, there is an

interaction between a particle and its neighbors as well as image
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forces in the vacuum chamber wall that make different particles see

different focusing fields.

The theory of bunch spreading d::e to resonance crossing is more

complicated than simple diffusion theory since the rate at which a

particular amplitude of oscillation is increasing is a function of

its amplitude. In fact the theory is so complicated that detailed

predictions were not available. However, qualitative estimates were

made early in the study in a paper by D. Guignard and M. Month.

Finally, we consider the longitudinal stability. The bunch can

interact with the wall and this "nteraction can be described in terms

of an equivalent "wall impedance". For example, when a bunch makes

one turn around the ring different parts of it behav? as though they

have been acted on by a voltage IZ, where I is the local current

density in the bunch and Z characterizes the wall. Two studies of

these effects are presented, one by M. Month and D. Guignard, and

the second by A. Ruggiero.

The effects can be broken into two parts, depending on the nature

of Z. If the bunch loses energy to the wall (i.e., if the electric

field lines are slightly tipped back so that there is a net component

of Poynthing's vector into the wall), then the impedance is said to

be resistive. The theory presented deals mainly with this case and

it seems there is little doubt that it can lead to a rapid increase

of the longitudinal phase space the bunch occupies. On the other

hand the wall can also store energy magnetically and these fields

can follow the bunch. This is the so-called inductive wall effect3

and mainly changes the relationship between phase spread and momentum

spread in the bucket. In fact it can be represented as shown below,
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where the bunch and the rf voltage seen by the bunch are shown

together.

Bunch Current

Fig. 2

A major effect of such an interaction is to decrease the synchrotron

oscillation frequency of an individual particle in the bucket. The

coherent oscillation frequency of the centroi.! of the entire bunch

is not affected.

Returning to the resistive wall effect, it is predicted that

there exists a threshold in the local current density that will cause

the bunch to start to blow up. It is then thought that an "overshoot"

phenomena takes place. This phenomena has mainly been investigated

in computer simulation studies and simply put, it postulates that the

greater the deviation of the initial bunch from critical shape, the

more will be its deviation from that critical shape after it has blown

up and come to equilibrium. Mathematically, S S, = S 2 where S. , Sf,
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S_ are initial, final, and critical values of some bunch parameter,
c

such as emittance.

Experimental ^sults

One of the most important qualitative results that has been

learned is that the lifetime of the beam is very critical to the

tune of the machine. At present it appears that if the tune is mea-

sured and then set to v 19.441 v = 19.435, that the storage time
x y

is long and the various measurements are reasonably reproducible.

More will be learned about detailed reproducibility as we Main exper-

ience .

Many variables are recorded by the control computer and written

out on magnetic tape during a store, but we will examine here only
°~> a . the two transverse beam dimensions and the intensity I(t),x y

measured by the beam toroid. Pictures of a fast scope coupled to a

wide band toroid give information about the longitudinal bunch struc-

ture.

The measurements here are compared with multiple scattering

theory. This is not because gas scattering is adequate to explain

the results, but because the theory is predictive and does explain

some of the observations. Because scattering must be important (at

the observed pressure in the machine) , the effects are computed and

deviations from this behavior are then attributed to other mechanisms.

First, let's consider the intensity as a function of time.

Figure 1 shows Cl - I(t)/I(0)) at short times. For two energies it

has been observed that the lifetime depends on the tune of the machine.

Thus, the relatively flat region of I(t) near t = 0 and the logarith-

mic slope at large t can change with tune. In the gas scattering
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picture this is attributed to the "pipe" size changing with tune.

Diffusion theory fits the curves very well after nuclear absorbtion

effects are removed.

At small times two phenomena are observed in Fi«. 3. First,

if only nuclear collisions were removing particles from the beam,

the slope would be linear, pass through zero, and he independent of

energy. However, at 100 GcV we sec a fast step of the order of 1*

ir the first 10 seconds, that is not reproducible (it is not known

what variables affect this loss) and the slope changes with both tune

and energy. The smallest slope at 200 GcY corresponds to an equivalent

X, pressure of about 10 and is in rough agreement with the ion pump

current measurements for the ring (see I'. Turkot paper) . The observation

of .'. change in slope with tune and energy dt short times is indicative

of some effect other than gas scattering, as also is the initial IS step.

Figure 4 shows a typical behavior of o 2 vs time for a 100 GeV

store. A very rapid rise at small times is noted, followed by a

fairly linear increase. At large times the size is limited. This

behavior is well predicted by multiple scattering theory except for

the rapid increase in beam size near t = 0, Theory does not predict

a2(t) as well as it does I(t). Nevertheless it was found that the

gas scattering is playing a substantial role in the increase of the

beam size.

It should also be expected that o 2 and a 2 should damp like Y .
x y

This has been observed to be true for a 2 but not for o 2. Also,
y x

ox ^ a in spite of the very tight coupling observed between the

vertical and horizontal oscillations. (8 and 8 are equal at the
x y

observation points and the momentum spread due to synchrotron oscilla-

tion is much too small to explain the difference.) The rapid growth
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near t = 0 is taken to be evidence for blow up due to resonance

crossing as worked out in he paper by D. Guignard and M. Month.

Next we examine the longitudinal data. See the paper by S.

Ecklund. Figure 5 shows a series of tracings of a beam bunch at

various times after storage begins. At the start a 2-nsec bunch

is well defined, which rapidly grows a parabolic bump underneath

it of width 5-7 nsec. As storage starts most bunches undergo co-

herent synchrotron oscillations of amplitude 1-3 nsec. These oscil-

lations persist as the narrow pulse is eaten by the fat pulse. The

frequency of the little blobs in fat pulses just before they disap-

pear allows one to set a limit on the inductive wall effect. As

accurately as the measurements have been made, there is no differ-

ence between the frequency of the little blobs and the original

narrow pulses to of the order of ±2. The whole phenomena is com-

plicated and not all pulses become blobs. The whole systematics

of the phenomena is murky, to say the least.

Summary

It appears that gas scattering is playing an important role at

100 GeV. There is one or more other phenomena that causes trans-

verse blow up at short times. It is interesting that the early

transverse blow up, early step in intensity loss, and the longitudi-

nal blow up all take place in about 100 sec. Are they connected?

Backgrounds

The background counting rate in a series of telescopes at

various angles and positions in Straight Section B0 are reported in

a paper by R. Loveless. Several discoveries have been made. First,

and most interesting, is that the background counting rate can be
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expressed by

R(t) = AI(O + B d I
d ^

and it is found that the first term is very much the dominant one.

Only very high rates of beam loss cause an appreciable effect in

the rate. This would seem to indicate that by reducing the local

pressure in the straight section and immediately upstream from there,

the background rates can be reduced. Another important and interest-

ing conclusion is that although the flux of secondaries is high,

that only about 1% of the bunches have a flux of secondaries accom-

panying them. This information was deduced by comparing data from

large counters 43 in2 with small counters 1 in2. If this is verified,

then the background problem is easily manageable.

How About cf. ?

We reproduce here a curve from Gaines," !:ig. 6 , showing the lumino-

sity „' (t) which incorporates the transverse behavior observed

in the Main Ring at 200 GeV and assuming that the Doubler is a per-

fectly behaved machine (since it's not built yet!). It is a matter

of taste, of course, but I feel we are not far from achieving a use-

ful luminosity and perhaps the backgrounds are also tolerable. This

is taking an optimistic view! The effective i?' needs to increase ar.u

the times need lengthening -- especially for p operation!

The Future

It is most urgently important to continue the studies using the

Main Ring for two reasons. First, if this element of the storage

system does not work because of low _• , high backgrounds, or machine

problems, then the whole system will fail. Detector construction

must begin soon and this depends on the answer to the underlying
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basic question: Does the Main Ring work as a storage device? The

second reason these studies are important is that the Doubler is not

yet constructed and it is exceedingly important to understand how

these large rings work in order to eliminate any errors in the Doubler

design that may be hard or impossible to correct later.

Many discussions of the future experiments were carried out and

a partial list is given below. However, five long-term efforts should

be singled out for special emphasis as they are not in the class of

"simple experiments".

I. Install and Test a Loiv-B Section

This will break the symmetry of the machine and change

radically a small part of the orbit. How will this

affect storage times and transverse growth?

11. Vacuum

Improve the vacuum and observe its effect on the back-

grounds, lifetime, and transverse beam size.

III. Sector Test

The "Sector Test" using one-sixth of the Doubler will

have much to say about non-planar machine operation as

well as being an important test of Doubler technology.

IV. Main Ring Reversal

This is a part of all schemes and must be made to work

reliat.ly and rapidly. This is probably mostly a hardware

and computer system problem since clearly Maxwell does

not prevent it.
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V. H.F. RF Cavity

The use of a high frequency cavity to compress the lonpi-

tundinal extent of the bunch and solve the blow up pro-

blem has been suggested. It. is important to note that

if the bunch length could be compressed that the crossing

angle could be greater. Thus, there could be an important

interplay between the economies of large magnets used to

reduce the crossing angle and a sophisticated rf system

to shorten the bunch length. If the bunch length could

•be shortened sufficiently (i.e., <1 nsec.) it would have

enormous payoff in the colliding areas. This whole problem

needs more theoretical work.

Finally, we list some simpler future experimental questions:

I. Vacuum

Store at 100 and 200 GeV and change the number of vacuum

pumps turned on. This will allow an extrapolation to

zero pressure and indicate how serious other problems

are.

II. Study Longitudinal Blow Up

Instrumentation must be developed to record the microwave

spectrum in the computer. Variables to study include:

1. Current.

2. Bunch length at start of store.

3. Bunch rf spectrum history.

4. Effect of missing bunches.

5. Effect of rf voltage amplitude.
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6. Noise on the rf cavities.

7. Momentum spread in bunch and its effect on stability.

Learn how to do a Schottky scan with rf off.

8. Coupling between betatron oscillations and synchro-

tron oscillations.

Ill. Study Transverse Problem

1. We need to instrument so that the machine tune can

be measured easily and accurately.

2. Study tune spread. Do we really cross resonances?

Measure spread caused by synchrotron oscillation

and by ripple on the dipole and quad busses. Would

it help and be feasible to build filters for the

quad busses?

3. Verify that the IBS is linear or develop new beam

scanning technique.

4. Investigate effect of sextupoles. Is is worthwhile

to build sextupoles to correct the machine up to

200 GeV/

5. Study the betatron oscillations dynamically by excit-

ing them with deflector plates and measuring the

response to the stimulus.

These and many other experiments will comprise the experimental

program over the next few months. It is anticipated that this inten-

sive study effort will reap benefits for the storage program as well

as the fixed target program, as the Main Ring becomes better under-

stood.
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0
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5ns/div 5ns/div
Fig. 5 . Bunch shapes after 0, 30, 60, and 450 seconds of storage. The

scale is 5 nsec/div. The left column is a store with the bunch spreader
on at 2.08 volts gain (Store 4 7/20/77). The right column is with the
bunch spreader nearly off, at 0.09 volts gain (Store 6 7/20/77).
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MAIN RING STORAGE STUDIES

I. Gaines
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois

1. Introduction

In this paper I will try to summarize the data from recent experiments

using the Fermilab Main Ring as a storage ring. Earlier data are presented in

Ankenbrandt e ta l . , Proceedings of the 1977 Accelerator Conference.

Since then, storage experiments have been performed on three occasions.

On April 6, five stores were made at 100 GeV at various tunes to study the

dependence of beam lifetime on tune. One of the stores was made with dif-

ferently distributed power-supply ripple. On June i, twenty-one stores were

made at 100 GeV, mostly short stores mapping out the tune dependence in more

detail on June 16, eight stores were made at 100 and 200 GeV and experiments

performed included varying the radial position of the beam, varying sextupoles

while near a fifth order resonance, and storing beam with every other rf bucket

knocked out.

The sophistication of data collection was rapidly increasing during this period.

On April 6, the horizontal ion beam scanner (IBS) data were recorded on magnetic

tape when a button was pushed, while Main-Ring current and other variables were

recorded by hand. On June i both horizontal and vertical IBS data were recorded

on tape automatically during stores at preset intervals 'every 10 seconds for the

first five minutes, and every 30 seconds thereafter). Main-Ring current, rf

frequency, rf voltage, bunch spreader gain, and vacuum pump readings were also

written on tape. June 1 was also the first time a "one-button store" computer

program was used, which performed all necessary functions to put the accelerator
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into storage mode automatically. Finally, on June 16, data were logged every

second for the first 30 seconds of each store and addition, extensive measure-

ments of background counting rates at straight section BO during storage were

made during all three sets of experiments, and measurements of the rf bunch

structure during storage were made on April 6 and June 16. These data will be

presented in separate papers.

2. Lifetime Measurements

Primarily because of greater care in choosing the tune at which to store

beam lifetimes in recent stores are considerably longer than previously deter-

mined. Comparisons of present lifetimes at 100 and 200 GeV with earlier

measurements are shown in Figures 1 and 2. The 100-GeV data are characterized

by a relatively flat slope at the beginning of the store, followed by an exponential

decay with a time constant of about 45 minutes. The transition between these two

slopes takes place at about 10 minutes into the store.

Qualitatively, this behavior can be explained as follows: Early in the store, the

only loss mechanism is assumed to be nuclear scattering on the residual gas,

yielding a flat slope dependent only on the vacuum in the machine. At later times,

the beam has blown up in size sufficiently to begin losing particles out past the

effective good field aperture, and we see the exponential decay.

At 200 GeV only the first slope is seen, presumably because we did not wait

long enough. (If the effective aperture is the same at 200 GeV, one would not expect

to see the exponential decay until 20-30 minutes into the store.) The slope we see

yields a time constant of 245 minutes, but how long this flat slope would last is

unknown.
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The dependence of the lifetime on beam tune at 100 GeV is shown in Figs.3-5.

Figure 3 shows the current vs. time for the April 6 stores, which were made

at four different tunes (+ one additional store with differently distributed power

supply ripple). The time constants for the second exponential region are:

V H

19.455
19.425
19.425

(changed ripple)
19.397
19.375

vv
19.385
19.385
19.385

19.385
19.385

T

46 min
30 min
26 min

20 min
37 min

The lifetime seems to improve the further away the tune is from the fifth order

resonance at 19.40. Note that the slope at short times also shows dependence

on the tune, so that nuclear scattering alone is not sufficient to explain to short

time beam loss rates.

Figure 4 shows three of the short stores done on June 1, showing again

that the short time behavior is very dependent on the tune. These results are

summarized in Figure 5, which shows the fraction of the beam remaining after

two minutes as a function of tune. At two tunes (V = 19.36, V = 19.38;
xl V

V = 19.38, V = 19.40) we could not store beam at all because of catastrophic

beam loss, thus the 0 entries. Also shown in Fig. 5 is a dotted line indicating

how the different tunes are established. The tune is fixed at point A in the

diagram at injection and is moved to point B during acceleration. Finally,

the tune is moved from point B to the final value at the beginning of 100-GeV

front porch. A complete description of beam loss rates must account both for the

variations in the long-time lifetimes with tune shown in Figure 3 and the short-

time lifetimes shown in Figures 4 and 5.
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3. Transverse Emittance Growth

The horizontal and vertical IBS data have been fit to gaussians with a flat

background to study the growth in beam size during storage. Examples of the

data and fits to them are shown in Figures 6 and 7. The data demonstrates the

growth in beam size both horizontally and vertically and the adiabatic dumping

between 100 and 200 GeV, which gives smaller beam sizes at 200 GeV. Gaussians

gave good fits to the beam shape throughout the various stores.

Figure 8 shows the beam growth from the best June 16 stores at 100 and 200

GeV. The X's are the 200 GeV data scaled up by \ T t o take into account the

adiabatic damping. Among the points which should be noted are:

1) The extremely rapid beam growth in the first 10 seconds of the store, es -

pecially at 100 GeV (it is possible that similar effects at 200 GeV are masked by

the unknown resolution of the IBS).

2) The beam growth rate is lower at 200 GeV than at 100 GeV, but not as much

lower as might have been expected (e.g., a factor of 4 if the growth is due

entirely to gas scattering).

3) The beam growth is somewhat faster horizontally than vertically at both 100

and 200 GeV.

Rates of beam size at 10 minutes to initial beam size are:

^600 /

Hor.

Ver.

100 GeV

1.81

1.62

200 GeV

1.55

1.33
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The rate of beam growth does not appear to depend very much on the tune, as

shown in Figure 9. There is some evidence that the "better" tunes with longer

lifetimes have a higher saturation point, i. e. , the "walls" are further away.

Finally, there was one store (store 1 at 100 GeV on 6/16) where the beam

size blew up to its saturation size in the first few seconds of the store. Perhaps

by coincidence, this store was made at the highest intensity.

4. Luminosity Lifetime

Given the above data, we can compute the luminosity lifetime at 100 and 200

GeV using the formula

n 0.2/3 X 1030 •_ for 2 v 1013

< 7 \ _ = / -, 2 Ti / 2 \ protons in each

^ XMR XED ZMR ZED

Assuming a p of 2.5m in the Main Ring and 10m in the Doubler, and no loss of beam or

beam growth in the Doubler, we get initial luminosities for head-on collisions of

2.8 x 10 ° cm" sec" at 100 GeV X 1000 GeV and 4.0 X 103° cm"2 sec"1 at 200

GeV x 1000 GeV, with time constants for decay of luminosity of 10 min. at f 00

GeV and 16 min. at 200 GeV (see Figure 10). If there is beam blow up in the Doubler

these lifetimes will be shorter (and the initial luminosities lower). This also assumes

that beam-loss rates and growth in size in the Main Ring are no worse for 2 v io

stored protons than the observed rates at about 1.6 x 10

5. Loss Mechanisms

Several experiments were performed on June 16 to study ways in which the

beam-loss rate could be changed dramatically. The first of these, store 3 'at

100 GeV), involved varying the rf frequency to vary the radial position of the beam

by ±2mm. Figure 11 shows the current and horizontal position of the beam

(measured by the IBS) during this store. (These measurements were also used to

check the calibration of the IBS, see the accompanying paper by J. Cronin. )
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Note that a change in position of 2 mm in either direction results in a very rapid

beam loss rate. Most likely this is associated with the change in tune due to

the chromaticity of the machine. This store was made with a horizontal tune

of 19.44, and previous measurements indicate that outward movement of the

beam gives a tune shift towards the 5th order resonance at 19.40, while inward

movement gives a tune shift towards the half-integer resonance at 19.50. The

loss rates when the beam is moved inward are consistent with the rates when a

tune bump is put on to move the tune towards 19.5; however, the loss rates when

the beam is moved out are somewhat higher when the tune is set to 19.4 with the

beam in the center of the aperture. (This may be due simply to the fact that

the loss rate is very sensitive to the vertical tune when the horizontal tune is at

19.4, as shown in Figure 5. No directly comparable measurement, with

V = 19.435 as during store 3, was made with Y = 19.40. )

The horizontal and vertical beam sizes during this store are shown in Figure

12. Note that the sizes vary smoothly when the beam is moved out (towards the

5th order resonance), consistent with the expected behavior of a 5th order r e s -

onance as a scraper of beam tails. Also, the rate of beam loss is slightly lower

after the beam has been moved out and then back to the center of the aperture

again. The measured loss rates are:

B) -j- - | [ - = 8.2 x 10"5/sec after "scraping" and

A) - j - -g|- = 10.0 x io"5/sec before "scraping".

When moving in (towards the haif-integer resonance), however, the beam shape is

distorted both horizontally and vertically, as shown in Figure 12, and the loss rate

is worse after the beam is moved back:
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C) •— -rr = 46.4 x 10* /sec after moving in.

This loss ra te can again be improved by moving the beam out ("scraping" with

the 5th order resonances) and back to the center again:

D) -J- -jjj- = 19.1 x 1 0 ' 5 / s e c .

In store 4 (also at 100 GeV), shown in Figure 13, the tune was set to 19.40

both horizontally and vertically. The initial loss ra tes were somewhat worse

than for s tores made at "good" tunes

-T- —si- = 23.0 x 10~5 /sec for store 4 V = 19.40 V = 19.40, vs.
*• dt H V

4 - -3T = 9.7 x 10"5/sec for store 2 V = 19.44 V = 19.435,
1 at rl V

but not dramatically worse. In addition, the loss rate was not very sensitive to

small tune bumps (±0.005 and ±0.01) either horizontally or vertically. At around

600 seconds into the store the correction sextupoles were turned up 'to decrease

the chromaticity and the tune spread, as well as having other unknown effects),

resulting in dramatically increased loss rates

\—r- —rr > 600 x 10 /sec] , and also making the loss rate much more

sensitive to small tune bumps.

Moreover, in each of the instances in store 3 and 4 when the beam loss be-

came very rapid, the losses were localized in one or two specific locations in

the Main Ring (as shown by the readings of the paint can loss monitors). Each of

the particular types of loss mechanisms (e. g., half-integral resonance, 5th order

resonance, etc.) resulted in a somewhat different pattern of losses, leading to

hope that a particular loss mechanism can be identified by the pattern of losses

in the paint cans. This is discussed more fully in the paper or backgrounds.
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Finally, in store 8 at 200 GeV, every other rf bucket was knocked out with

the super-damper. This resulted in initial beam sizes about 10% higher than

usual, but liad no effect on beam growth rates or loss rates:

— ;i- = 6.7 x lo" /sec for store 8, vs.
I dt

_ _L = 6.5 x lo" /sec for store 7 with all bunches full.
I at

6. Is It All Gas ?

Finally, we would like to determine how much of the beam loss rate and

growth rate is due to nuclear and multiple Coulomb scattering on residual gas

in the accelerator, and how much is due to other effects (e. g., resonance

crossing). There are three separate approaches we can take to this problem:

t) Using the "measured" pressure in the machine, we can calculate just what

the beam loss and growth rate should be, and compare to the data. This is

somewhat complicated by the fact that the pressure in the ring is not measured

directly, but must be deduced from ion pump readings ( see the paper on MR

vacuum).

2) If gas scattering were the only loss mechanism , then losses at small times

would be due only to nuclear scattering. Then the early slopes should be the

same for all s res (which we have already seen is not true.see Fig. 5), or at

least for all stores at "good" tunes. Then a nuclear scattering pressure can be

deduced from this loss rate, and knowing the composition of the residual gas in

the ring, this pressure can be converted to a multiple scattering pressure and

the beam growth rate can be deduced and compared to the data.
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3) If the beam-growth rate is due only to multiple scattering, then the rate must

scale like 1 /p as we go from 100 to 200 GeV. By comparing the growth rates

at the two energies, we can compute what fraction of the growth is due to multiple

scattering, and thus what the pressure is.

The basic formulas for gas scattering are 'see G. Guignard, CERN 77-10):

For beam loss due to nuclear scattering:

where pN_ is the equivalent nitrogen nuclear scattering pressure in Torr.

For beam growth due to multiple scattering:

where the beam size a is in m, "]T is the average value of p in m, p is the actual

value in m at the point a is measured, p is the momentum in GeV/e, and p..q is

the equivalent nitrogen multiple scattering pressure in Torr. For the Fermilab

Main Ring, with the molecular composition of gases assumed to be 40% H2> 40%

CO, and 20% H,O ( again, see the paper on MR vacuum), the equivalent

nitrogen pressures are related to the actual pressure by:

P N S = 0.57P P M g = 0.54p

and putting in~jT = 50m, p = 100m at the IBS location, we have for the Main Ring:

(p in Torr, p in GeV/c, crin m, t in sec).

The data to compare to these formulas are summarized in Table 1. dl/dt

between 100 and 200 seconds into the store, and d<r /dt between 100 and 600

seconds.
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We see immediately from Table 1 that gas scattering cannot explain everything,

since the loss rates vary even for the good tune stores. Nevertheless, we can

apply the three methods described above, with the following results:

Table 1 2 2
_ , „. _ 1 dl -1 . da mm
Date Store Energy T - ^ sec ) - ^ ^ — V e r t _

6/16

6/16

6/1

4/6

7

2

4

4

200

100

100

100

6.5 v

9. 7 v

11.3 y

io-5

io"5

io'b

4.

11.

8.

8.

7X l o " 3

7X1O~3

3X10"3

2 10~

2.4

6.5

x 1 0 " 3

x io"3

1) Using measured dl/dt rates and the above formula, we deduce average MR

pressures of:

1. 5 x lo'^Torr for 6/16 (ft 200 GeV

2 , 3 / lo'^Torr for 6/16 (ft 100 GeV

2. 6 x 10~^Torr for 6/1 (S1 100 GeV

Clearly something else is happening at short times at 100 GeV; however, the

value of 1.5 x 10 for the 200-GeV store is quite consistent with the measured

pressure. (The average MR vacuum read from the ion pump currents on 6/16

-8
was 5X 10 . The actual pressure is higher by a factor of 2-4 for two reasons:

the pressure at the pumps is somewhat higher than the reading since the pumps

are less sensitive to hydrogen; and the average pressure in the ring is obviously

higher than the pressure at the pumps. For more detailed discussion see the

accompanying paper on vacuum.)



Using measured da /dt rates, we deduce a pressure of 3.9X10 at 100

GeV and 6.3 xio~ at 200 GeV using the horizontal data, and 2.2Xlo~7 at 100

GeV and 3.2x io at 200 GeV using the vertical data. Thus, the measured

gas pressure can account for most of the beam growth at 100 GeV, but not at

200 GeV.

2) Using measured dl/dt at 200 GeV, we deduce a pressure of 1.5X10

This is enough to account for most of the growth at 100 GeV, but not at 200.

3) Divide the beam growth up into two terms: an unknown term C_, which is

independent of momentum, and multiple scattering term CM q which varies

like 1/p and is proportional to the pressure:

da 3X102 p 2= C + C = C + z E ( a i n m >•
P

Plugging in the measured numbers at 100 and 200 GeV, we can then solve for

C and p. We get:

Using vertical growth: p= 1.8X10 Torr

C- = l .oxio" 3

XV

—8 - 7
(CL, is then equivalent to a pressure of 3 X 10 at 100 GeV and 1.2 x 10 atR

200 GeV), or

Using horizontal growth: p = 3.1X10

C_ = 2.4 X103

xt

(or C_ equivalent pressure = 8X1O~8 at 100 GeV and 3.2X10"7 at 200 GeV).

These results, especially in the vertical, are quite consistent with the

measured pressure or the pressure deduced from dl/dt.
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In conclusion, gas scattering (with an average MR nitrogen equivalent

pressure or 8 x 10 Torr) accounts for most of the beam growth at 100 GeV,

but for less than half of the growth at 200 GeV. Improvements in the v; cuum

will not lead to much improvement in lifetime or beam growth rates unless

the unknown term C_, can be made smaller. Furthermore, there are additional

mechanisms besides gas scattering which contribute to the beam loss at early

times; especially at 100 GeV, there is an unexplained phenomenon causing a

very rapid rise in beam size in the first 10 seconds of the store, and there

are variations in the lifetime (for both short and long times) with tune that are

not yet understood. A consistent model of the varimi:, mechanisms for beam

loss and beam growth is beginning to emerge, but additional experiments

must be done to help resolve unanswered questions.

ADDENDUM

Since the summer study, we have had two additional periods of storage

studies, on July 20 and August 3. On July 20, a series of 200-GeV stores

were made with different bunch spreader voltages to study rf bunch lengthen-

ing, and on August 3 stores were made at both 100 and 200 GeV at nominal

pressure and at two higher pressures obtained by turning off 3/4 and 11/12

of the Main-Ring vacuum pumps. Among the things learned from these

studies are the following:

(1) Long stores at 200 GeV showed that the long lifetimes measured in

earlier short stores persist. The beam loss rate is still as low as

after 2500 seconds of storage.
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(2) The bunch spreader has a dramatic effect on transverse beam

instabilities. With the bunch spreader at 2 volts, there was no rapid beam

growth in the first 10 seconds of storage as was observed with lower bunch

spreader voltages. In addition, the rale of beam growth was significantly

smaller, giving a luminosity lifetime of ~30 min at 200 GeV (see Fig. 14).

(3) There seems to be an overshoot mechanism at work in the rf bunch

lengthening, with a threshold width of about 3.5 nsec.

(4) The pressure experiment gives excellent agreement between the

measured pressures and the initial loss rates and vertical beam growth

rates, but the horizontal beam growth rates at low pressures show conclu-

sively that there are mechanisms other than gas scattering causing beam

blow-up.
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Fig. 1. 100-GeV storage lifetime.
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Fig. 2. 200-GeV storage lifetime.



Beam Lifetime vs Tune 100 GeV (4/6 Studies)
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Fig. 4. Short-time behavior vs tune at 100 GeV.
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Beam Loss Rate vs. Tune
100 GeV (6/1)
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Fig. 5. Fractional intensity remaining after 120 seconds vs tune at 100 GeV.
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2 0 0 GeV •, Horiz -, I sec ; <r = 1.43 mm

100 GeV; Horiz , I sec ; <r= 1.95 mm

200 GeVi Horiz ,• 300sees 5 <r = 1.87 mm

.j******^ ^"W

100 GeV j Horiz ; 300 sees •, o- = 3.03 mm

Fig. 6. Horizontal beam size vs time, with gaussian fits.
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2 0 0 GeV j Vert. •, I sec •, <r = 1.33 mm

XX

!00 GeV; Vert, j I sec; a = 1.60 mm

X X
200 GeV j Vert.; 300 sees. o- = 149 mm

100 GeVj Vert.} 300 sees -, a = 2.29mm

Fig. 7. Vertical beam size vs time, with gaussian fits.
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Horizontal Beam Size vs Tune
100 GeV (4/6)

H
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Fig. 9. Variation in beam growth rate with tune.
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Fig. 11. Beam current and radial position vs time at 100 GeV (Store 3, 6/16).
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Fig. 12. Beam sizes vs time when radial position is varying (Store 3, 6/16).
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Fig. 13. Beam intensity vs time when sextupoles are varied (Store 4, 6/16).
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Fig. 14. Luminosity lifetime latest data.
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RECOMMENDATIONS FOR FURTHER MAIN-RTNG STORAGE STUDIES

Fermilab Beam Storage Study Group

Success in using the Fermilab Main Accelerator as a storage ring depends

on achieving reasonable luminosities with limited backgrounds. The pertinent

parameters which control the luminosity are:

1) Beam Lifetime

2) Transverse bear",growth • • » •

3) Longitudinal beam growth

4) Value of (3 at the interaction point

The current state of knowledge about the first three of these is described

in other papers of the 1977 Summer Study. With the performance of the Main

Ring at present at 200 GeV and the assumption of a stable double beam of 2 x

10 circulating protons one can expect an initial luminosity of ~ 4 x 10
-2 -1cm sec and a luminosity half life of ~ 20 min. This assumes head-on

collisions and a p at the interaction point of 2.5 meters and 10 meters

respectively.

In this paper we will attempt to summarize further experiments which

need to be done to resolve the issues that have been raised during the Summer

Study. It is important to note that some of these experiments require new

equipment with long lead times. As examples we may need a high frequency

rf cavity to control the longitudinal beam growth or high field correction ele-

ments for the Main Ring.

A. V. Tollestrup, I. Gaines, S. EcMund, G. Fisk, F. Turfcot, R. Loveless
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Resuits from the present experiments strongly indicate that longitudinal

and transverse beam growth result from processes other than beam-gas

interactions. Thus these problems could well exist in the superconducting ring

in spite of its excellent vacuum. This means that there is great urgency to

understand the mechanisms which control these processes so that appropriate

measures can be taken to avoid them in the superconducting ring.

1) Vacuum Experiment: A number of conclusions are emerging about

how much beam growth and beam loss are due to residual gas, and how much

is due to other processes (e. g., resonance crossing). It is crucial to verify

these models by performing long stores of both 100 and 200 GeV at nominal

pressure, doubled pressure, and quadrupled pressure. This will take at least

one 8-hour study period, and possibly longer. The 200 GeV store at nominal

pressure is especially important, since there have been no long 200 GeV stores

done at good tunes.

2) "Resonance" Experiment: It has become clear that other phenomena

besides gas scattering play a large role in beam growth during storage, es-

pecially at high energies. We must get a handle on the parameters that produce

these effects, since at present they are the limits on the luminosity lifetime.

This involves a series of stores at both 100 and 200 GeV varying: a) Main

Ring intensity at nominal, half, and a quarter of nominal intensity

(with the same emittance), to check space charge effects; b) Power supply

ripple at nominal and doubled values, to check the effect of ripple induced

tune variations; c) Chromaticity at nominal (virtually uncorrected) and as

corrected as possible (by turning sextupoles up at 100 GeV) to study the effect
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of chromaticity induced tune variations. Ideally, this experiment should be

done at the higest energies (200 or 250 GeV) when the "resonance" effects

are most important, but that would require the addition of (high field) sext-

upoles to the Main Ring to fully correct the chromaticity at high energies.

These experiments should be accompanied by measurements of the momentum

spread and tune spread of the beam. Some additional hardware may be needed

tc* accomplish the latter t<Jsks. ' *

3) Search for Coherent Effects: At present we see a very rapid growth

in the beam size during the first 10 seconds of storage. Besides studying how

this growth varies with changing conditions in (2) above, we need to check

for coherent betatron oscillations. For this we will need pick up electrodes,

both horizontally and vertically, high band-width cables, and a spectrum

analyzer that can be read into the Main Ring computers ( either MAC'S or 530's).

This can be done in conjunction with (2) if the hardware is ready; otherwise it

will require additional study time.

4) RF Bunch Lengthening Studies: The rapid longitudinal growth of the

beam in the first 30 seconds of the store is a serious problem. Several theories

make predictions about this phenomenon, and it is important to test these

theories by making a series of short stores at different intensities, energies,

and rf voltages. In addition, we should store with varying initial rf bunch

lengths (by using the bunch spreader) to check ideas that this is an overshoot

phenomenon. This will require some additional hardware to record rf data in

the computer rather than just photographs. Finally, all theories agree that a
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high frequency (500 MHz or so) cavity coul< help cure this problem, so steps

should be taken to try to acquire such a cavity.

In addition, there are several subsidiary experiments to establish the

parameters of the Main Ring and of the measuring devices we use, including

careful tune and chromaticity measurements, calibration of the IBS, measure-

ment of the IBS resolution, measurement of closed orbits during storage, etc.

Finally, it is crucial that tests of low p in a long straight section be made

as soon as possible. No useful colliding-beam physics can be done without low

p, and we need to learn how well we will be able to do this, both for the Main

Ring and the Doubler.
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OBSERVATIONS OF BUNCH SIZE IN THE MAIN RING

S. Ecklund
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Batavia, Illinois

During main ring storage studies in April and June of 1977, the

longitudinal bunch width of the beam was measured. These measurements

should be considered a first look at the problem of bunch lengthening.

They were essentially done parasitically to the main storage program,

thus, parameters which we would have liked to vary, to probe the

phenomina, were not changed and other parameters, which hopefully

do not greatly affect the longitudinal phase space, were being changed.

Some measurements were made with a spectrum analyzer but most were

made with a real time scope (Tektronix 7904) with a band width of approx-

imately 1 GHz looking the 2 GHz beam current torroid located in E-49.

The observations can be summarized as follows:

1. The bunch width (with the bunch spreader off) is less than

2ns FhTM at the beginning of a store.

2. The narrow (2ns) bunches decay away, feeding wide (5 to 7ns)

bunches.

3. The life time of the narrow bunches varies from < 50 sec to

> 200 sec for different bunches within the same store.

4. The narrow bunches have synchrotron oscillations of a fre-

quency of about 130 Hz at 100 GeV and about 90 Hz at 200 GeV.

These frequencies agree with that calculated from the RF

voltage to 61, consistent with the uncertainly in the RF

voltage. Different bttnehes vary in synchrotron frequency
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by about 2 Hz. No correlation with bunch size (narrow or

wide) is seen. A few measurements of the coherent synchrotron

frequency early in a store give the same frequency, within 2%,

as that measured for the narrow bunches later in the store.

This implies that space charge effects are causing the

effective RF voltage to be decreased by at most 41 from the

actual voltage.

5. During a store in August, 1977, a correlation between the

period and the amplitude of the synchrotron oscillation

was noted. This followed the expected curve as shown in

Figure 3.

6. Measurements made in July, 1977, with the bunch spreader

on and off are suggestive of an over-shoot phenomina with a

threshold corresponding to a pulse width of 3.S ns. Stores

with the bunch spreader off started with pulses of less than

2 ns FKHM which grew wide pulses of S.6 to 5.9 ns FWM.

With the bunch spreader on, the initial pulse length was

3.3 to 3.5 ns which lengthened only to about 3.8 ns.

Several other papers in the study give explanations of the effects

observed. It is clear that more data is needed especially with varying

intensities.
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Fig. 1. Bunch shapes after 0, 30, 60, and 450 seconds of storage. The

scale is 5 nsec/div. The left column is a store with the bunch spreader
on at 2.08 volts gain (Store 4 7/20/77). The right column is with the
bunch spreader nearly off, at 0.09 volts gain (Store 6 7/20/77).
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Fig. 2(a). Amplitude of the narrow pulse as a function of time for three of
the bunches.
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Fig. 2(b). Plot of narrow pulse amplitude vs wide pulse amplitude shows
decay of narrow pulse feeding wide pulse.
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Fig. 3

Synchrotron period T vs peak to peak phase amplitude At. The

curve is the expected dependence, normalized at small At.

T = (10.58 ms) i- f d e

- m sinz6

where: m = sin2

fa = 53.1 MHz

The data are at 200 GeV from store 8 on August 3, 1977.
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BUNCH LENGTHENING IN THE FERMILAB MAIN RING

DURING STORAGE

G. Guignard, CERN, Geneva, Switzerland
and

M. Month, Brookhaven National Laboratory, Upton, New York

Introduction

There are two known current dependent effects which can increase the length

of stored bunched beams: (1) a reduction of the potential well of the applied rf
1

focusing system, and (2) induced unstable oscillations of the bunches, which can

stabilize at a longer length by the process of Landau damping. '

In the first case, the current distribution in the bunches, interacting with

induced electromagnetic fields in the walls, leaves a wake field which acts back

on the bunches. A new equilibrium bunch shape results, different from that due

to the applied rf, and this new equilibrium bunch shape will slowly establish

itself as the particles within the bunch move on their new trajectories.

The interaction of the particles in the beam with the surrounding medium

can also lead to growing oscillations. One can separate these into two gross

types-unstable modes between bunches, the coupled bunch instabilities or growing

oscillations within a bunch, the single bunch modes. The first class of

instabilities is characterized by coherent (i. e. , observable) oscillations in the

range of the rf frequency or a few times this frequency, i. e., up to a few

hundred mHz. In general these can be seen easily on existing detectors. Since

they are not, we can neglect them as the mechanism for the bunch growth

observed in the Main Ring. The second form of bunch instability is the single

bunch type. These are characterized by high frequency (i. e., within bunch)

oscillations in the microwave region and fast growth rates. The coherent
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effects are very difficult to observe and such instabilities tend to simulate an

incoherent growth in the bunch.

In this paper, we will attempt to describe the observation of bunch lengthening

in the Main Ring in terms of both potential well distortion and induced microwave

fields. We find that the increase in bunch size is in qualitative agreement with an

induced microwave instability if the wall (i. e.. chamber discontinuities) couples

•to beam with a broad resistive impedance in ttye njicrowave region of the order of

Z/n ~ 75Q (n is the mode number of the oscillation of frequency f = nf ).

Potential Well Distortion

Chamber discontinuities introduce a reactive coupling impedance to the beam,

which above the transition energy tends to weaken the focusing of the rf potential

well. Thus, the wall is said to be inductive. The equilibrium bunch shape is

lengthened and this can simply be described as a reduction in the synchrotron

oscillation frequency. The change in synchrotron frequency from f to f is
SO S

given by

f2 = t 2 /s so 1
\

where I is the average current, f . is the frequency of the applied rf, h is the rf

harmonic number, V . is the peak applied rf voltage, I is the dc beam current, 6

is the stable phase in the rf bucket, Z ^ is the inductive wall coupling impedance,

and T is the bunch length in units of time. During storage, <f> =0.
s

Since the equilibrium bunch area is unaffected by the potential well distortion,

the length of the bunch is simply invc-sely proportional to the square root of the

synchrotron frequency.
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with TO the equilibrium length in the absence of the inductive wall.

Substituting (1) into (2), we arrive at an estimate of the equilibrium bunch

length in the presence of an inductive wall during the storage phase.

°' \ , ' r t

Microwave Instability Threshold

It has been shown that a broad band resistive impedance at microwave fre-

quencies can induce "fast" unstable oscillation modes. If the impedance is

sufficiently broad, it is found that the bunch behaves in a sense like a coasting

beam. The point is that the time scale for microwave effects is much less than

the synchrotron period, so rf focusing can be ignored for the initial growth and

frequency slip, i. e., the instantaneous momentum spread in the bunch, serves

as the mechanism for Landau damping. If we take account of both the driving

fields and the damping terms, we can find a dispersion relation for the coherent

oscillation frequencies and ultimately a threshold for instability. Characterizing

the bunch by a peak current I and a full width relative momentum spread, Ap/p,

we can show that for a parabolic current distribution, the stability threshold in

3 4terms of a limiting impedance, Z „ , can be expressed by *

where rj = f 1 [y^ - 1 ly | is the frequency slip factor, Yt i s t n e rinS transition
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energy, and y is the beam energy, the latter two quantities in units of the

proton rest energy.

The peak momentum spread is related to the bunch length through the

synchrotron frequency (for buckets far removed from the bunches) by

(Ap/p) =2irrf /rj ,

and the peak current for parabolic bunches is given by

I - 1-5 I
P f r f T

The limiting impedance is therefore

BBS 4 T <«>
3 In

If we take into consideration the reduced focusing due to the inductive wall from

(1) and if we suppose that the inductive coupling is roughly equal to the high fre-

quency resistive impedance, that is.

| Z / n | 5

then we find for the threshold impedance, f Z /n I ., ,
tn

l z / n , f t , 4 » > ) - *- » frf f j ^

where v is the unperturbed synchrotron oscillation wave number,

v = f ft . For a given bunch length, instability results if
so so rsv

| Z / n | >
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On the other hand, for a given impedance, f Z /n) , we can find a threshold bunch

length, T t h , from (5):

Overshoot

For a given impedance, a threshold bunch length is expressed by (6). However,

if the bunch length on entering the storage phase (with reduced voltage) is less

than this value, say, T . , then the final bunch length, T , will in general not be

the threshold value. The manner in which a stable bunch configuration is achieved

is of course a very complicated nonlinear phenomenon, depending strongly on the

initial conditions in the bunch. For a coasting beam a simple geometric mean

relation has been successful in describing computer simulations of bunch

instabilities. We simply assume that for the "fast" instability this is the case as

well, with peak momentum spread used in place of the coasting beam momentum

spread. Since for bunches, the length and momentum spread are proportional, we

write for the overshoot,

bunch length is given by

write for the overshoot, T . T = T , which means that the final or observed
i t th

Tf= T?h / T i . (7)

Results

We take for the Main-Ring parameters the values given in Table I.



Table

Parameter

Revolution frequency

rf harmonic number

rf frequency

Transition energy

Frequency slip factor

Stable phase during storage

Momentum

Synchrotron frequency

Synchrotron wave number

Total number of protons

dc proton current

rf voltage during storage
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I Main Ring Parameters

Symbol

frev

h

f r f

\

r?

«s

P

so

V

so

I

Value

47.75 kHz

1113

53.14 mHz

18

3.09 * 10

0 degrees

100 GeV/c

131 Hz

2.74 x 10"

1.3 x 10 1 3

0.1 A

1.4 MV

-3

First, let us estimate the bunch lengthening due to an inductive wall with

impedance | Z/n| „ „ = 75S5. Taking an unperturbed value ? =2 nsec, as

observed at the start of storage, we obtain from (3) for the equilibrium bunch

length, T ,

T 4 - 12.IT - 16 = 0 ,

with T in units of nsec. This gives a lengthening from 2 nsec to the equilibrium

value of T = 2.63 nsec. There is an increase in length, but it is small, about

32%.

However, for a bunch of initial length, T . =Z nsec, we compute from (5) the

threshold impedance, [ Z/n | fc = 19.1Q. This is rather small compared to the

expected impedance, f Z/n | "» 50 - lOOn. Therefore a 2 nsec bunch should be

unstable at the beginning of storage.
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Now, if we take an impedance of | Z/n | = 75Q, we can obtain from (6) the

threshold bunch length against the "fast" microwave instability, T = 3.15 nsec.

Thus, for an impedance, | Z /n | = 75J2, the bunches are well above the

stability threshold. To estimate the expected stable bunch length, we use the

overshoot formula (7), which gives T - 5.0 nsec.

Conclusions

With a high frequency impedance of | Z/n| a 75J5, the observed bunch

lengthening during storage is consistent with the results from the theory of the

"fast" microwave instability if we include the effect of overshoot. The bunch

lengthening due to the potential well distortion caused by an inductive wall of

impedance [ Z /n | ~ 75S2 is somewhat small and is not a significant factor.

To test the overshoot effect, the invariant bunch area can be increased prior

to entering the storage phase. Starting from a bunch length of ~ 3 nsec,

significantly smaller equilibrium bunch lengths should be obtained, perhaps

about 3 nsec rather than the observed 5 nsec.

Another way to reduce the consequences of the microwave effect is to operate

the storage mode at a higher voltage. However, since under such conditions, the

threshold impedance is inversely proportional to the first power of the bunch

length, a very large voltage is required to make a "short" stable bunch. For

example,to increase the threshold by a factor of 4 (from 2OS2 to 80O) means a

reduction in the bunch length by a factor of 4 or an increase in the voltage by a

factor of ~ 256. Using a cavity operating at a substantially higher harmonic

would of course make it possible to obtain the shorter bunches with much less

voltage. Another possibility is to combine a higher voltage with a bunch area

dilution, thus making it conceivable to arrive at stable 2 nsec bunches.
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BEAM SIZE BLOW-UP AND CURRENT LOSS IN THE FERMILAB
MAIN RING DURING STORAGE

G. Guignard
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

M. Month
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Long Island, New York

1. Introduction

Observations at Fermilab during the storage mode of operation

show characteristic forms of transverse beam size growth and

current loss with time. There are three obvious mechanisms which

can produce such blowup. The gas pressure is a source for immediate

beam loss by direct nuclear scattering. Protons can also multiple

coulomb scatter off the orbiting electrons of the gas atoms causing

the transverse beam size to increase with time, t. This effect is

therefore also proportional to the gas pressure. A third mechanism

not related to the gas pressure is beam growth due to multiple

crossing of betatron resonances arising from the synchrotron

oscillations of the stored bunches. This simulates a random walk

and causes the transverse beam size to grow with /£. Thus, we

attempt to describe the observations with direct nuclear scattering,

multiple coulomb scattering and multiple resonance crossing. Other

effects, such as intrabeam scattering, are small and can be neg-

lected. Also, we will not attempt to consider here the detailed

influence of the changes in growth behavior with operating betatron

tunes.

In addition to the loss rate from direct nuclear scattering,

the presence of betatron resonances also contribute to particle

loss. In fact this latter effect becomes dominant after the beam
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size reaches a critical value. This critical size is referred to

as the resonance aperture. It is the size at which "fast" resonance

crossing is no longer valid. The stopband width becomes so large

(due both to emittance growth as well as the increase in magnetic

field distortions) that particles are locked into the resonance

and ate extracted to the physical aperture.

In section 2, we describe our model in a phenomenological

way, while in section 3 the coefficients involved are estimated.

Theoretical curves for transverse beam growth and loss rate are

plotted in section 4 and compared with some measured values.

Finally, some general comments are given in section 5.

2. Phenomenology

The direct nuclear gas scattering gives a current loss rate

linear in t,

=

There are two contributions to the beam size growth, that due to

multiple coulomb scattering (linear in t) and that due to resonance

crossing (depending on /t):

^ = 1 + CMSt + C R E S /t . (2)

1Q and aQ are the initial values of the beam current and rms

transverse beam size.

To see the effect of a resonance aperture, w<2 take a

parabolic density distribution for beam size:

p(x) = -2- a2 - x 2),
U3

where % is the %-width of the parabola, related to the rms size
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by Si = /5 a, and p is normalized to unity. If we take a resonance

aperture at x = A, we can estimate the fraction f of particles

remaining by

f(t) = JA p(x) dx = | (a - i a 3 ) , (3)

o

where a = A/(/5 a), with a given by (2).

This gives for the current as a function of time,

^ =f(t) - v (4)

The parameters we need to estimate in the next section are CN_,

c».o» cnco and the resonance aperture, A/a , normalized to the
H b KTlO Oinitial rms beam size, o .

3. Estimation of Parameters

The current loss due to nuclear scattering in s is given by

TSt = -°n,N ̂  P
N S = "

CNS <5>

where on N is the total nuclear cross-section for protons on

nitrogen and PNC, is the pressure of nitrogen giving the same beam

losses due to nuclear scattering as the actual residual gas. The

solution of (5) is

f = e-ff
o

= 1 - C N St (6)

and the approximation holds for t small compared with l/CNg.

Looking at the initial slope of the measured current losses in the

~4 -1
main ring, we estimated CNg to be ^10 s . Using the explicit

expression (5) for C , we calculate the pressure of Nitrogen
NS

P N S = 1.36 10"7 Torr

which is not too far from the measured pressure, i.e. "vlO Torr.
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The rate of fractional rms beam dimension increase [s J

due to multiple scattering in the residual gas is given by

ay It^ = k "Jr* PMS ' B (7)

where k = 5.557 10~ , for B in m, P ^ in Torr and p in GeV/c.

f is the average B-value (̂ 50 in the main ring), p is the proton

momentum (100 GeV/c), PM_ is the N, equivalent multiple scattering
no 4

pressure and B is the B-value where a is measured.

The solution of (7) is

JL =/l + 1ft = 1 + V (8)
o

w i t h CMS

and the approximation holds for t small compared with yg

Using (7), assuming an initial emittance of the order of

0.5 10 at 100 GeV/c and taking an equivalent pressure PMg of

5 10 Torr ('X/half of the pressure PNS«
 a s i n t n e ISR' » w e c a n

estimate CMg

C ^ = 3.5 l O ' V 1 (9)

The transverse blow-up due to a single fast crossing of a

monodimensional resonance is given by ' '

where N is the order of the resonance (NQ=p),

Ae is the bandwidth of the resonance, (Ae = 2NAQ)

dQ/dt is the rate of change in the tune.

A similar formula exists for bidimensional resonances, but
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it is much more complicated, so that we did not consider them in

this first approach.

If we suppose that the particles are crossing a resonance

because of the synchrotron oscillations in the bunch, the rate of

change in the tune is given by

£ = 4 fs Q. f (11)

with f the synchrotron frequency and Q'/Q the chromaticity.s

Because of these synchrotron oscillations, there are many

crossings of the resonance and, since the phases of the crossings

are random, the total increase of a is roughly proportional to

the square root of the number of crossings, i.e. /2fst . Putting

it all together, we obtain

' urOn

(12)
Aa

°O N

which g i v e s

a o

and
CRES

+ C

Ae

/

RES

4RQ1

/ t

f ire

4RQ1

j c

P

;c

P

CRES / t

(13)

For the main ring, R is 1000 m, Ap/p is .53 10 and Q' can

vary between 3 and 20. A fit on the measurements gives Cpgg

and the formula (13) gives the corresponding bandwidth Ae,

which is the unknown quantity.

The coefficients C.,e and C u o have been estimated for the
NS MS

main ring, while €„„„ comes from some measurements of the transverse
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size blow-up. Once these three parameters are known, a fit of

the relation (4) on the measured current loss gives the resonance

aperture A in units of a .

4. Comparison of the measurements with the
theoretical predictions

Using two sets of measurements, we can try at first to fit

-4the theoretical change in beam size (2), with CMg = 3.5 10

The results of these fits are summarized in the two following

tables, where Cn_c is calculated from (2) for each measured point.

size

t

10
20
60
180
300

Table 1
variation at 100

measured

2.15
2.3
2.5
2.8
3.0

GeV/c wit

CRES

Is"*]
.0324
.0401
.0364
.0325
.0311

The value of C_»,_ is fairly independent of t, which means
IVCJO

that the expression (2) fits well with the measured curve. This

is shown in Figure 1, where the average value Cpgg = .0345 has

been used for theoretical curve.

riatic

w
100
250
300
500
750
950

Table 2
in at 100 GeV/c,

measured

3.26
4.31
4.25
4.79
5.33
6.92

with Qx

_CRES

.061

.068

.06

.055

.052

.07
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The expression (2} fits again very well the measurements and

the average value of CDr,o is .061 s . The theoretical curve and

the measurements are given in Figure 2.

For the second set of beam size measurements, the current

loss has equally been measured. Using the parameter values of
— 4 —4

section 3 (CNS = 10 , C M S = 3.5 10 ) and of the preceeding size

fit (Cpgg = .061), it is possible to fit the theoretical expression

(4) on the measured current decrease. The parameter to bo adjusted

is now the resonance aperture. Doing this, we found

A = 4.25 aQ (14)

The theoretical curve (4), with A given by (14), is plotted

in Figure 3, as well as the measured point. The agreement is

good as long as t is not too large, since the approximations (6)

and (8) are valid and as long as t < 1000 s.

It is worthwhile to deduce from the relation (13) what is the

bandwidth associated with the value of CDl:,c, for both the cases

which have been analyzed.

" CRES - - 0 3 4 5

Ae = 1.636 10~6 N3^2

Taking a fifth order monodimensional resonance (N=5) and some

intermediate value for Q' (=10), the bandwidth is

Ae = 5.78 10"5

2> CRES = -061

Ae = 2.893 10"6 N 3 / 2

which gives for N=5 and Q'=10,

Ae = 1.02 10"4
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These values can well be compared with the bandwidth observed

in other machines for N=5. Nevertheless, the corresponding values

of Ae for higher order (N=8) resonances seem somewhat large.

5. Comments

This simple analysis shows that the equivalent pressure for

multiple scattering can only explain a small fraction of the

blow-up in beam size. It is indeed necessary to introduce the

mechanism of resonances in order to explain the observed blow-up

and the initial rapid increase of the transverse size. The band-

widths which correspond to this blow-up look realistic.

In this paper, we supposed that the crossing of the resonances

was due to the synchrotron motion. In actual fact, it can also be

a consequence of the ripple in the power supplies and of some

space charge effects. It is surely interesting to estimate these

two last effects and to define the area which is covered by the

tune of the beam. When this is known, it may be possible to find

a tune region in order to avoid resonances of any order lower than

six. In such a region, the size variation should be smaller. If

it is not possible to avoid low order resonances, it becomes

necessary to compensate the chromaticity and the ripple of the

power supplies.
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BACKGROUND RATES AROUND THE
MAIN RING DURING STORAGE

B. r.oveless
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

When beam is lost during the time development of a Main Ring I MR)

storage study, it causes background radiation. The storage study group has

measured the distribution of this background around the MR by using the MR

Loss Monitors. Although the B<4 background rates f see " B<i Background "

paper ) are proportional to beain current, not the loss of beam, at some point

(s) around the MR the background rate must reflect the beam loss rate. In

addition, the distribution of this background rate may indicate the best way

to correct some problems and, thus, obtain better storage times.

The Main Ring Loss Monitors are referred to as "paint cans" because

they consist, of an RCA 1P21 photomultiplier inside a pint -sized paint can

filled with liquid scintillator. With a few exceptions, one monitor is located

approximately four feet above each quadrupole magnet. Since several monitors

are powered by a single HV cable, there is up to an order of magnitude difference

in the gain between monitors. To reduce the number of ADC channels, usually

two counters are (current) summed before the digitizer yielding a total of

107 channels. During the June 16 storage study period, the instantaneous

current (rate) was digitized and recorded for each logging record.

The most obvious feature of the data is that during a period of low beam

loss (dl/dt < 5 *10 protons/sec) the MR Loss Monitors record essentially

no signal. (See Fig. 1). This is consistent with the MR Loss Monitor
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(iiHtr-ibutionH observed during normal acceleration when there are no unusual

losses. It is not inconsistent with the measurement of large background rates

at H$, but merely sots the sensitivity of the MR I/>ss Monitors as lower than

the Ho array.

The 100-floV stores ( V 1-n <1) O'I .lune 16, 1977. provided several instances

wln-re there were rapid beam losses a.s measured by the MH current monitor

The <10l)-('ioV stores ( ii S-ii H) on the same day did not display any rapirl beam

losses and the Mil Loss Monitors did not exhibit any large background rates.

Thus, I will concentrate on the 100-OeV stores.

Store 4 was set for a tune of V V 19. 400 exactly on the 5th order

resonance. (See Fig. 2). At first, there were no r.ipid losses although

several small (±0.01/ tune changes were made. At COO seconds, the MR sextupole

magnets were increased to their maximum strength. Although the effects of

the sextupoles on a 100-GeV beam are not completely known, increasing the

sextupole magnets presumably reduced the tune spreac' in the beam so that

the b»am was more narrowly tuned to the 5th order resonance. A rapid beam

loss was observed on the MR current monitor. The MR Loss Monitor

distribution (Fig. 3) shows that most of the loss monitors are not affected by

the increased beam loss rate. However, monitors at (A37-38) and (A21-22)

show large background rates. These counters appear to absorb the full beam

loss (since the other MR Loss Monitors are not affected) but the normalization

is unknown so this can not be confirmed. It must be noted that other loss

monitors near and inbetween these monitors do not show any appreciable

changes from low beam loss periods. Figure 4 shows that (A37-38) and
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(A21-2Z) closely track the beam loss rate during store •!.

During store 3, the racii.il position of the beam was varied. Figure •>

shows how the radial position nnd the beam intensity as measured by the MR

current monitor varied during the store. Three rapid beam losses are evident.

The first and the third occurred when the beam was moved out: the second when

it moved in. At this store's tune , an onward movement results in n horizontal

tune shift t"wards the 5th order resonance (19. 400) and an inward movement

results in n horizontal tune shift towards the 2nd order resonance (19. 500).

The MR background distributions for the three regions is shown in Fig. 6. In

all cases, only a small number of loss monitors exhibit an increased rate. When

the beam moved out C>th resonance), the losses were again at (A21-22) and

(A37-38). When the beam moved in (2nd) the losses were concentrated at Fl 1.

Figure 7 shows that the two sets of loss monitors together track the beam

loss rate for store 3 quite well.

During store 2, there was a radial position change and some vertical

tune variations (Fig. 8) which resulted in three rapid beam losses. The radial

change was inward, so the horizontal tune shift was towards the 2nd order

resonance. Again a very localized increase in background rate was observed

at FH. The first vertical tune change brought the vertical tune near the 2nd

order resonance (19. 500). At this point, all the background rate increase

was at (A21-22) and (A37-38). Later the vertical tune was lowered and app-

roached the 5th order resonance (19. 400). At this point, the losses were

concentrated at kA21-22) and (A37-38). As beam was being lost, the vertical

tune was lowered further so that it approached the 3rd order resonance (19. 333).
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This resulted in a ' hange in the background distribution from 'A21-22),

(A37-l«) to mainly KM.

When tho beam is purposefully lost at tho end of a store, the horizontal

tune is usually changed to approach the 2nd order resonance. In the only rase

where this rapid beam loss was recorded on the logging file ' s to re 1), }'H

again had by far the largest value.

Although the MR Loss Monitors have been studied for only one storage

study period, several conclusions can be drawn:

1. Background ra tes as seen by the MR Loss Monitors are low if

there are no rapid beam losses <--5 y 10 protons/sec)

2. When there is a rapid beam loss, the background rate remains

low except for one or two isolated points which seem qualitatively

proportional to the rate of beam loss.

3. The location of high background rates can be correlated to MR

resonances as follows:

i. ) 2nd order resonance horz FH
vert (A21-22), (A37-38)

ii. ) 3rd order resonance horz-
vert Fll

iii. ) 5th order resonance horz (A37-38), (A21-22)

vert (A37-38), (A21-22)

4. The best theory is that these points represent the limiting aperture(s)

in the Main Ring at a given tune at the present time.
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NIIW that tin: storage study group has the capacity to record the MR

Loss Monitors, several steps ran be made to improve the quality of the data:

1 i Make the monitors more sensitive so that si.ialler beam loss rates

can be observed. This may be possible by merely increasing the high

voltage. This, however, has the danger of destroying some fraction

of the counters.

2) Normalize and calibrate the loss monitors so that an absolute particle

flux can b<- calculated fi-'>n. their readings.

5) Observe the very end of each store more carefully when the beam is

purposefully lost to see if this rapid beam loss ("*- 10" p/sec) has a

consistent and understandable background distribution.

•II He alert to changes from the patterns observed thus far. The Main

Ring is constantly evolving and a change in pcttern could signal a

new limiting aperture, misaligned magnet, etc.

In summary, the MR Loss Monitors have provided valuable information

on beam losses during storage. With some improvements, even better data

and results can be obtained.
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BACKGROUNDS AT BO STRAIGHT SECTION

Bob Loveless
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory

Introduction

Background radiation is always a problem when conducting a

high-energy physics experiment. Because little was known about

the situation inside the Main Ring (except for the siaall, special-

ized experiments at C0), one of the major tasks of the Colliding

Beam Department has been to measure the background counting rate

at a typical interaction point (B0). This report summarizes the

results obtained thus far and discusses which measurements will

be taken in the near future with the goal of understanding and

reducing the background effects.

Setup

The setup at the B0 straight section is shown schematically

in Figure 1. It consists of 17 scintillation counters (16 are

2" x 2" x V and one is a 1" cylinder 2"high). The upstream mon-

itor consists of 3 counters equally spaced over a total distance

of 3 feet and centered 20 feet downstream of the last upstream

quadrupole magnet. A similar downstream monitor is located

9 feet upstream of the first downstream quadrupole.

The other 11 counters are located on a 41 x 4' plate in an

angular array or matrix. The counters are arranged in 5 3-counter

telescopes oriented at 5 angles (0°, 15°, 30°, 60°, 90°) to the

beam direction. The common counter is cylindrical and has no

angular preference. With this array it is possible to measure

the particle rates at all 5 angles simultaneously which greatly

reduces analyzing uncertainties. Thus far, this counter array
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has only been located approximately halfway along the straight

section. At that location, horizontal and vertical motions

have been made to obtain radial background dependence. Recently

a transporter has been constructed which will allow both trans-

verse and longitudinal movements to be made remotely. This will

allow the entire straight section to be measured.

Measurements and Results

To improve the background situation, it is necessary to

understand the source(s) and character of the background radia-

tion. I have tried to understand the background by determining

the counting rate dependence on each of several parameters. I

will first describe measurements made during normal accelerator

operations. Figure 2 shows how several counting rates varied

as the Main Ring intensity was varied by a factor of 25 from

8 x 10 to 2 x 10 protons. The linear relationship shown

in the graph means that the counting rates in B0 is directly

proportional to beam current. The best way to relate data at

different intensities (and days) is to divide the absolute

rate (counts) by the beam intensity to provide "normalized"

rate. (Hz/10 protons)

Figure 3 shows the range of several normalized counting

rates over a period of 3 months as a function of cycle time

during normal accelerator operation. The most important features

of this data are:

(i) absolute rates are proportional to beam intensity

(Figure 2)
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(2) large absolute rate - up to 3 MHz in a single

4 sq. in. counter

(3) an increase of a factor of 8 as the energy increases

from 10 to 400 GeV

(4) large spread of rates during and immediately after

injection and during extraction.

(5) narrow spread of rates during acceleration

(6) upstream rates which are an order of magnitude less

than the downstream rates

(7) local vacuum is important factor in local background

rates.

The large spread of rates during injection and extraction

is presumably due to the day-to-day variations in booster beam,

MR tune, correction elements, extraction status, etc. Within

the time scale of a few hours, these rates usually exhibit only

a 10-20% variation. The rates exhibit much more variation if

they are not normalized.

The small spread in the rates during acceleration means that

the rates are not sensitive to the day-to-day variations in

accelerator parameters. One possibility is that the beam size

has shrunk to a sufficiently small size within the good field

region of the MR magnets so that the mrjor source of background

is then beam-gas interactions. Since the vacuum was relatively

stable over this period, the spread is small. Note that what-

ever the source of the background, it yields a background directly

proportional to beam current.

The large difference between the downstream and upstream

rates is probably due to the fact that the upstream monitor is
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shielded from small angle interactions of the beam which occur

upstream of its location by many feet of iron in the MR magnets.

The angular dependence of the rates is shown in Figure 4

at the 3 second mark (200 GeV) in the accelerator cycle. The

angular dependence does not exhibit any significant changes

during the length of the cycle. The fall-off from the 0°

telescope to the 90° telescope is approximately a factor of

30. However, when examined more closely, the larger angle

coincidences seem to be caused by several particles transversing

the array rather than one particle going through the 3 counters

of a single telescope. At the 3 second mark, the following

relationships prevail:

1)

2) » ±1 i^_ , 34%
60°

3) °° • 3 0° • 6 0° - 23%

60°

These "many particle" coincidences seem to indicate that the large

angle coincidence rate is dominated by a splash of many particles.

The local vacuum at B0 has been monitored during the last

4 months to determine its relationship to the local background

rate. Figure 5 shows the normalized downstream triple coincidence

rate versus B0 pressure which was determined frcm the ion pump

current. During this period, the average MR vacuum was stable
—8

at 5 x 10 torr. Although there is a fair degree of scatter

in the data, the local vacuum seems to play a very important role

in the local background rate. A linear relationship between rate

0° • 30°
30°

0° ' 15°
60°

0° • 30°

-. 63%

• 60°

• 60°
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and pressure would strongly favor a model with only beam-gas

interactions as a source of BO background radiation. To improve

the pressure measurement, a nude ion gauge which can measure as

low as 10 torr. will soon be installed. To improve the

pressure, the beam pipe and the ion pumps will be baked-out

soon.

A small shielding experiment was done with the downstream

monitors. A vertically-moveable table was placed (14") upstream

of the downstream monitors. A lead (Pb) wall either 28" or 14"

thick was placed on the table. By moving the table vertically,

the wall could completely shadow the solid angle subtended by

the telescope. The 28"-thick wall reduced the triple-coincidence

rate by a factor of 25; the 14"-thick wall by a factor of 9.

Both walls reduced the singles rates by approximately a factor

of 3. A 28"-thick lead wall causes only a 900 MeV ionization

loss (dE/dx), so the reduction is unlikely to be due to energy

ranging. The absorption length of lead is 18.5 centimeters, so

the 28"-thick wall should produce a factor of 46; the 14"-thick

wall a factor, of 7. Thus, I feel that the results of the shielding

experiment are in agreement with the background being dominated

by multi-GeV hadrons.

The radial dependence of the 0° coincidence at approximately

the halfway point longitudinally is shown in Figure 6. These

data were obtained at two different times (April, June) in differ-

ent ways. To vary the radial position in April, the counter array

was moved vertically at two horizontal locations. During June,

the vertical position was fixed at beam height while the array

was moved horizontally. The June data has a much larger range.
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The data show that the singles rate decrease slowly; a factor

of 5 from 12" to 56". The 0° coincidence rate falls sharply;

a factor of 100 from 12" to 56". The 0° rate is approximately

1/2 the downstream rate and 5 times the upstream rate. Since

the 0° telescope subtends 1/2 the solid angle of the downstream

(or upstream) telescopes due to the cylindrical counter, the

particle flux at the midpoint is approximately equal to the flux

at the downstream end.

If integrated over a circle 1 meter in radius centered on
o

the beam, this data yields a total rate of 4 x 10 for a beam

intensity of 10 protons. Because this implies a rate greater

than the RF frequency of 5 x 10 , the extrapolation from 4 sq. in.

to 77 sq. meters (factor of 2000) is questionable. This, in

addition to the multiparticle coincidences, led J. Cronin to

suggest that what is important is not the absolute number of

particles which is large due to the high multiplicity, but

rather the fraction of the RF buckets which contain any count.

I call this the "occupancy factor".

Immediately after the Summer Study, 5 large counters

(1' x I1 x 1/2" = 144 sq. in.) were installed at the B0 straight

section. A simple extrapolation based on area would predict

that these counters would count at 36 times the rate of the smaller

counters (4 sq. in.). The following features were found:

(1) The larger counter's rate is only 6 times the smaller

counters, not 36.

(2) The sum (OB) of 4 large counters (600 sg. in.) was

only 10 times the smaller counters.

(3) A 3 out of 4 coincidence of the 4 large counters
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count at 50% the rate of a single counter.

(4) A 4 out of 4 coincidence of the large counters

counts at 40% of the single counter rate.

Figure 7 shows the counting rate as a function of area

during the 3-3.5 second interval (300 GeV). It appears to be

saturating at 1.5 MHz which would imply an "occupancy factor"

of 3%. If this is a valid way of treating the backqround situ-

ation, these large multiplicity events occur infrequently enough

that they can simply be vetoed from the CB data sample by a

suitable trigger and should cause no real obstacle to conducting

an experiment.

The background rates at BO have been studied during each

storage study period since March 1977. Disregarding March when

beam performance was erratic, all the BO results obtained during

storage studies conform well to results obtained during normal

accelerator operation. Figure 8 shows that during a typical

store the normalized rate remains constant as the intensity

decreases, indicating again that the BO background rate is pro-

portional to beam intensity. Figure 3 shows that this value of

the normalized rate corresponds well to the value at the same

energy during normal acceleration. During large beam losses
q

(>5 x 10 protons/sec) a component of the B0 rate was found that

was proportional to the rate of beam loss (dl/dt). Its value

for the downstream monitor corresponds to less than a 1% contribu-

tion at the nominal beam loss rate of 10 protons/sec. The radial

and shielding experiments were done and conform very well to

results obtained during normal acceleration.
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Future Tests

Although a great deal has been learned about the background

radiation situation at BO, still more information is needed.

Some of the tests that will be conducted in the near future are:

(1) Still larger counters will be installed.

(2) More detailed measurements of the longitudinal

and radial dependence vith the new remotely movable

array system.

(3) Local vacuum tests. The bakeable beam pipe hopefully

will allow even lower local pressures (<10 torr?).

(4) A shielding wall covering a sizeable fraction of the

tunnel aperture to try to minimize particles from

upstream.

(5) Use of clippers during storage studies to provide a

limiting aperture to eliminate beam halo near BO.

The collimators at the DO abort system will be used

as the clippers.

Summary

To summarize, the BO background rate seems to be directly

proportional to both beam intensity and local pressure, implying

that beam-gas interactions are the major source of such backgrounds.

Most of the particles seem to be part of very large multiplicity

events which occur during approximately 3% of the possible RF

buckets. The background pattern observed during storage is con-

sistent with that observed during normal accelerator operation.

Future tests will continue to test these conclusions and, hope-

fully, the background situation can be improved.
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TUNE SPREAD DUE TO CURRENT RIPPLE AND
MOMENTUM SPREAD IN THE MAIN RING

S. Ecklund and G. Fisk
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois

The presence of ripple in the main ring power supplies causes

the fields in the dipole and quadrupole magnets to have a time

dependence with harmonic components being multiples of 60 Hz.

These ripples cause the tune to have a similar time modulation.

When the tune is swept around by the ripple, a deterioration in

beam size and lifetime can occur if the tune comes close to or

crosses a resonance.

The amount of ripple on the bend bus and each of the quad

busses has been measured. The situation for the bend bus is

somewhat complicated. The inductance, capacitance and resistance

of the bend circuit is such that the ripple components do not

propagate in a simple way around the ring. A measurement of

ripple in any one place in the ring is not necessarily indicative

of the average ripple around the ring. However, we will use

measurements at one place to get the order of magnitude. The

bend ripple was measured1 as 0.01% peak to peak, mostly 360 Hz

for high dc currents (4600 Amps). The quad bus has also about

0.01% ripple but mostly at 120 Hz. The two quad busses were

observed to have their ripple components nearly in phase. There

are plans to introduce filters to reduce the quad ripple signifi-

cantly. The bend ripple is being studied, but a solution is not

yet determined.

During storage studies, the bend and quad currents are

recorded at 1 sec intervals for the first 30 sec and then 10 sec
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intervals for the remaining duration of the store. The variation

-4
of these readings give typically rms deviations of 0.5 x 10

for the ratio of quad to bend currents, which implies a peak to

peak ripple of 1.4 x 10 , consistent with the other measurements.

From known deviations in quadrupole strengths, the variation

in tune c«.n oe calculated from the transport matrices. The result

is
AIF A IDAvp = 33.6 — • - 11.5 ~

Av = -11.5 — E + 33.6 -jS.

where AvH and Av>v are the horizontal and vertical tune shifts,

and AIp/Ip and AI_/I_ are the fractional changes in the horizontally

focusing and defocusing quadrupoles. For either equal in phase

changes of the quad busses or a change in bend bus, we have

AV = 22.1 ^

where 22.1 is the usual chromaticity of the ring. For the
— 4measured ripple of AI/I = 1.4 x 10 , the change in tune is AvH =

Avv= 0.003.

Another method of determining the tune variations is to

calculate them from the currents recorded during storage studies.

The bus current is sampled and recorded at a 720 H2 rate with a

clock synchronized to the 60 Hz line. The phase of the readings

tended to cluster around 0°, 90°, 210°, and 300° in the 60 Hz

cycle. We therefore had a reasonable sample of 120 Hz but not of

360 Hz. The distributions of tunes for stores at 100 and 200 GeV

are shown in Figure 1. Because the bend current had a slow drift
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during the store, the ratio of quadrupole to bend busses was used

to calculate the tunes. The peak to peak tune spread is typically

0.008 with a corresponding rms of 0.002 for the distribution.

The tune spread due to the momentum spread in the beam can

be calculated, i.e. Av = -22.1 AP/P. The momentum spread can be

calculated from the observed bunch length and the rf voltage

assuming no space charge effects. This assumption is probably

reasonable for the wide (5 ns) bunches which the stored beams

eventually obtain. Synchrotron periods have been measured for

small narrow (2 ns) pulses on top of a wide (5 ns) pulse. These

periods show no dependence with wide pulse amplitude and are the

same as the coherent period to 2%. This implies the effective rf

voltage seen by the small narrow bunch is within 4% of the actual

rf voltage. This then can decrease our calculation of AP/P by at

most 2% (factor of .98) which is negligible compared to other

uncertainties. Integrating the usual differential equation:

-5iy -r̂i = -sinij)

gives
.2

+ 2(l-cos$) = K2 = constant

where u is the fractional energy relative to the synchronous

phase energy,

(j) = phase of particle relative to the rf,

u * - 2 ^uo 0 2iTh

V = rf voltage

U = total energy
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Y. = transition energy in units of rest mass

Yt = 18.74

h = harmonic number = 1113

For V = 1.0 MeV, U = 100 GeV

uQ = 7.09 x 10~
4.

The spread in u can be related to a spread in 41

Au = u / 2 (l-cosA4>)

where Au and A<J) are half widths of the spread. For 5 ns wide

bunches we get a full width AP/P = l.?ir x 10 . This then gives

a full tune spread of

Av = 0.025

The above number can be corrected using a measured chroma-

ticity.2 The measured values, obtained by varying the rf frequency

and radial position, show a nonlinear curve for tune vs. AP/P

which is presumed to be due to higher order multipole fields in

the magnets. The horizontal tune has the nominal 22.1 slope near

AP/P = 0. The vertical tune has about 50% of the nominal slope.

Therefore, the vertical tune spread may be half of the value

given above.

If we combine the effects of ripple and momentum aperture,

a worst case tune spread of Av = 0.031 is obtained. Figure 2

shows a tune diagram with resonance lines up to 6th order and a

box the size of this tune spread. While the box can fit in-between

resonance lines, it is clear that higher order resonances, for

example 7th and 9th order, if present, are a problem.
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Fig. 1. Distribution of horizontal and vertical tunes calculated from quadru-
pole bus currents.
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Fig. 2. Tune diagram showing resonance lines up to 6th order. A box cor-
responding to the calculated tune spread is shown.
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CHECK OF CALIBRATION OF THE HORIZONTAL IBS

James W. Cronin
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

The calibration of horizontal Ion Bean Scanner (IBS) in the

Fermilab main accelerator is stated to be 0.488 mm/channel when

properly adjusted. ' During storage beam studies ' on June 16,

1976, one run at i<100 GeV was made with various settings of the

horizontal beam position. This adjustment varies the offset of

the feedback of the radial position to rf frequency. Effectively

then, one is choosing an orbit whose momentum is displaced from

the central orbit momentum by an amount.

Ap_ _ Af 1

P f r i

V y
where Yt and y are the relativistic factors for a proton at tran-

sition and the stored energy. The displacement of the orbit at

the IBS is given by Ar = n -*- where n is the momentum dispersion

function at the IBS. During the storage period a number of changes

were made in the radial position. For each position the rf fre-

quency, the horizontal beam distribution from the IBS, and the

bend magnet current were recorded. Gaussian fits were made to the

IBS distribution to find the beam center.

Before the data can be used for calibration, a slow drift

of the current of the main ring bending magnets had to be corrected.

The rf frequency is tied to the bend current. During tha course

of the beam storage, the bend current drifted upward by about 1*

corresponding to a frequency shift for the central orbit given by:
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M
f

where I_ is the bend magnet current. For each radial position

the corresponding frequency was corrected for the overall drift

of the magnetic bend field.

The corrected frequency is plotted against radial position

in Figure 1. The frequency shift per IBS division is found to be

34 cycles. This frequency shift then corresponds to a Ap/p

given by:

Then -£ = 0.231 x 10~3/IBS division, using y = 106 and Y T = 18.7

The value of n at the IBS position is estimated to be 2.0 meters

using a main ring lattice program. Then each horizontal IBS

division corresponds to:

Ar = n -E = 0.462 mm.

This result is in good agreement with the quoted calibration of

0.488.

It has been pointed out that there may be a large uncertainty

in the calculation of n and that this measurement may be more a

measurement of n. It would be useful to independently calibrate

the IBS using a beam bump technique.
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TUNE DEPRESSION DUE TO SPACE CHARGE FORCES
DURING STACKING IN THE ENERGY DOUBLER

A. G. Ruggiero
Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois

It is contemplated to obtain large intensity beam by performing

rf stacking1 in the Energy Doubler at 100 GeV. From experience in

the ISR it is known that a large intense stack placed asymmetrically

in a vacuum chamber creates image fields. A particle in any other

location parallel to the stack or within the stack will experience

the space charge as a shift of its o™n betatron oscillation tunes.

The resulting effect is a variation of the tune across the vacuum

chamber with high non-linear components. In the ISR this effect

is compensated with a system of 24 coils within the magnets,

powered in such a way to obtain the best cancellation of the space

charge. This cancellation is crucial because if the tune variation

across the aperture is too large, a new freshly injected pulse,

during its rf displacement to the stack, might cross dangerous

spots of the tune diagram. This effect requires examination for

the Energy Doubler to evaluate the eventual need of correcting

coils.

Tune shift due to space charge forces were calculated by

Sotter2 for the stack beam geometry. Contributions from elliptic,

circular and rectangular geometries were estimated, as well

as the effect of the beam neutralization and self-fields.

We shall approximate the Energy Doubler vacuum chamber cross-

section with a circle of 3 cm radius surrounded by a magnetized

iron surface of 4 cm radius. At the energy of 100 GeV self-field
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contributions are negligible, and will ignore also beam neutralization.

Since the contributions of magnetic and electric image fields

are very much similar, because both boundaries are taken circular,

we shall simply calculate the electrostatic contribution and

multiply this by a factor of two to obtain the total tune shift.

The formula for the tune shift is then
2r R2I

Av = 2 • — — (1)

— 18
where r o = 1.5347 x 10 m, R = 1000 m is the machine radius, I

the stack beam current, v = 19.4, $ Y ̂  100, e and c are respectively

the electron charge and the light velosity, r - 3 cm the vacuum

bore radius and e the electrostatic image coefficient.

The beam height is ignored. The beam width is taken to be

2a centered at the radius x inside the vacuum chamber. Introduced

the following normalized parameters

and

a = a/r, £ o = * o/r, € = x/r

u = 1 - CCO , v

then
1 / x x \

E ( S , S o , a ) = - 2?2 ( i + _ — _ z + _ in — j (2)

which inserted in Eq. (1) gives the tune shift at the radius

x (see Fig. 1). The stack geometry after n pulses can be worked

out from Ref. 1. Assuming a tune of 19.4 one has in rough approx-

imation a = 0.087 + 0.013 n

CQ = 0.333 - 0.013 (n-1)

and I = 0.15 n Amperes

Then one obtains from Eq. (1) Av = 0.011 n e
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Figure 1

We plotted en in Fig. 2 versus ? for several values of the number

of pulses n. As one can see the variation of the tune across

the vacuum chamber is not linear and is steeper within the stack

itself. Each pulse is injected at the location A, displaced and

released at the outer edge of the stack B. The width and the

location of the stack is shown by the black rectangles.

Table I gives the tune variation A across the aperture

(from £= -1 to ?= +1), the tune variation &n in the stacking

region, namely from A to B, and the local chromaticity

X = (Av/v)/(Ap/p) across the stack itself.

n

2
4
6
8
10

A

0
0
0
0
0

n

.0022

.0036

.0046

.0054

.0058

Table I

6n

0.00026
0.00053
0.00079
0.00097
0.00121

xn
0.0056
0.0094
0.0120
0.0140
0.0154
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Conclusions

The tune variation across the aperture, due to image space

charge forces of the stack beam, is reasonably small and we do

not foresee the need of a multiwire correcting system.
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CHARACTERISTICS OF THE VACUUM IN THE MAIN RING
AS RELATED TO BEAM STORAGE

H. E. Fisk and F, Turkot
Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois

1. Introduction

The average operating vacuum in the beam chamber of the Main

Ring is ~1 x 10" Torr, in normal operation as a 400 GeV accelera-

tor, the beam passes through this residual gas for a period of -5 s

and hence traverses about 1/40 g/cm2 o-f matter. The effect of the

gas on the beam is negligible; however, the influence of the gas

will clearly not be negligible if one contemplates using the Main

Ring as a storage ring for colliding beam experiments (storage

times of 101* s) . The object of this paper is to summarize what is

known about the vacuum in the Main Ring from the viewpoint of ob-

taining a quantitative understanding of the role it plays in the

behavior of a stored beam.

2. Description of the Vacuum System

The Main Ring vacuum system is a 6.28 km long "donut" consist-

ing of 198 cells of the form shown in Fig. 1; the cross section of

the beam chamber is 5" x 1.5" in the Bl dipoles and 4" x 2" in the

B2 dipoles, which occur in nearly equal numbers around the circum-

ference of the ring. The pumps are Varian triode ion pumps, which

have a measured pumping speed, S, of 30 £/s for air.1

The conductance for air of the 6.4 m segment (one dipole) be-

tween pumps is 7 l/s; the 10.7 m segment (one 7' quad plus one cor-

rection magnet minist-aight plus one dipole) has a conductance of

4.2 SL/s. To first approximation the vacuum system is an all-welded

stainless steel enclosure; there are of course nonstainless materials
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;epoxy, ceramic, C-10, ferritc, carbon resistors, etc.) inside the

chamber at special devices and occasional demountable joints with

metal "0" rings.

The pressure in the system is read by measuring the current

drawn from the 5 kV high-voltage power supplies feeding each ion

pump. A typical distribution of pressures at the pumps in one vac-

uum sector (a sector is 1/24 of the ring) is shown in Fig. 2; the

sector averages are displayed in Fig. 3. The average of all 800

pumps, <Pp>> is normally in the range of 4-7 x 10 Torr. The pre-

sence of small leaks (~5 x 10 Torr-H/s) is not uncommon; a typical

sector plot such as Fig. 2 will have 2 pressure bump patterns

among the 35 pumps, each involving 4-5 pumps with the center pump

pressure >10 x .10 Torr. Note that there are several "good" vacuum

sectors where the average is below 3 x 1 0 Torr. Tne pressure read-

out electronics is designed to bottom at -1 x 10 Torr, and appears

to read too high once the pump current i.s below 30 pA (equivalent to

-3 x n ~ Torr, see Sec. 6 below). In addition to this shortcoming

of the readout system, various leakage currents - largely internal

to the pumps themselves - make the current from the HV supply an

unreliable (presumably an upper limit) indicator of the pressure be-

low this value. The highest sector averages 9 x 10 Torr, which

is attributable to outgassing of special devices in that sector.

The inner surfaces of the vacuum system are not particularly

clean in the usual sense of ultra-high vacuum practices. The stain-

less tubes used in the dipoles are initially chemically cleaned, but

the ensuing operations are not well designed to prevent contamination.

A vacuum sector is rough pumped with an unbaffled oil diffusion
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pump. In most places where the vacuum chamber is opened fe,g. to

change a failed magnet), a layer of dust is visible on most surface:

pulling a sol vent-wetted cloth through an iu-place tube will nearly

always result in a black residue on the cloth. In addition, there

is debris in the chamber from past accidents, such as thf ceramic

pieces from the implosion of the ceramic vacuum tube at: the extrac-

tion kicker. On the average, each of the 24 vacuum sectors is let

up to air approximately once every six months, the most rcmmon pro-

blem being the necessity to change a shorted magnet.

3. Simple Model of Vacuum System

From the point of view of beam storage, the quantity of most

interest is the average pressure, <P>, around the ring and the

kinds of atoms that make it up. To estimate <P> given the pressures

at the pumps, it is necessary to have a model of the system. The

simplest model is that of a uniform repetitive system as in Fig. 4,

with the source of gas uniformly distributed along the length.

Define for the length of chamber between neighboring pumps:

C = Conductance

Q = Total Outgassing Rate

A = Area of Surface

q = Q/A, Outgassing Rate per Unit Area,

It is easy to show that the pressure vs. length in such a system

will look as in Fig. 4; i.e. a series of identical parabolic bumps

with minima at the pumps. Quantitatively one obtains:

Pp = g, AP =
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from which it follows that

<p> = P p + | A P = | .

Note that AP is independent of pump capacity and hence for fixed Q

and C sets a lower limit to <P>. Using the parameters of Fig, 1 for

this model, the ratio of "pump" to "conductance" terms of Eq. (2) (i.e.

S /T§TJ) is -2.8; hence in the limit S->c°,<P> is reduced by a factor 3.8,

doubling S gives a factor of 1.6.

In the real world, the situation is clearly more complex; the

residual gas in the chamber is a mixture of molecular types. The pump-

ing speed, S, becomes a function of the molecule and the conductances

a function of their mass.

4. Outgassing Rates

Independent of a detailed model, the average outgassing rate of

the ring is simply given by

<Q> = S<Pp> = 30 £/s x 5 x 10"
8 Torr

= 1.5 x 10"6 Torr - fc/s.

For the average length of chamber between pumps (Fig. 1),

A = 2.3 x 10" cm2,

thus

<q> = <Q>/A = 6.5 x 10"11 Torr - H/cm2-s,

where undoubtedly there is a large contribution from small leaks and

materials other than stainless. A better estimate for the stainless-

steel surface itself derives from taking <Pp> in the best sector, i.e.

<Pp> = 2 x 10"
8 Torr
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giving

qo = 2.6 x 10~" Torr Jl/cm
2-s.

According to measurements made at CERN,2 a clean - but not baked -

stainless steel surface that has been exposed to air exhibits a q

which is time dependent under pump-down in a high vacuum system,

the empirical relation is

qSS = F x 10~5 Torr-H/cmz-s, (3)

where t is expressed in seconds. After a long pump-down (several

weeks) q will approach 1 x 10 " Torr-Jl/cm2-s , but to achieve

1 x 1 0 1 2 Torr-Jl/cm2-s requires a bake at 300°C or higher. Equa-

tion (3) gives a value t = 9 days for our observed q . It would

appear then that even though the surface of the vacuum chamber

appears "dirty", with long pumping times (many months) the out-

gassing rate is not very different from that of a clean (but unbaked)

stainless steel surface.

5. Gas Composition

A mass spectrometer type gas analyzer (Ultek) was installed in

the vacuum chamber at A19-1; a nude ion gauge (NIG) was installed

four dipoles downstream at A21-1. After a 200° bakeout and about one

month of calendar time the following spectrum was observed (spectro-

meter tunes in the range 2-100 AMU).
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TABLE I

3.4

17

10

18

32

20

0.4

26

0 . 7

27

1.8

28

13

3 2

< 0 . 2

40

0 . 9

41

0 . 7

44

1.7

45

1 . 2

The dominant mass peaks occur at 2, 17, 18, and 28 AMU. The "Total
_ g

Pressure" reading of the Ultek was 6.0 x 10 Turr, about one-half

the sum of the "Partial Pressures" listed; the nearest ion pump read

2 x 10"e Torr and the NIG (4 dipoles downstream) read 9 x 10"9 Torr.

When the four ion pumps nearest to the analyzer were turned off, the

mass 2 peak increased by a factor of 3.3, mass 28 by 2.1, and mass 18

by 1.06.

Using the known "cracking patterns" for various molecules3 one

arrives at the following gas composition:
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Molecule

H20

CO

"2

co2
A

C2 H6

P

10-9

4.

1.

6.

0.

0.

0.

Torr

2

3

7

22

04

10

TABLE

corrected

ID"'

2

I

15

0

0

0

Torr

.8

.3

.0

.15

.03

.05

II

P

10

N,equiv.

"9 Torr

1.8

1.3

0.65

0. 26

0.08

0.05

Per Cent

of I'N2equiv.

43 s

315

16%

6%

2%

\%

12.6 19.3 4.1

The column labeled P cted ^
n" been adjusted for the known ioni-

zation probabilities of the various gases.3 The next to last column

gives the N, equivalent pressures from the viewpoint of Coulomb

multiple scattering (multiply by (A^/A^ )x(5.N / £ • ) , where A is the

mass and I the radiation length in gm/cm 2).

From Table II one notes that although the most abundant gas is

^ (78%), the most important contributors to multiple scattering are

H2O and CO. For this particular gas composition the equivalent N,

pressure is only one-third of the pressure indicated by an ioniza-

tion gauge. At other places around the ring where the pressure is

considerably higher (-5 x 10" Torr) the indicated pressure and the

equivalent N, pressure may be closer to equality due to the presence

of air leaks.
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6. Some Primitive Vacuum Experiments

In order to develop a better understanding of the system,

some simple experiments were carried out; they usually involved

observing pressure changes when some subset of pumps is turned

off. A severe handicap here is the fact that the pressure readout

turns off with the pump; to alleviate this, several nude ion gauges

(NIG) were installed (at A21-1, A32-1). Three measurements will be

noted:

(a) Comparison of pressure read by NIG and the nearest ion

pumps.

(b) Measurement of the ion pump HV supply currents directly,

bypassing the Fermilab readout electronics. This was

done in sector F-3, where 24 pumps in a row indicate

2 x 10 Torr or below on the Fermilab readout.

(c) Observe <P> for the "on" pumps with some fraction, e, of

the pumps on and uniformly distributed around the entire

ring. Values of e chosen were 1.0, 0.2S, and 0.083.

In the comparison of the NIG with the nearest pumps we found:

TABLE III

Pressure

NIG

0.8 x 10-
s Torr

2.5 i"

2

ION PUMP READOUT

Upstream

.0 x 10"8

8 m

2.

Downstream

5 x 10'"

Since ionization gauges and Penning gauges have about the same rela-

tive sensitivities to various gases, this is a clear indication that

the Fermilab ion pump readout gives too high a pressure compared to

an ion gauge once the ion gauge pressure is below ~2 x 10" Torr.
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The results of (b) , direct measurement of the ion currents in

F-3 sector, are shown in Fig. 5. In turn,each pump was read using

the Fermilab readout (ordinate of Fig. 5a) and then plugged into a

Varian 921-0062 Ion Pump Control and the current read directly (ab-

scissa of Fig. 5a). The dashed line in Fig. 5a is the specified

calibration of the Fermilab readout system."* The noteworthy features

are:

Cl) Above pump currents of -30 uA the readings fall close to

the calibration curve, but below the value the Fermilab

readout reads high and appears to bottom out at an indi-

cated pressure of ~2 x 10 Torr (the smallest significant

value in the original design specification was 1 x 10

Torr).

(2) Most of the pump currents lie below 10 pA. Figure 5b

gives the distribution of pump currents; the peak is at

6 uA and nearly 301 have currents -5 uA. Using the cali-

bration curve in Fig. 5a this implies that pressures as

~ 9

low as 4-5 x 10 Torr obtain at the pumps in "good" parts

of the Main Ring; this is consistent with the value indi-

cated by NIG of 8 x 10"9 Torr located 2.5 m away from the

nearest pump.

In experiments of type (c) the most noticeable effect is the

apparent violation of conservation of gas molecules; i.e., if one

assumes 1) all pumps have the same speed, S, which does not depend

on pressure in the range p = 5 x 10" - 1 x 10"7 Torr (varian curves
show a changt of <15S; 2) the outgassing rate is constant in time and

independent of pressure; and 3) the gas flow is given by S x
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then it follows that when equilibrium ;s reestablished (time con-

stants for the transients are typically minutes)

r (P - P 1 = If 5" P • • • i (41
l final 'initial-1 * tF

 rinitial <•*'
on o t *

pumps pumps

with K = 1 (all pressures are at the pumps). Instead, e find K

lines in the range 0.15 to 0.35; the saturation of the Fermi lab

readout at low pressures and the presence of leakage current in the

pumps turned off would tend to give such an effect.

In (c) we obtained the following results in turning pumps off:

TABLE IV

1

0

0

E

. 0

. 2 5

.083

> a l l
S x

8

14

"on"
i o " b

H

I I

1 pumps
Torr

"

I t

5 .

8 .

1 4 .

Eq.

0 x

5

1

SIX
i o " e

I I

I t

T o n

i t

M

Equation (4) can be rewritten in the form

<P> =<^> (S)

where<Pi>= <P> for e = 1.0; Eq. (5) gives much too strong an c depen-

dence. .Since we know that the ion pump readout system "bottoms out"

- 8

at ~2 x 10 Torr a more reasonable formula has the form

o + £ a ^ *

where PQ is the pressure offset due to the readout system. With

PQ = 2 x 10" Torr, one gets a good fit to the data (see table above)

with
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<P> = 2 + — — (7)
E.56

with <D> in units of 1 x 10*8 Torr. If we define Qo = KS(Pj- PQ) for

e = 1.0 (all pumps on) and P2 = <P> - P (the "true" pressure),

then eq. (7) implies that the effective Q depends on pressure like

1-a / , \ 0.79

1
/ , /

It seems not unreasonable that the surface outgassing rate of a

given molecule will depend inversely on the partial pressure pre-

sent for that molecule; clearly this will not hold for that part of

Q o which comes from real leaks through the vacuum chamber walls.

For a system where Q comes predominantly from real leaks, one has

a = 1, whereas if outgassing predominates a - j.

Prom the measurement (b) above we can reevaluate our estimate

made in Sec. 4 for the minimum outgassing rate, qQ, observed.

Q = 30 2,/s x 4 x 10"9 Torr = 0.12 x 10"6 Torr-l/s

giving

qQ = 0.5 x 10" 1 1 Torr-2/cm2-s.

If the gas is predominantly H, as is suggested by the gas analyzer

measurement at A-19, then we should multiply qQ by 4 since S is nearly

twice as large for ^ and the true H, pressure is twice what one

reads in a Penning gauge using the air calibration.
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7. Average Pressure as Determined by NucJ_ear^ Scattering Attenua-

tion of the Circulating Proton Beam

Assuming beam dynamics, i.e. resonances etc., can be ignored,

stored beam can be lost by collision of the protons with gas mole-

cules via coulomb or nuclear scattering. Multiple coulomb scatter-

ing requires many collisions before enough angular deflection is

imparted to a beam proton for it to be lost. On the other hand,

when a proton suffers a large single coulomb or nuclear scatter it

is lost immediately. The multiple coulomb scattering gradually in-

creases the emittance of the beam until it begins to contact the

edge of the aperture where it is then lost. Before the beam reaches

the aperture limit a small amount of beam is lost due to nuclear

scattering attenuation. An estimate of gas pressure can be obtained

from the nuclear scattering absorption length. The beam intensity

decreases in time as e ° where

L _ Bet >-piPi

rr ~ T ~ .~r~ •
O O i l

In this equation Be is the proton velocity, t is elapsed time, P is

760 mm; p^, P^ and X^ are the density, partial pressure and colli-

sion lengths of the molecule which scatters the beam.

Figure 6a shows the beam intensity for the first 200 seconds

when a 100 GeV beam was stored with an initial intensity of 1.55 x

10 1 3 protons. For the series of vacuum experiments referred to

earlier in Section 6, Table IV, the attenuation coefficient,

A = rj=- j^, was determined for 100 and 200 GeV beam. The values are
o

listed in Table V.
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TABLE V A Coefficient in sec

1/e

1

4

12

0

0

0

( 4 .

(12 .

(42 .

9

5

5

100

± 0

± 1

± 3

GeV

. 8 )

.0)

. 0 )

X

X

X

10" =

i o " 5

10" =

( 3 .

( 1 1 .

( 4 0 .

9

7

0

200

± 0

± 1

± 4

GoV

• 8)

. 0 )

. 0 )

X

X

X

10" =

I D ' 5

io- =

The values of A agree at thi two different energies and are

reasonably consistent with a linear increase in 1/e (P, see Pig. 6b)

The A values at 100 GeV are slightly larger than those at 200 GeV

and this may imply some of the early time loss is not strictly nu-

clear scattering. It would also be possible for the data to in-

clude L-ome early time loss mechanism at the lowest pressure (1/E =

1.0)which is not nuclear scattering.

If, however, nuclear scattering dominates the early loss, and

if the gas composition is known the pressure can be calculated from

In estimating the pressure we take two hypotheses. The first (A)

assumes the gas in the vacuum chamber comes from small leaks and

consists of nitrogen. The second (B) uses the gas composition ratios

at a known low pressure region in the main ring. The values assumed

for the collision lengths in the calculation of L/L are taken from

the Review of Particle Properties (RMP£8 Part II, 1976). The results

are (A) A = 730 PA (torr), or

(B) A = 200 Pn (torr).
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Using the values listed in Table V we estimate the pressures as

deduced from nuclear scattering to be those given in Table VI.

TABLE VI - Nuclear Scattering Estimates of

Pressure (Torr)

1/e

1

4

12

0

0

0

6

1

5

.7

. 7

.8

A

X

X

X

100 (

i o - 6

1 0 " '

1 0 ' 7

ieV

2.

6 .

2 .

5

3

1

B

X

X

X

10"

10"

10"

7

7

6

5

1

5

.3

.6

. 5

A

X

X

200 C

i o - 8

1 0 " '

1 0 " '

;eV

2.

5 .

2 .

0

9

0

B

X

X

X

10

10

10

- 7

- 7

- 6

The dominant nitrogen assumption leads to average pressures which are

consistent with estimates in the earlier sections of this paper while

the gas composition as determined at A19 in a low pressure region

imply higher average pressure. This difference is due to the rela-

tively large amount of hydrogen listed in Table II (column 2).

7. Conclusion

1. What is the vacuum in the Main Ring at present?

(a) The Fermilab ion pump readout system indicates an

average pressure at the pumps, <Pp> = 5 x 10"6 Torr.

There are two known effects which cause this to be

higher than the true average: (1) leakage currents in

the ion pumps, AP <0.5 x 10"8 Torr;5 (2) a saturation

effect in the Fermilab readout electronics (see Fig. 5a)
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that yields a minimum pump reading of 1-2 x 10 Torr.

With these corrections, the best estimate' is <rPp
> =

4 x 10"8 Torr t20% .

(bj <'Jp> n a s comparable contributions from real leaks

and from outgassing (see 2. below), we expect, therefore,

that the gas is predominantly air and water.6

(c) The average pressure is seen by the beam, <P>, is

larger than •'!'„>. In the system shown in Fig. 1, and

the idealized uniform model of Eq. (2) the result is

<P> = 1.50 <Pp>. (9)

The leaks in the chamber, which tend to be near the

pumps, will reduce this effect; hence Eq. (9) is to be

taken as an upper limit.

(d) Gathering together these facts, the best estimate

for the present pressure in the Main Ring is

<P> = 6 x 10"8 Torr of N2

with an uncertainty of ±30%. This is consistent with

the estimate of <P> derived from attenuation of a stored

beam assuming the gas is mostly N 2. (See Table VI.)
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2. What determines the vacuum level at present?

Measurements described in Sec. 6 show that in "good"

places the pressure is as low as 0.5 x 10 Torr; on the other

hand there are ~50 pressure bumps in the plots like Fig. 2

where the high pump reads >10 x 10 Torr, which have all the

appearances of an air leak. Fifty separate leaks, each with

a pressure maximum of 4 x 10 Torr could account for 'Pp> =

4 x 1 0 Torr.7 The argument against dominance by real leaks

comes from the fact that <Pp > does not go as e ''° when pumps

are turned off, but more like e*° " 6 . It appears then that

there is substantial contribution both from real leaks and

from outgassing

3. How low is the pressure in "good" places around the ring?

Direct measurements of the ion pump currents (Sec. 61

give indicated pressures of 4-5 x 10" Torr; if this is mostly

H2, then the true pressure is more like 1 x 10" Torr.

If the gas composition is everywhere similar to that measured

at A-19 with the gas analyzer (see Table III), viz. 78% H 2,

then the N2 equivalent pressure (for multiple scattering) is

~ T the indicated pressure. Using the numerical relation of

Eq. (9), one concludes that the N 2 equivalent pressure in the

"good" places is -2.5 x 10~9 Torr.

4. What is a reasonable expectation for the ultimate pressure

obtainable in practice?

We make the following plausible assumptions:
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(a) With great effort in leak-fixing antl cleaning, wo

achieve an 80% success, i.e. 19 of 24 sectors can be

made to reach the best observed pressure of 2.5 x 10

Torr N, equivalent. The remaining 5 sectors reach

1 x 10"8 Torr.

(b) It takes one month to pump a sector down to it>

ultimate pressure.

(c) Due to various failures (mainly magnets) we must,

on the average, let up to air one sector each half-month.

Under these conditions, one estimates that an average

- 9

pressure of 16 x 10 Torr N, equivalent would be available

75% of the calendar time.

It should be obvious that the conclusions reached here are based

on somewhat sketchy ;i-id incomplete measurements. This is clearly not

a definitive study of the Main Ring vacuum environment; it is, how-

ever, a collection of current information and hopefully will

serve as an aid toward future efforts to better understand the system

and in making the improvements essential to obtaining long-lived

scored beams.
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EFFECTS OF MULTIPLE SCATTERING IN .HE MAIN RING DURING STORAGE

A. V. Tollestrup
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois

Detailed storage studies carried out in the Main Ring described

in other papers in this Summer Study show that the transverse size

of the beam increases with time. When the effect was first observed1

it was thought to be entirely caused by multiple gas scattering due

to the relatively poor vacuum (by storage ring standards!). It now

"appears that other effects a*re*also probably contributing to the

problem. However, gas scattering continues to be important at 100

GeV and hence a few of the results of the diffusion theory calcula-

tion will be written down here for future reference.

The basic theory used here is described in a CERN paper by W.

Hardt.2 The results that have emerged from these calculations arc

simple to use and understand and are independent of the detailed

assumptions. Any process of a random nature and such that the ele-

mentary interaction is independent of the past history can be des-

cribed in the manner indicated below.

First of all the standard multiple scattering equation is

assumed

/az\h = 15 MeV

p = momentum MeV

B = v/c

L = amount of gas and is =(ct)

xQ= radiation length of matter transversed
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For the Betatron oscillations use coordinates (x, x', y, y'} and

it is convenient to change to normalized coordinates

(Xi, X2, X3> XO = (X'Sc, t\ , %'\, * V ) * = {j-

Referring to Reference 2 we find these four coordinates obey a

diffusion equation

Li p- - n I T
rf 9 2

D = VX -̂ rx-» a n d p* is the density of the distribution in the space
( x i , X2, X3, xii) . We now assume t h a t t he d e n s i t y func t ion do

only on

rl = x? + x? + x?, + xl

with

xi = rcosGcosa xj = rsinOcosB 9<0<ii/2

X2 = rcosQsina x>, = rsinOsinfi 0<a<2ir

0<(3<2T[

This assumption would be true if the beam is symmetrical in (x,y)

space or if there is strong coupling between the two oscillations.

We will assume that there is initially a symmetrical Gaussian dis-

tribution for the beam which has ox*=ao
2=a 2 for projections which

are measured by the HIBS and VIBS. We will also assume that there

is a cylindrical region around the beam of radius a and that if a

particle makes an excursion to a greater radius than a, it will be

lost. It is well to realize that a is not the vacuum chamber wall

in the Main Ring but is only of the order of 1-2 cm and is defined

by the size of Betatron oscillations that can stabily exist. The

bundary condition on p^ is that

pjal'^) = 0.
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A little mathematics now yields the general solution of the

diffusion equation

A xiDXt

m= 1

/ -r- e —-—2— J '/ r i* a

where Ji(xm) = 0

evaluating Am for the initial Gaussian distribution gives, assuming

V < a

We are not particularly interested in p«, but rather N(t) , the

total number of particles as a function of time and ip, the second

moment of the projection onto the x axis in real space.

N(t) can be obtained from a flux theorem. Going back to the

diffusion equation we can write

I j p^dt = J Vi.pi, «de
•vol ' r ^vol " ' e

•i, = a//I

The first integral is just i ^!X
L/ o t

The right-hand side is just the area of a hypersphere, 27i2ri,3, times

the gradient at the boundary.

Thus

™gl= D . |£|3t

Alternatively one can calculate N(t) directly

= Xol
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Either method leads to a simple relation

This can be rewritten:

N(t) = F(y) y =

Nfo) = 1 N(°>) = 0

, F(y) is plotted win Fy>. 1 ajid listed in Table 1.

Let's examine the behavior

In region A, the size of the beam is much less than the size of the

pipe. The beam will grow by multiple scattering in an unrestricted

manner (see below) but N(t) will remain constant. When the tails

of the Gaussian touch the wall, particles are removed and N(t) starts

to decrease. The series for N(t) converges very fast for large t

and only the first term is necessary and the beam decays exponentially.

N(t)
- 3* t] = (3.83)J = 14.68.

The shape during this period is also stable and should be non-Gaussian;

i.e.,
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'. wall

t_,

To find the size we calculate

• • • • • > — y _ /Xl
 2
p,, (r,Jdi

Again with a little work we find

x 2 = *~xT = -V-f'fy) (_iif + iii t

(;(yj is plotted in Fig. 1 and listed in Tabli II. For small y

I-'or large y

Giving at large times

G(y)+.455

Summary

To reduce a storage run: First remove the nuclear absorption

by measuring the slope at t = 0. Since multiple scattering gives

j t = 0 at t = 0, we can get (assuming no scattering for the

moment)

N(t) = NQe
 / Tc T C = lifetime due to nuclear collision

1 dN!
NT dT|t = 0
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Thus, the measured beam intensity, I(t), can be corrected to a

normalized intensity by

I f t 1 . Kt) e
t yTL(t) " rioT e C

L(t)l

0.5

F(yU

Thus we can plot y vs. t

o.st

y = Hii-

The intercept gives the ratio of the initial beam size to the pipe.

The slope gives the diffusion parameter

D* = 52. de2 • e^ = fill2 fSi1

xQ = radiation length in cm of the gas in the vacuum pipe at pressure

Looking at the IBS we can derive a0 and a as well as information

on the diffusion parameter D

a2

V GCy)
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at t = 0 iT5 = a 2 initial beam size

P" = £ .(8y) = 2a* [* Q? + §*]
P" ~ ao

2 + 2 «

The last equation can be written down by inspection. Since scatter-

ing is a Gaussian process it should just increase the square of the

initial size by

x2 (F
> • »
The h is necessary because in averaging over a Betatron oscillation

only scatterings near the zero crossings change the amplitude (those

occurring near the maxima only change the phase).

At large t

= .337a

There is an amusing relation between early size growth and intensity

decay at late times. Let t become large enough so that the decay is

expotcntial

N(t)+e"Xl 5 | t (xi here is JifcO = 0!)

But at early times

^ - o = 2D*

So
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FinaJly, the whole set of results can bo made independent of

pressure hy using the initial decay to derive the pressure from the

observed nuclear absorption, provided the composition of the gas in

the beam pipe is known fsee paper on vacuum in main ring by F.

Turkot).
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Tablc I.
F(Y) F(Y)

0. 01
o. 02 .
0. 03
0. 04
0.05
0. 06
o. or
0 . OS
0 . 0 ?
U. 1 0
0 . 1 1
0 . 1 2
0 . 1 ?
L<. 1 •
O.JV.
0 . 1 6
0.1?
0. 1S
0.19
0.20
0.21
0.22
0.23
0.24
0.25

Y

1.0000
0. 9999
0. 9959
0. 9749
0. ?292
U.S6 30
0.7S50
0.7 031
0.6£30
0. _**7..*
0.4790
0.4173
0. 3626
0.3145
0.2724
0.2357
0.2 039
0. 176£
0. 1523
0.1316
0.1136
0.0931
0.0848
0.0732
0.0632

G(Y)

Table II.

0. £6
0.27
0. £8
0.29
0. 50
0.31
0.32
0. 33
0.34

* 0.'35
0. 36
0. 37
0.3S
0. 39
0.40
0.41
0.42
0.43
0.44
0.45
0.46
0.47
0.48
0.49
0.50

Y

0.0546
ij. 0471
0. 04 07
I.I. 0o51
0.030 3
0. 02t>2
0.0226
0. 0195
0.0169
0. 0146
0. 0126
0. 0109
0. 0094
O.OOfil
o.ooro
0. 0060
0.0052
0.0 045
0.0039
0. 0034
0. 0029
0.0 025
0. 0022
0.0019
0.0016

G(Y)

0. 005
0. 010
0.015
0.020
0. 025
0. 030
0. 0 35
0. 040
0. 045
0.050
0. 055
0. 060
0. 065
0. 070
0. 075
0.080
0.085
0. 090
0.095
0. 100

0. 0399
0. 0799
0. 1199
0. 1599
0.1992
0. 236?
0.2710
0.3013
0.3273
0. 3491
0.3673
0. 3S24
0.3948
0.4050
0.4135
0.4205
0.4262
0.4310
0.4350
0. 4383

0.1 05
0.110
0.115
0.120
0. 125
0. 130
0.135
0.140
0.145
0.150
0.155
0. 160
0. 165
0.170
0.175
0.180
0.185
0.190
0.195
0.200

0.4410
0.4433
0.445£
0. 4468
0.4482
0.4493
0.450E
0.4510
0.4517
0. 4522
0.4527
0.4531
0. 4534
0. 4537
0. 4539
0. 4541
0. 4543
0.4544
0. 4545
0.4546
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EXPECTED ANTI-PROTON FLUX IN LIE pp COLLIDER

B. Cox
Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois

Because of the intense interest in studying antiproton reactions both

in colliding beams1 and in fixed target experiments , a critical evaluation

of usable fluxes that might be achieved via the Harvard-Wisconsin-Fermilab

p cooling and accumulation scheme3 is of great interest. This paper first

attempts to evaluate the antiproton yields given the targeting conditions

dictated by the Main Ring-Booster geometry and the Booster characteristics

and, secondly, to try to define difficulties and loss points in the complicated

manipulations of these antiprotons necessary to produce a beam circulating

counterclockwise in the Main Ring.

Unfortunately the data on antiproton production is either fragmentary or

is in the wrong kinematic regime so that precise estimates are difficult to

make and large extrapolations are required. The targeting system consists

of 80 GeV protons producing 6.05 GeV antiprotons. Eitner the direct measure-

ments of antiproton production or measurements of the antiproton/TT ratios in

combination with IT production cross sections can be used to estimate the

number of p produced per cycle of the p source. Since the second method is

used elsewhere in this Summer Study1* we have estimated the p yields directly

from the production cross sections. To make this estimate, an extrapolation

of several pieces of data to X = 0 and Pfc = 0 at several different energies is

necessary (0 production of 6.05 GeV p by 80 GeV protons within Ap/p = ± .15%

corresponds to X = 0, P = 0 in the center of mass.) These extrapolated

values of E -z— 3 at X = 0, P = 0 have then been used to try to determine an
dp t *

energy dependence of E ̂ —3.
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The 90 CMS p production data of Guettler et al5 have been used at

ISR energies for this extrapolation since these data are nearest of all the

ISR data to which we had access to P = 0 and X = 0. At CERN PS energies the

data of Dekker et al6 have been used. Several other ISR experiments at higher

X or P have been examined but in each case these data sets have been rejected

because of peculiarities or difficulties in the extrapolation, (i.e., no energy

dependence of the X = 0, P = O E — 3 in the case of Albran et al'.) The deduced
x dp

do
energy dependence of E — 3 . , . , , .

** * dp3 is shown in Figure 1. This data gives the result:

(E jp,) p = .58 + .06 mb/GeV2/c3 at •£"" = 12.5 GeV

for cross section for X = 0, P = 0 production of p by 80 GeV protons on nucleons•

One further step is necessary to achieve the desired cross section. We

have made a crude attempt to determine the A dependence of the zero degree inclu-

sive antiproton production of Dekker et al6 assuming that any A dependence

observed at </s~ = 6.86 GeV will be the same at /T~ = 12.4 GeV/c. The data of

Dekker et al is shown in Figure 2a and the inferred A dependence is shown in

Figure 2b. As is obvious from this plot, nothing precise can be inferred from

the data. However, the A dependence of .92 has been used in calculation of

the antiproton yields.

We use the usual formula for the number of antiprotons.

N = (E fa , EI . a, . M . 1 . P • »» • t • A 9 2

dp3 E p p A
dp3

eT * Ethick target

where

AS = 440 x 10~6 sterad (set by the acceptance of the Booster)

Ap = .3% FWHM (set by the acceptance of the Booster)

P

p = 6.05 GeV/c
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I = 2.6 x 10 1 3 protons (13 Booster bunches at 2 x 10 1 2 p/bunch)

A = 63.5
p = 8.96 gm/cm3 (4 cm copper target "^ 2 2/3 rt)
t = 4 cm

E , . , = .75 (due to thick target effect using
thai.* target o = a_

P P

t- = .74 (efficiency of targeting on a 4 cm target8)

Using this set of numbers we find that the number of cooled antiprotons
stored in the cooling ring is:

N_ = 5.2 x 10 /3 seconds cycle (consisting of proton acceleration-
targeting-p collection in Booster and deceleration-
p cooling and storage in the cooling ring)

A very large uncertainty in this process is the ability of a copper

target to survive the mechanical stresses suffered during the successive

heatings caused by the impact of the high intensity 20 usec spill

of the 80 GeV protons. We are not confident of this and consider

this to be an upper limit on practical target density.

We have briefly considered other possible loss points in the beam

manipulation needed to produce these antiprotons.9 These manipulations

along with the best guess of losses incurred are listed below.

1. 80 GeV proton extraction from the Main Rinc and

positioning on p target (due to loss of buckets

due to kicker rise times). 2/84

2. p injection into Booster ^ 0

3. p deceleration ^ 0

4. p injection into cooling ring 2/8<"-

5. Cooled p injection from cooling ring to Booster ^ 0

6. Acceleration into Booster % o

7. Injection into Main Ring ^ 5%
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The total efficiency of this process is ^ 90%. Therefore we arrive

at a final number for the antiproton source of:

^ 4.7 x 106 p/3 sec.

Further improvements such as were noted in the Tevatron Report

may be realized and may lead to improvements in this number. These

include such thinijs as Y transition matching in the Booster, increases

in the Main Ring intensity, and beam stacking in the Doubler. The-ifc

are speculative gains and at this time we have chosen to avoid a

discussion of them.
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LUMINOSITY IN PP COLLISIONS: A CRITIQUE

Lee G. Pondrom
University of Wisconsin

Proposals to accelerate antiprotons and protons together in

the same ring are very attractive. Particle-antiparticle

annihilation makes a special contribution to the production

of new states of matter. The highest energy, 2 TeV in the center

of mass, can be achieved if the doubler/saver is used for the

final stage of acceleration. On the other hand, large numbers

of antiprotons must be produced and stored in order to obtain

useful luminosity. A specific outline of steps required to

produce, decelerate, cool, store, and re-accelerate p's has

been proposed in a Fermilab Technical Note. It is the purpose

of this paper to review these manipulations and to point out

the more obvious problems.

Table I outlines the steps contemplated to achieve high energy

pp collisions. The early stages, steps one through four, involve

most of the limitations and uncertainties in the number of p's

available for the re-acceleration, steps seven and eight. The

intermediate steps, cooling and storage, should have small losses

if the cooling ring is properly designed and the vacuum is good.

Table II gives the characteristics of Hie main ring and the booster

pertinent to a detailed discussion of the early stages of p collec-

tion. The relevant formulas are given in Ref. (1) and also, in

slightly different form, in the text by Bruck. To the extent

that simple theory is valid for these machines, the formulas are
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correct. The synchrotron phase space acceptance A, for the main

ring is not well known, but the number listed is widely used and

considered conservative. The betatron acceptances of the booster,

corresponding to emittances at 200 MeV of eH = F^ = 40ir x 10

m-rad, are also hopefully conservative guesses.

Suppose the main ring is filled in the normal fashion with

1113 bunches of protons at full intensity I and ramped to

80 GeV. Actually it is planned to extract 84 bunches every 66

millisec, strike the solid external target, and follow all the

way through step 5 in Table I before the next 84 bunches are

extracted. This allows the correct coupling to the booster, and

also affords time to remove heat from the solid target. It

seems quite possible to match harmonics and bunch lengths between

main ring protons and produced anti-protons without any appreci-

able beam losses, so that for the purposes of the present discus-

sion the entire main ring fill I may be used in the calculations.

For a solid target of thickness t and atomic weight A, the number

of p's produced per GeV/c per steradian can be written in terms

of the invariant inclusive cross section for p + A-*-p + Xas

d2N-

Here pNav/A is the usual number of atoms per cm3, Pp is the

anti-proton momentum detected (6 GeV/c), I is the number of

protons in the main ring, t is the target thickness in cm, E is

a target efficiency factor (e •? 1) , and iE=-4rj is the appropriate
2 2 *Sp3'A

cross section in cm /GeV for 80 GeV protons to produce p's with

p± = 0 near p L = 0 in the nucleon-nucleon center of mass—that

is in the "central region", where the yield is a maximum. These
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anti-protons will appear in the laboratory with a momentum of

6 GeV/c.

A complete set of complex nuclei has been studied by

Denisov, et al. for 70 GeV incident protons, with the resulting

absorption cross section

aa(p+A) = a Q A"
6 9. (2)

Define the interaction length t o as

(3)

The invariant cross section [E — ~ / in Eq. (1) for p x = 0
\ dp /A

scales very nearly as a in Eq. (2), that is the multiplicity
a

A
at small transverse momenta is essentially constant. Thus
define

(. 4 - (.
\ dpVA \

E -%) A"69 (4)
dp /A \ dpVH

for pj. ; 0. Equations (1) , (3) , and (4) can be combined to

give a formula which is A independent:

dN- j

dpdft ~ c

(' d 3 \ 5

E —=• I ~ .8 mb,
k dp7H

and er is a number which saturates as a function of t around .4
o

or so for a thick target, so long as the betatron functions do

not vary appreciably over the thickness. Combining these numbers

in Eq. (5) gives

- P = .057 x I (p's per GeV/c per Sterad). (6)
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To obtain the number of p's captured by the booster, i?q. (16)

has to be multiplied by Ap, the momentum acceptance of the booster,

which is given in Table II, and AH, the limiting solid angle in

the system. It is very likely that the booster acceptance in

Table II, together with the proton betatron function B at the

production target place the limits on AS2. The argument proceeds

as follows. Quadrupoles in the external beam line can produce

a spot size a at the production target which can be written

a - UP /6TI)*5, where i. = .4n x 10~6 from Table II for 80 GeV

protons. The produced anti protons have the same spot size, so

cMn 6 = co (3- serves to define (j- at the target. The rmsMR p B p p 3

angular spread allowed by the booster acceptance is then

k h
0 = (EB/6U3-) , or 0 = cB/(67i cMRfi ) . Assuming the two angles
are the same, the rms solid angle is

2

- 2 = e ^ •

All the accepted anti proton flux is contained in AH ~ 2AS =
IT ins

.5 x 10~4/B • Multiplying Eq. (6) by Ap = 1.8 x 10~2 GeV/c and

Aft = .5 x 10~4/Ep gives

N- = .53 x 1<T7 Ip/P,p (8)

with (3 in meters.

Equation (8) is smaller than the corresponding result in Ref.

(1) by about a factor of three. There are differences in the solid

angle calculation and in the target yield. A note by n. Cox else-

where in these proceedings reaches a number identical to Eq. (8).7

All analyses use the same machine parameters. The anti proton yield

(Eq. (8)) depends only on the proton flux per main ring cycle and
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the proton (•; function at the production target. The constant

in l-:q. (8) can be increased by improving the acceptance of the

booster-assuminq or course that the beam transport from target

to boostor is designed to transmit all that the booster will

accept. The proton d-function at the production target can be

adjusted by focussing the 80 GeV external beam. Reference (1)

assumes ' = .25 motors, or o = .13 mm, which is a small spot

size, but may be achievable. Such a small value of f< at the

target center leads to another loss factor, because the R func-

tion in a straight section changes with distance according to

the formula B = R (1 + (TT^) ) < causing the spot size to grow

away from the target center. This is a umall effect in a 10 cm

long taraet for the proton spot, but R- ~ .1 R because of the

change in particle momentum, so the effect is amplified for the

p's, and the collection efl" ciency will not be constant over the

target length. Ignoring this extra loss, R = .25 gives

N- = 2.1 x 10" 7 I . (9)

P P
13 7

If I = 5 x 10 protons per 3 sec cycle, then N- = 10/3 sec

or N- = 1.3 x 10 per hour.

The head-on collision luminosity formula for cylindrically

symmetrical gaussian beams is
• / N \

(10)

where N- is the total number of stored antiprotons, (N /NB) is

the number of stored protons per bunch, f r e v is the frequency of

revolution in the ring, fi is the 3 function at the collision point,
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and E is the emittance. The number N- depends on the validity

of the foregoing analysis and on the time spent collecting p's

in the cooling ring. The maximum value of N /Nfi = 4.5 x 10

The 3 functions in the interaction region for the main ring and

the doubler are uncertain. Fermilab Proposal 491 discusses a

main ring 6 = 2.5 m below 15C GeV/c, and the possibility of a

doubler 8 = 30 m up to 1000 GeV/c. These numbers could perhaps

be improved for pp collisions, because the straight section

need not be partially filled with bending magnets in order to

bring the beam-j into collision. Suppose p's are collected for

10 hours in the cooler, and are re-accelerated to 1000 GeV with

a 100% efficiency. The loss after extraction from the cooler

should be small. Then N- = 1.5 x 10 , and Eq. (9) gives
28 — ** —1

L = 1.7 x 10 cm sec at 2000 GeV. The corresponding number

at 800 GeV with B = 2 . 5 m i s L = 8 x 10 cm £ sec .
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Table I

Tricky Steps in p Choreography

Step Purpose Requirements

1) Extraction of ~ 80
GeV p's from MR

External production of
p on solid target

High intensity, small
spot size

Comments

M.R. intensity and
spot size may be
limitations

2) Targeting protons
on a thick heavy
metal targe -

Production of negatives
near x=0 in p-p center
of mass

Thickest heavy target
compatible with thermal
load and phase space
acceptance of beam
transport

Uncertainties in pro-
duction cross sections
from thick heavy tar-
gets, and in thermal
loading capabilities.

3) Proton dump and
negative transport
to booster

Inject ~ 6 GeV nega-
tives into booster

Beam transport require-j Should be no prol em
ments not too severe - |
limit is booster j
acceptance i

4) Capture and de-
acceleration of p
in booster

Create 200 MeV p's
suitable for cooling

Large acceptance in
transverse and longi-
tudinal phase space

A limiting aperture in
the svstem

5) Extraction from
booster and in-
jection into
cooler

Fill available phase
space_in cooler with
warm p's

200 MeV p beam is large
in all phase space
dimensions

Probably has small
losses

6} Cooling and
storage

Collect sufficient p
intensity to re-
accelerate through
booster and MR in
"normal" fashion

Stored and cooled p's
share same e's as warm
p's. Storage time
several hours.

Vacuum must be good,
p losses small if all
goes well.

7) Re-injection and
acceleration in
booster

Produce a small emit-
tance, high intensity
8 GeV p beam for M.R.

Quality of p beam com-
parable to normal p
quality

Should_suffer very
small p lasses

8) Simultaneous ac-
celeration of p
and p in MR

Produce 400 GeV_counter
rotating p and p with
usable luminosity

Tune r.f. for simultan-
eous acceleration

Several ways to do this,
should have small
losses.



Table II

Ring Characteristics for p Extraction
and p Capture

MR

Booster

EP
GeV

80

6

nl> ! fRF 'fREV
MHZ 1kHZ

3.3xlO~3

lO"2

53.4 i47.8

54 : 645

h =
fRF/

frev

1113

84

VRF
MeV

3.4

.7

cost

1.

.5

Ab
GV-SGC

.035

n-rad

30-xlO"6

27-xlO"6

3)

3.6xl0~3

2.8xl0"3

\P I f.w.

7xlO"4

3xlO"3

Notes:

1) n =

2)

—2 - —2| where Y_ = transition E/mp = 17 (MR), 5.4 (booster).

4)

Horizontal and vertical invariant emittances are taken equal. These beam errdttances
are chosen to match the accelerator acceptance at injection, i.e., 8 GeV for the main
ring and 200 MeV for the booster.

vs = v
 n27rE° ' t h e n u m b e r o f synchrotron oscillations per turn. This quantity is

used to calculate the momentum bite.
h
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ANTIPROTON PRODUCTION AT REST TN THE CENTER OF MASS

J. W. Cronin
University of Chicago, Chicago, Illinois

Most antiproton production schemes make use of the fa--t that

the yield of antiprotons into an element of invariant phase space

is a maximum when the production occurs at rest in the center of

mass system. The sole purpose of this note is to try to extract

these invariant cross sections for pp collisions at p± = 0 .ind

X = 0. (X = p c n/
p
c m

m a X!• There are no direct measurements

of the der.ired cross sections.

Our technique is to evaluate the ratio of invariant cror.s

sections fô r p and it (Ip/I -) at small X and at p a = 0.2. These

ratios are evaluated always using data from the same experiment,

so that some systematic errors involving absolute cross sections

are avoided. We use data obtained from ISR ' ' , Fermilab ' ,

3erfu\ov6, and ther CERN P.S.7'8.

i.j note that the ratio I^/I^- is insensitive to the value of

X for X £ 0.3. Evidence for this can be found in reference 4

(see Figure 2 of that reference) und reference 8 (see Figure 19

of that reference). However, some directly measured ratios in the

lab system examine particles produced at different values of X .

Here we must make a correction and use an X dependence

* 5Ip a I - a (1-X ) obtained empirically from reference 8. In

the table below we list the results obtained directly from the

experimental papers, the only correction being the one mentioned

above.
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Table I

(OeV)

5.94

6.00

6.59

6.72

8.11

11.47

23.3

23.3

23.3

23.7

23.7

23.7

0.18

0.20

0.07

0.00

0.13

0.10

0.00

0.16

0.00

0.24

0.12

0.17

Px
(Gev/c)

0.0

0.20

0.00

0.20

0.31

0.27

0.20

0.19

0.20

0.12

0.24

0.04

Ref. Target

0.0041
0.0027

0.0041

0.0039

0.0096
0.0170

0.0204

0.0410

0.0365

0.0260

0.0270

0.0310

7

8

7

8

6

6

1

2

3

4

4

5

H 2

» 2

"2

»2
Al

Ai./Bet

pp in cm

pp in cm

pp in cm
Be(thick)

Be(thick)

AH(thick)

Few measurements have been made at px = 0. The ratio

lp/1,, does depend on px. We have tried to convert all of the

ratios ^g/1,," t o t n e value that would be measured at Px = 0.2 GeV/c.

A summary of I - as a function of /s is given in reference 8.

In Table I we note that the only substantial corrections to

px = 0.2 GeV/c are required for reference 7 and reference 5.

Parametrization of the invariant cross sections for small

px has been given in reference 1 and reference 8 which span the

extremes considered here. For /s = 6.7 at X =0.2 one finds

in reference 8:

I," « exp(-8.9 px )

I- a exp(-5.7 px
2)

(1)

For /s = 23.3 the most detailed study of small Vx dependence has

been given in reference 1. They give:
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In- :i exp<-4.07 px - 4.05 p x
2 ) ,

P (2)
I- -i exp(-4.0 3 px ) .

A plot of Ir/I^- is given in Figure 1.

Those results are in disagreement with other ISR experiments

(reference 2, S) in that the number of p's is less at small p ±,

and a stronger decrease in W I ^ - as p± •* 0 is predicted. Since

we choose to normalize to I - at pA = 0.2 this effect is not too

serious, since most of the primary data are measured close to

p± = 0.2.

In Table II we present the corrected ratios for I-/I - at

px = 0.2 GeV/c. For /s £ 11.5 we use formula (1), for /s = 23

we use formula (2).

Table II

(GeV)

5.94
6.00
6.59
6.72
8.11

11.47
23.3
23.3
23.3
23.7
23.7
23.7

0.0046
0.0031
0.0046
0.0039
0.0115
0.0189
0.0204
0.0425
0.0365
0.0345
0.0230
0.0420

X*

0.18
0.20
0.07
0.00
0.13
0.10
0.00
0.16
0.00
0.24
0.12
0.17

Re

7
8
7
8
6
6
1
2
3
4
4
5

These data are plotted in Figure 2 along with the value of

I (p^ = 0.2 GeV/c) from reference 1.

The product of the two curves in Figure 2 gives I-. For

further calculations we have chosen the dashed curve of Figure 2.

One can see that at /s = 12.2 (80 GeV in the lab) that the p
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yield could be optimistic by a factor of 2 duo to the inconsistency

of the data. This inconsistency is duo to disagreements in the

primary data uiid perhaps also to the extrapolations used in this

note.

The px dependence of I- is given as cxp(-5.7 px ) and

exp(-4.0 px ) at /s = 6 GeV and 2 3 GeV respectively. Correcting

I- to p^ = 0 we get a factor of increase of either 1.17 or 1.25.

To correct to px = 0 we choose a factor 1.21 or a dependence

exp(-4.8 px
2).

Figure 3 shows I- at X* : 0 and px = 0 deduced in this note.

Out to px = 0.3 GeV/c one can assume a dependence exp(-4.8 px ).

With 80 GeV incident protons producing 6.5 GeV secondary antiprotons

we find do/dfi —^ = 30 rnb/ster at pt = 0. This figure is midway
g

between other estimates which have ranged from 15 to 45 mb/ster.
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of the present uncertainties and depends mainly on the efficiency for pro-

tons to produce antiprotons and on the antiproton collection time. For a

production rate of Z x 10 p/ incident proton, a collection time of Z hours

would give V (pp) / /'(pp) *10 .

We consider here the collision of two beams, the first being a

beam of 1000- GcV protons stored in the new superconducting ring (E.SD).

With single turn stacking and today's intensity of Z x L0 protons/pulse,

this beam would present a "target" of rf bunches each with ~ I x iO protons.

Future improvement in the Main Ring intensity as well as possible stacking

in the ESD would increase this number and improve the luminosity for both

pp and pp collisions by roughly the same factor.

To pursue the beam-target analogy further we can write the

luminosity for head-on collisions as

If = (beam flux/sec) x (effective target density),

beam rev I , / 2 . Z..\
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where N. is the total number of p or p in the "incident beam" and
beam r *

f is the revolution frequency «4. 8 x 10 /sec. For the pp case
3 4)presented to the Woods Hole committee '

'-f (PP) = (2 x 1013x 4. 8 x 104) x |
2xlO10 \ .

\2ir (0. 0152 + 0. 0152) /

= (1018/sec) x (6 x 1012/cm2) = 6 x I030 cm"2sec"1,
1

for head-on luminosity with freshly filled beams. j

Since n. /bunch and f are the same for pp and pp, the ratio givestgt rev

= A ? ! B . ,2)

•S^PP) N p W

where A = (<r2 + cr2) pp/(<r * + <r2)-p .

This ratio is mainly dominated by the beam flux factor, N-/N , but
P P |

possible differences in the beam size must also be considered. Since j
i

squeezer magnets are required in the pp case, quadrupoles cannot be placed
I

as close to the interaction region as in the pp case. By placing a quadrupole

as close as 5. 5 m from the interaction point Guignard has devised a scheme j

to produce p*" 2 m with p = 500 m; this can be compared with the pp

scheme of HE. Johnson 'having quadrupoles at 23 m which for the same

would give pn = 5 m. Since <r ee (J , the smaller value for pp would

give an advantage of 2. 5 over the pp case. Although we will take this number

as a best guess of the ratio of effective beam areas, there are several un-

certainties as discussed below.
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t~: . 7
j••;' Present calculations show a production rate of 2.1 x 10

I•': useful p at ~ 5 GeV/c per 80-GeV proton incident on the production

!'; 2)
|v target. If we assume a 3-sec cycle rate, then

k N- = 2. lx l0" ? N x 1200T = 2. 5 x 10"4 N T (3)
i; P P P
tf
« where N is the number of protons per pulse accelerated in the Main
R P
I; Ring for p production and r is the effective collection time in hours.

:•< The real clock time required to collect this many p's may actually be

b longer ifthere are losses in the collection and cooling processes. We now

!.. assume that in Eq. (2) the number of protons in the "incident" proton

••..• beam, N , is the same as for p production in Eq. (3). Combining these

two equations and using a factor of 2. 5 for the ratio of beam areas we

obtain the ratio

>00 J
_ T (hours) I (4)

#>{ pp) " 1600

The optimal p collection time will depend on many parameters,

|;.: in particular the luminosity lifetime and the mean-time-to-failure.

|ij For an effective collection time of 1. 6 hours, Eq. (4) shows."'" ' ' "' ' *""

With experience and careful attention to reliability and lifetime n the

ESD one might hope to eventually achieve T- 16 hours, giving

if (PP) I SB (pp) ««1%. Such a long beam lifetime will require high quality ESD

superconducting magnets so that the "resonance" effects presently observed

in the Main Ring can be avoided.
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Even though many of the important uncertainties drop out in the

ratio, especially those concerned with future improvements of Main Ring

intensity and possible stacking in the ESD, there are still the following

uncertainties (in addition to that in f):

1. The p production factor of 2.1 x 10 . This factor might be

improved with multiple targeting and better matching the

longitudinal phase space in the booster by shifting the transi-

tion energy. On the other hand, in the real world this factor

will be effectively reduced by losses during accumulation and

manipulation of the p's. A factor of two in either direction

could easily come in at this point.

Z. The 3-sec Main Ring cycle time for p production. If cooling

of the 13 batches of p's from each cycle were to take longer

than anticipated, the cycle time would have to be lengthened

with a corresponding loss in p's per hour.

3. Beam sizes. The strength of focusing which can be used will

depend on the behavior of the machines as 3 is increased
v rmax

and on how clever people are in learning to reduce the

accompanying bad effects. In the case most favoring pp over

pp,both the Main Ring and ESD would have the same fixed maxi-

mum allowable (3 , which for expository purposes we ar-
ItloX

bitrarily take to be 500 m. If we further assume a standard
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fixed emittance for the proton beams, but a much smaller

one for the cooled p beam, then, since <r = p^/p, for the

case with pp at 0. 25 TeV on iTeV compared to ITev pp:

A = 5/. 25 + 5/1 . 2j> ,
2 , _2 \ 0 + 2 / 1 2

PP
/ 2 . 2 \
or + <r, J -

V 1 2 / P

a factor of 5 over that assumed above in Eq. (4). On the

I
; other hand, the Main Ring can be refilled rapidly in the

pp case and a smaller (3* might be tolerable, even if the

lifetime were to decrease substantially. If we require that

the size of the Main Ring beam at the position of 6 be at
6 r *max

most the size at 8-GeV injection, then

A a 1/. 25+ 5/1 . 9 .
0+2 /1 2

Depending on various instabilities, including the beam-

beam tune shift, the p beam may in fact have an emittance

comparable to that of the proton beam, further reducing A by

a factor two. Also, the faster filling time for pp may allow

the use of smaller (J* in the ESD as well as the Main Ring,

perhaps allowing the effective beam area for pp to be even

smaller than that for pp, in which case Eq. (4), which included

the factor of 2. 5 in favor of pp,would be considerably over

estimated. In conclusion, the uncertainty in beam sizes in-

troduces an uncertainty in the luminosity ratio of roughly a
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factor of 3.

4. Details of intensity improvements. If the Main Ring intensity

were to increase by a factor of two with the same emittance,

both pp and pp luminosities would improve by a factor of 4,

cancelling in the ratio. If the emittance were to also increase

by a factor of two (ie, constant brightness),.y(pp) would only

increase by a factor of two, whiley(pp) would increase by a

factor 2 to 4 depending on the details of focusing at the p

production target.

5. Two-turn stacking in the Main Ring as suggested by A. Ruggiero.

This would increase V(pp) by up to a factor of two; in the case

of pp, such stacking would increase the cycle rate for p pro-

duction from 3 to 4 seconds and the upper limit to the p improve-

ment would be a factor of 1. 5=

6. Beam-beam tune shifts As the beam intensities increase this

limit will first affect the p beam unless electrostatic plates

can be operated in the ESD cold bore (in order to avoid col-

lisions of the beams at unwanted points around the ring), and

thus reduce the ratio <£ (pp) / S£ (pp) -

One of the biggest uncertainties affecting luminosities is outside

the scope of this paper: the very existence of the ESD. Obviously, with-

out the ESD there would be zero pp luminosity and the pp value would be
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p considerably reduced in going from ESD to Main Ring storage. Recent

!*. observations of protons in the Main Ring would suggest a luminosity life-

'•! time of about 1/4 hour for the case with both beams in th••• Main Ring. While

K
[:• some of this loss comes from residual gas and will be reduced as the vacuum

[,- improves, the remainder apparently comes from instabilities of some sort

{{; which may or may not be correctable; tests are needed to see if the widely-

|:: spaced, relatively low intensity p bunches are also affected by these in-

^ stabilities. In addition to the shorter lifetime, the pp luminosity would lose

v a factor of 4 in going from 1000 GeV to 250 GeV (er «l/p) and possibly an

[; additional factor of two since the p beam size may well be increased to a

! • • !

| value comparable with that of the proton beam.
k
\r To summarize the uncertainties, assuming the existence of the ESD,
i

at the present time I estimate the uncertainty in the factor of 1600 in Eq. (4)

j to be roughly a factor of four.

Part of the loss in pp luminosity relative to the pp case will be made

up with larger pp cross sections, both because of the larger antiquark

content in the antiprotons and because of the higher center-of-mass energy,

\ Vs(PP) = 2 0 0 ° G e V compared with\s(pp) = 1000 GeV. To take a specific ex-

^ + 8
) ample we consider W production as calculated by Quigg using the Drell-

-1 7
Yan model with the more conservative ("Field") x (1 - x) sea quark

I
| distribution:
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Mw
(GeV)

50
100
200
400

o-(pp)/<r(pp)

1.5
2<.5

7
75

For the predicted m a s s of ~ 70 GeV the c ro s s section rat io is only a factor

of two. As the m a s s i nc r ea se s , the higher energy pp sys tem will eventually

give a higher event r a t e . F o r the "Fie ld" quark distr ibution the ra t e s

became equal at a m a s s ~ 400 GeV for /"(pp) / V(pp) = 1%. Using the a l -

ternate ("PPT") quark distr ibution, this m a s s is ~ 600 GeV. At these high

m a s s e s the event r a t e s will be unobservable, however; for observable

m a s s e s the event rate of W's will be considerably g r ea t e r using pp coll is ions

ra the r than pp.

In spite of th is , t he re a r e stil l obvious reasons for pursuing p ' s . In

addition to the technology having an intr ins ic in te res t of i ts own, there is

always the possibil i ty that pp collisions will produce new, unexpected physics

not possible with pp interact ions . Clear ly the proton and antiproton can

annihilate one another and re lease the i r ent i re energy into soine new p r o c e s s .

F i t s to low energy annihilation data together with <r .(pp) -<r .(pp) resu l t s

9)suggest a rapid energy fall-off, however:

o-(annih) - 15 (p /10GeV/c)'°" 61mb.

An extrapolation to Vs = 2000 GeV gives

-4
<r(annih)/(r » 10 ,

tot

indicating that annihilation will be rare at these energies, and that differences
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'•'! between pp and pp collisions will not be easily observable at low

p luminosities. It should be noted, however, that interesting processes

f such as Drell-Yan production of lepton pairs and intermediate bosons,

'; while proceeding via qq annihilation, do not necessarily require pp

I annihilation, and in any case extrapolations over such a long range are

I

I notoriously unreliable. Obviously, more information will be obtained

f: if pp and jjp can both be studied and compared with one another.

• Perhaps the most important reason for learning how to make high

j; luminosity pp collisions has to do with future accelerators such as a

fi Fermilab site-filler or an eventual World Accelerator. Colliding pp beams
I:

[.
f would be very expensive at such facilities since a second ring of magnetsI
t; would be required ( f Bdl = 21 Tesla* kilometers/TeV), Colliding pp beams

I
i; would be much more economical and may well be the only practical way of
j' reaching Vs>l TeV with accelerators this century.

I;
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j PROSPECTS FOR STOCHASTIC COOLING AND pp COLLIDING BEAMS

p T. Rhoades
i University of Wisconsin, Madison, Wisconsin

|:' ABSTRACT
i1'
! g

•;• Stochastic cooling permits the accumulation of 10 anti-

l protons per second. Antiproton-proton colliding beam luminosities

[• of 10 to 10 cm" sec" appear achievable with 1 TeV in each

p beam.

! INTRODUCTION
•| •

i This effort had two main objectives. The first was to see

t" if there was any way to collect antiprotons faster and to achieve

;; higher pp luminosities. The second was to see if stochastic
!•

; cooling of antiprotons could be competitive with electron cooling.
j;

; Here we consider the following scheme for accumulation of

j antiprotons:

!> 1. 9 GeV/c antiprotons are produced by 200 GeV/c protons

| on a nuclear target.

R 2. The 9 GeV/c antiprotons are debunched in a momentum

P squeezing ring.
!••''

j:' 3. Then they are transferred to a stochastic cooling ring

\I where they are accumulated.

4. After accumulation of a suitable number of antiprotons

the antiprotons are bunched into 3 bunches and re-injected

!"; into the main ring with 3 bunches of protons for pp

collisions.

COLLECTION OF ANTIPROTONS
Collection of antiprotons over large solid angle and large
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momentum acceptance is not entirely trivial. Large aperture

quadrupoles are required.

Figure 1 shows a possible system for the collection of

9 GeV antiprotons produced at angles up to 35 milliradians in a

25ir x 10 mrad acceptance horizontally and vertically. Table

1 gives the parameters of the i nllection system.

Figure 2 shows the expected differential cross section for

the production o'f 9 GeV/c antiproton from 200 GeV/c protons. The

data is from Guettler, et al., measurements at the ISR for 23 GeV

proton-proton center-of-mass energy. A 2-inch iron or molybdenum

target can be used for a target efficiency of about 20%. For a

+ 1% momentum bite this gives N—/N = 2.9 x 10~ . For one main

13 H
ring pulse of 2.5 x 10 protons we get 7.2 x 10 antiprotons.

For a 5 second main ring cycle time at 200 GeV this is more than
o

10 antiprotons per second.

MOMENTUM SQUEEZING RING

The antiprotons can be produced form protons bunched to

0.8 ns lingth by raising the main ring r.f. voltage to 3.6 MV.2

Antiprotons with 2% full momentum spread can then be squeezed to

0.1% full momentum spread by debunching adiabatically.

A suitable momentum squeezing ring could accept one booster

batch of 84 bunches from the main ring at 9 GeV/c. This fixes

its circumference to be the booster circumference times the

9 GeV/c antiproton velocity divided by the 200 GeV/c proton velocity.

STOCHASTIC COOLING RING

Then for each main ring pulse 13 booster batches of anti-

protons require 1.3% momentum acceptance to be stacked in a stochastic
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cooling ring of approximately booster circumference. Therefore

if the stochastic cooling ring has 2% full momentum acceptance

we want to achieve a momentum cooling time of about 5 seconds

to make room for the next main ring pulse.
q

The problem is to momentum cool 10 antiprotons which is

the uncooled capacity of the cooling ring in about 5 seconds.

Already cooled antiprotons in the ring do not contribute much to

the problem.

The momentum cooling time T is given by3

1 = 2W
T N

T " rvT^tr \l

= a <AD> <AO>2'g v <Ap> <Ap>

where: W Feedback bandwidth

N Number of antiprotons = 10

g Fraction of error corrected per turn

E E., Horizontal emittance
I n
|> a Coupling between horizontal betatron oscillations
| and momentum oscillations
!• v Electronic r.m.s. noise of the feedback system
I • expressed as momentum deviation

I <Ap> Momentum deviation.
j;
|: T can be made as small as 5 seconds by using a bandwidth W
j:

$ of 400 MHz or more and g of 0.5 or greater. Also the electronic
i;

v noise must be small compared to the signal and the contributions
j; of the horizontal betatron emittance reduced. The electronic

i; signal to noise difficulties can be solved either by 10 W temperature

I techniques or by mixing signals from several pickups at various

I betatron phases.
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g

For 10 particles, 400 MHz bandwidth and a 0.5 energy

correction per turn the wide band r.f. system must develop

35,000 volts r.m.s. This probably means a very large number

of low power r.f. cavities will be needed.

A possible arrangement is shown in Figure 3. The two halves

of the ring have an unusual featun. The momentum compaction

factor is zero for one half but definitely not zero for the other

half. This is so that no mixing occurs between the pickup and

the momentum correction. After the momentum correction is made

mixing does occur so that new fluctuations can be corrected on

the next turn.

Cooling of vertical and horizontal betatron oscillations will

also have to be done but the rate does not have to be so fast.

LUMINOSITIES

Stochastic cooling of horizontal and vertical betatron

oscillations and momentum spread offers che possibility of increasing

pp luminosities by increasing the densities of both beams. By

cooling at 9 GeV/c we can avoid space charge limits at lower

energies. The limitation for colliding pp luminosities by

increasing the densities of both beams. By cooling at 9 GeV/c

we can avoid space charge limits at lower energies. The limitation

for colliding pp beams will be the beam-beam tune shift.

The luminosity may be expressed as

where: y Lorentz relativistic factor

B Number of bunches of protons or antiprotons
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I f Revolution frequency of the doubler
t.

• N Number of antiprotons or protons per bunch
I;- .-18

Y Classical proton radius = 1.5 x 10 m

[•' 3 0 function in interaction region

I" Av Linear beam-beam tone shift per intersection region.
f':
t 1 1
i For 6 = 1 m, B = 3 , N = 2 x l O , 1 TeV in each beam, f =

j 5 x 10 /sec, and Av = 0.01 the luminosity is 10 cm" sec .

[ The collection time for the 6 x 10 antiprotons is less than

t 2 hours. The la emittance of each beam at 9 GeV/c is 0.5ir x 10

! mrad.

; For PEP Av = 0.06 so it seems possible to think of luminosities

I above 10 cm sec for larger tune shifts and longer antiproton

j collection times.

j CONCLUSIONS

[• Although there are still a number of both experimental and

! theoretical problems in stochastic cooling that need to be solved

j there appears to be a great reward for solvxng them. We definitely

I? should study stochastic cooling at Fermilab.

i REFERENCES

i; 1. Guettler, et al., Nucl. Phys. B 116, 77 (1976).

j: 2. F. Mills, private communication.

[v 3. L. Thorndahl, CERN-ISR-RF/7S; G. Carron, et al., CERN-ISR-

f RF/77-17 presented at 1977 Particle Accelerator Conference.

i
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Table 1

Parameters for 9 GeV/c ?• "--iproton Collection

Gradient Aperture LengthQuadrupole

QA
QB
QC
QD
QE
QF

Magnetic Fi

4
-2
1.0

-0.5
0.25

-0.25

kG/cm
kG/cm
kG/cm
kG/cm
kG/cm
kG/cm

5
10
20
40
80
80

cm
cm
cm
cm
cm
cm

0.39
0.59
0.98
2.15
3.97
3.97

m
m
m
m
m
m

There is a drift space on each end of each quadrupole equal

to 25% of the length of the quadrupole.

At the Center of the Target '

3 = 6 = 2.0 cm
A y

maximum antiproton angle 0 = 0 = ±35 mrad
X y

maximum antiproton beam size a = a = ±0.7 mm
x y
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Stochastic Cooling of Anti'irotoas in the

little Cooling Eing

T. Ehoades

University of Wisconsin

This is a quici loolc at the possibility of accumulating

antiprotons in the little cooling ring using stochastic

cooling. Fast stochastic cooling has not yet been demonstrated

Dut it appears to be an exciting possibility. Here we apply

tne analysis of Thorndahl1 to the case of the little cooling

ring.

The little cooling ring has a ±1% momentum acceptance

at 644 Mev/c with 24/84 of the booster circumference. The

decelerated antiprotons from tne booster have a momentum spread

of ±0.1^. We can stack about 5x10^ antiprotons in the little

cooling ring without cooling. We need about O.S> seconds for

this stacking. To accumulate at the highest possible rate

we want to momentum cool 5x10^ antiprotons in 0.5 seconds.

iiet us consider a simple feedback system in the 400-800;Jiz

range for momentum cooling. A typical radial position detector

is 12.5 cm long and is connected through a 50 ohm line to a

preamplifier with a 3db noise figure. i'he signal to noise

power ratio of the output of the preamplifier is 6.67x10""**

for 5*10' antiprotons spread over±l^ in momentum.
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ihis signal is used to drive bO ohm impedance r. f. cavities

which make the momentum correction. If four 250 Watt 400 Itaz

cavities are used a cooling time of 20 seconds may be achieved.

To improve the cooling time the signal to noise power

ratio nust be improved, one way to do this is to use several

detectors and add the outputs of the preamplifiers (aatchi.ig

the timing of each detector). The signal to noise power ratio

is improved by a factor equal to the number of detectors.

rable I gives the momentum cooling times achieved by

systems with various numbers of detectors and various numbers

of 2S>0 Watt 400 51hz wide band r. f. cavities. It seems possible

to achieve a 0.5 second cooling time.

In addition to momentum cooling some cooling of horizontal

and vertical betatron oscillations will be necessary to preserve

the accumulated antiproton beam for a long time. Also it is

desirable to make the beam as dense as can be accelerated in

the booster.

EEFEREKCES

1. it,. Thorndahl, 0EEN-ISi-RP/7b-5b.
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'i'able I

Stochast ic cjooling i;ates fo r l i t t l e Cooling hing

cooling Time
(seconds)

bO

20

1.25

0.5

f Detectors

1

1

16

40

Number of 250Y?att
400 Mxz Cavi t ies

1

4

16

26
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PROTON COOLING RING LATTICE DESIGN INCLUDING
ELECTRON BEAM TUNE SHIFT

D. E. Johnson
Fermi lab, Bataiva, Illinois

ABSTRACT

The effects of tune sh:ft on the proton beam in the electron

cooling ring have been examined and found to be significant.

Accordingly, the initial lattice design has been modified via the

use of different gradients in the quadrupoles nearest the cooling

long straight. No magnets havi.- jeen added nor have any positions

been changed. The effects of this modification are as follows:

1) The beta values across the cooling straight have been

slightly changed from 6* = 20.4 m, 6* = 35.7 m to
x y

3* = 26.3 m, S* = 22.6 m;x y

2) The lattice functions throughout the rest of the ring

are unchanged; and

3) The tunes have been very slightly changed.
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1. Introduction

The initial design of the lattice for the proton cooling

experiment was optimized solely as a proton storage ring, albeit

one having desirable properties in the long straight sections for

electron cooling. This is the way in which the ring shall first be

run, in order to debug the ring, align the magnets, and so on as

will be required in order to circulate and store the proton beam.

The next phase of the experiment will be to turn on the electron

beam and examine the cooling phenomena. One problem with this

straight forward sequence, however, is that the electron beam

acts as a very large radial focussing element, and it's presence

perturbs the proton beam enough to produce severe aperture limi-

tations throughout the ring. It is therefore desirable to change

the focussing properties of the ring to a set including the effects

of the electron beam before proceeding to the cooling tests. A

new lattice is presented below, intended for use with the full

current, totally un-neutrailzed electron beam.

2. Electron Beam "Tune-Shift"

The present design of the electron run is that it will operate

at a current density of 1.5 A/cm and will be in contact with the

stored proton beam over a distance of 5 meters. The linear effects

of this beam on the protons are easily calculated. Consider

first a rectangular electron beam of dimensions 2. x h x w. This

produces a field in the radial (z) direction of

E z = N e z/eo Ahw

where N = number of electrons

e = electric charge

* 'c.f., for example, M. Sands, The Physics of Electron Storage Rings,
An Introduction, SLAC-121, UC-28, Nov. 1970.
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e = vacuum dielectric constant.

This field then produces a force on a charged particle

F = e (E + V/c x B)

For a proton beam moving parallel to b the electron beam, this is

Fz = e E^ (1-B
2) ; 6 = V/c

A proton then feels a momentum change of

Ap = p At = F -A- - N e2 2 1-g*
flPz F Z at Fz 0 c - ^ h w - ^ -

This produce an angular change of

AZ1 = APZ/PZ = APz/$Ympc

which is related to a small amplitude tune shift of

ft*

Re-doing the above for Gaussian, uncorrelated distributions with

ax = 0y = "electron ' o n e a r r i v e s

*
where B is the proton betatron function

N is the number of electrons

r_ is the classical proton radius.

It is somewhat misleading to call the effect a simple tune shift

for the present case as it is too large to use the small amplitude

approximation. Instead, one should simply consider this as a

radially focussing quadrupole with a characteristic value of
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K = ~- A V (2)

P *

If one rewrites Eq. (1) in terms of current densities, and puts

it into Eq. (2), one has
K = 2TT r j./ec (By)3

P e

2
with j = electron current density. For j = 1.5 A/cm , and

P = 644 MeV/c, this is

K = 0.00929327/m2

This can be put into a lattice as a radially focussing element

in a transfer matrix given by

cos /K i. 1/̂ K sin /K I 0 \

-i/K sin S& i, cos /K i, 0

0 0 1

where St. is the length of the element, 5 meters in this case.

3. Lattice Modifications

The above focussing element has been put into the initial

lattice design and the lattice has been optimized to minimize

the perturbation. It has been found possible to simply change the

gradients of the three quadrupoles on either side of the electron ;
i

beam so as to prevent large betatron ripple around the ring. )i
Parameters of the initial and present lattice designs are listed

below and lattice functions for the half of the ring with the

electron gun and the entire ring are plotted in Figures 1 and 2.
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No. of quadrupole supplies
Quadrupole gradients:

Cooling straight

lattice functions:

Tunes

Ql

Q3

Q4
Q5

Q?

Q8

v

By

n*
vx

vy

4.

Initial
lattice

-19,

20.

-19.

20.

35.

-0.

3.

5.

8

.40

.12

.23

, 4 m

.7

,2

57

59

7.

-15.

14.

-17.

17.

-19.

20.

-19.

Conclusions

40 kG/m

22

52

37

32

50

12

23

Present
lattice
11

at P =

-17.06

19.39

-18.79

26.3 m

22.6

-0.5

3.57

5.57

It is easy and straight forward to redesign the cooling ring

lattice to accommodate either no electron beam or a fully un-

neutralized one with respect to a circulating proton beam. Any

amount of neutralization produces less focussing action and

should also be compensatable by changing the three additional

power supplies. One may prefer slightiy different solutions

in terms of the tunes or beta values in the cooling region. These

have not yet been optimized and are relatively easily changable.
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•THE'ELECTRON SPACE CHARGE AND SOLENOIDAL FIELD EFFECTS
ON THE PROTON COOLING RING

G. Guignard
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

M. Month and W. T. Weng
Brookhaven National Laboratory, Long Island, New York j

ABSTRACT j

In this paper, both the problems of the electron space |

charge and of the solenoidal fields are treated analytically. ;

In the first part, an exact matrix formalism is used for

calculating the tune shifts and the change in the betatron

functions, which are due to the electron space charge. In

the second part, a Hamiltonian formalism is used for solving ;

the motion equations resulting from a coupling field. Both

the analytical results are applied to the present Fermilab

cooling ring design and discussed for protons as well as for

antiprotons. This application shows two things; firstly the

ring tunes or the cooling insertion have to be changed and

the electron current has to be reduced or neutralized in order

to cancel the space charge effects; secondly the coupling I

effect of the solenoid can easily be compensated with two i
i

small skew quadrupoles. !

1 Work performed under the auspices of the U. S. Energy Research and
j Development Administration.
!
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1. Introduction

In the original design of the proposed 200 MeV cooling ring

at Fermilab to study electron cooling of a proton beam,1 little

was mentioned about the effects on the performance of the protons

introduced by the alien elements of the cooling section, especially

the presence of electrons and solenoidal magnetic field. The

space charge of the high intensity electron beam leads to a tune

shift on the proton beam and changes the B-function in the cooling

region. The solenoid tends to couple the traversal motions of the

protons in addition to introducing a small tune shift effect.

Here we try to estimate the effects of electron space charge and

solenoidal field separately and suggest several methods for cor-

rection. The same analysis is also applied to the case for anti-

proton cooling.

2. Electron Space Charge

For first attempt we neglect the end effect of the electron

distribution and assume that in the cooling region the electron

beam is circular in cross section with radius a, and has a

uniform distribution along the cooling length 29.. Then the per-

turbing gradient forcing function generated by electron beam

is given by
Nr_ .

k(s) = - 3 % -±5 (1)
V
 2

where N is the total number of electrons in the cooling region,
2 _18

r = 4 W e M c
2 = l'5^ x 10 m is the classical proton radius and

P 00
Y and 3 are the conventional relativistical notations. For a

rough estimation the tune shift which results from the electron

is given by
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2H

1 Nr p 3
2 ; ira

29

For the proposed Fermilab cooling ring with j e = 1.6 Amp/cm

Y = 1.21, 6 = 0.57, ira2 = 20 cm2, Bx = 2J.4 m and. Bz = 35.74m,

the corresponding tune shifts in horizontal and vertical plane
\\ are

, . , _ 5.5 x 10 1 2 x 1.54 x 101 8 $20.4
I z 2(1.21)" x (0 .57P x 20 x 10 ' " ' "
j

_ 0.076 horizontal ...
0.133 vertical l '

! For protons the presence of electrons is equivalent to a

focusing quadrupole in both planes. If we use the same ring with

t the same lattice for antiproton, the electron is equivalent to a

I defocusing quadrupole in both planes and the corresponding tune

i shifts are

, In order to appreciate the effect of the tune shift we have
i

* to find the stability criterion for the lattice and the perturbed

* 6-function. This can be easily obtained by finding the perturbed

* transfer matrix for the system. The matrix method will give us an

' analytical expression for tune shift, 6-function and stability condition.

r It is worth mentioning that the matrix method is a complete solution

and should be more reliable than the perturbation estimation of Eq. 2.

The following is the coordinate system we use for the analysis
in cooling region.
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I H + s
t- s

I a - = i
•* I- S-»|

T.%

Then the perturbed transfer matrix at point s from the center is

given by

where Mo is the unperturbed transfer matrix at point s and is

given by

with

.cos<|; 8sini|j
o l -Ysiniji co sijj-as in t|i

<[> = 2 i T V

(6)

a = -s/6r

s2/Bo
2)

(7)

and Bo is the 6-function at the center of the cooling region.

The other matrices are easy to understand and are given by

-1_ 1 -I- -1_ 1 _A+,
L- " (0 1 '' L+ ~ (0 1 }

cosiji- l / / k sin<j>-.
-/It sin<(>- cosij)- '
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_ .COS()>+
p+ -i^k s i r n H cos<}>+ ' 1 U '

where $- = /kti-, .< = /it K+.

With a l l the matrices given, the perturbed t ransfer matrix

i s automatically given by

-1 -1 M P 1 1 "
Mp = L p + a + MOL_ x)Lp_ = (MPX1

cosii,p + p p p i p

-Ypsinib cosi^ - apsin>)'p'

The s t a b i l i t y condition i s determined by the t race of the

perturbed matrix .

Trace M = M l n + M - , - , = 2cosi^p p l l p22 p

= 2 cosii/ -(2HBok - 4 -̂J1)siniii (10)
J p o

For Fermilab proposed cooling ring the relevant parameters1'3

are listed below:

Horizontally Vertically

v h = 3.56 v v = 5.59

!(, = 2TT(3.56) v = 2IT(5.59)

cos^ = -0.93 cos\ji = -0.843

sini|/ = -0.368 sinii) = -0.536

BQ = 20.4 m 6O = 35.74 m

Inserting these numbers into (10), we can find the trace in both

planes from 3

cos*p = |cos* - sinijr<*eok - | iJ£)J . (11)

Thus, we have,
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cosif) = -0.756

sin* ) h = -0.648

v h = 3.612

Av. = 0.062

cos* ) v = -0.399

siniji ) = -0.917

v v = 5.685

Av = 0.095

It is clear that the ring is stable in both traversal planes

as long as they are not coupled. The tune shifts found here

are slightly different from the estimation in Eq. 3. This is

due to the fact that the matrix method is a complete solution

and the variation of 6-function in the cooling region has been

taken into account. Following the same method the perturbed

B-function in the cooling region is given by the M ,, element.

Mpl2

~ BosiniMl -

This gives the horizontal ^-function

s2))

= 20.4 Q'IH (1 - 0.06 - 0.1093 s')

= 11.58 (0.94 - 0.0093 s2)

(12)

10.19 10.19
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The vertical B-function can be found in the same way

3 p ) v = 35.74 (1 " 0.06 - 0.0093 s2)

= 20.89 (0.94 - 0.0093 s2)

1.9.J53

We have found that the designed lattice is stable for

proton cooling, however the B-function is reduced by almost

two in both plane. This effect is very much undesirable

for the reason that the cooling time will be increased by a

factor of more than two".

-3/2
PO

(13)

If we want to keep the cooling time as originally designed we

have to modify the ring parameters in a suitable way. From

Equation 12. it is clear that in order to have a B-function not

too far away from the unperturbed one sini/> should be close to

sin4>- This can easily be achieved by choosing v_ ~ 3.72 and

v s 5.70.
v

Now let's turn to the antiproton case. For antiprotons

the presence of electrons introduces a repulsive force. This

is equivalent to a defocusing effect in both planes, in other

words, now the perturbing gradient force is negative. The

stability criterion of Equation 10 is
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cosij) ) h = (-0.93 - 0.175) = -1.105

cosi|) ) v = (-0.843 - 0.445) = -1.288 (14)

It is clear that for antiproton the betatron oscillations are

unstable in both directions. In order to have stable solution the

horizontal tune should be

3.64 <_ vh _<2 3.86 (15)

Unfortunately, with the current design there is no stable solution

for vertical oscillation. We are forced to reduce either the

length of the cooling region or the electron current. After we

find a stable configuration we have to choose the original tune

in such a way that sinijj x sinij/ in order to preserve the

8-function as have been done for the proton case.

Up to now we assume that there is no positive ions in the

cooling region. In fact if there are positive ions with degree

of neutralization n, defined as the ratio of ion density to electron

density, the tune shifts should be reduced by a factor of

Y (1 - 6 - n) with respect to Eq. 2. For example if r\ = 0.25

AVy. = 0.083. In theory if n = 0.75 there is no space charge

effect at all.

Since the space charge effect is important in the operation

of the cooling ring the end effect of the electron distribution

deserves serious studies. Work on this aspect will be continued.

3. Three-Dimensional Field Perturbation

A three-dimensional magnetic field can couple both the

transverse motions of the protons and of the antiprotons in

the following way
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X" + Kx x = - ( K + ± M ' ) z - M z '

z" + K2 Z = -(K - JjM')x + MX
1 (16)

where
1 R2 8BX "B7

K = i f- (^ - ^ )

M = ^- B .

Dp S

K, and K, are the forces exerted on the particles by magnetic

field gradients, Bp is the magnetic rigidity and R is the

average radius of the machine. The independent variable is

the azimuthal angle 0.

The best way of solving the Eq. 16 is the Hamiltonian

treatment5. The Hamiltonian associated with the hq. 16 isII = j + K2z
2 + 2Kxz + (px - I Mz)

2 + (pz + j Mx)
2j (17)

Having the Hamiltonian (17) , it is easy to apply the

perturbation treatment in classical dynamics. This has been

done in great detail in Reference 5 and the perturbed motion

associated with a given difference resonance Q - Q = p is
x z

given by5

= |i C Az exp (-iGA)

-=-7p = |i C Ax exp (i6A)

(18)

where

a

and

c =

" P

MR

exp )] de.
V

(19)
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A is the distance from the resonance line and C is a complex

coupling coefficient. The Equation 18 gives the modulation of

the unperturbed amplitudes Ax and Az, due to the coupling forces

which are characterized by C. C gives also the band-width of

the resonance.

Two specific examples of magnetic elements which can give

coupling are

1. skew-quadrupole lenses for which we have

M = 0

R2 8B 2 8B (20)
Bp 3x Bp dZ

2. Solenoids for which we have

, (21)
K = (a - i)M'

where a = «• if the solenoid has no end plates and

a = 1 if the solenoid has end plates with a

horizontal slot.

The important thing to be mentioned is the phase term

p, - ji which appears in C(19). C is the sum of two terms

which are basically orthogonal in the complex plane, but these

terms can become parallel if we do consider the phases associated

with the exponentials. In other words, it is basically possible

to compensate the longitudinal field effects (iM) by using skew

quadrupole fields (K), provided that the phase difference y_, - v

at the quadrupole position is large enough.

It is worth mentioning two secondary effects associated

with a solenoid and with a skew-quadrupole, A solenoid creates

a tune shift which can be deduced from (17)
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AQx = iS¥ ' -~^" ex d s' (22)

? 167r o (BP)2 §

where £s is the length of the solenoid. A skew-quadrupole creates

a vertical momentum compaction if the horizontal one is different

from zero. The maximum vertical momentum compaction associated

with one skew-quadrupole is given by6

a p x lQ U 3 )ap,z " 2sinitQz BP
 ap,x

SLQ is the length of the skew quadrupole and G is the gradient.

Bz and o x have to be taken at the quadrupole position and

6 is the maximum vertical B-value around the ring.z

4. Application to the Proton Cooling Ring

In the proton cooling ring of Fermilab, a solenoid will be

set in the cooling straight section. Using the equations of

the preceeding section, it is easy to estimate the coupling

coefficient and the tune shift due to this solenoid. The

following table summarizes the relevant data3 of the present

cooling ring design:

R radius of curvature 21.65 m

Bp magnetic rigidity 2.1496 Tm

SLS solenoid length 5.0 m

6x value of Bx in cooling section 20.4 m

6Z value of 6Z in cooling section 35.7 m

Ux horizontal phase in solenoid center 320.86 degrees

Vz vertical phase in solenoid center 502.96 degrees

Bs solenoid field 0.1 T

A distance from the resonance 0.03
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Using these values, we get from (19) and (21)

Csol = -0.04 exP(if) (24)

We considered here a solenoid without end plates, i.e.,

a = j, so that there is no end effect. The tune shift associated

with this solenoid comes from (22)

AQX = 0.002

AQZ = 0.004
(25)

These values are very small compared with the tune shifts

calculated for the electron beam in Section 2. The amplitude of

C is quite large and we have to compensate it with skew quadrupoles.

Looking at the lattice, we found two good positions for skew-

quadrupoles where a is small (because of (23)) and such thatp,x

the phase shift between them is around IT/2 in the imaginary plane.

•s
Bend

!long straight section

Q7Q8

skew Quad 1

A-

Q8Q7

skew Quad 2

•S
Bend

The parameters at these positions are

Skew 1

Bx 10.93

6Z 1.39

p x 292.14

uz 377.29

a - 0.15388

m

m

degree

degree

m
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Assuming now that these two skew-quadrupoles are skewed

standard quadrupoles of length 0.61 rn, the formula (19) gives

CSQ1 = ° - 1 7 6 G e x p ( i 1 .48 )

CSQ2
e x P ( i 3 - 0 :

(26)

where G is the skew-gradient in T/m.

Comparing (24) and (26), we see that it is possible to

compensate the solenoid with a skew gradient in SQ1 of only

-0.227 T/m. The second skew is not absolutely necessary, but

it has been introduced for having an orthogonal vector C which

then authorizes any compensation in the complex plane:

, Im C

'sol

Re C

"SQ2

SQ1

For a compensating field in SQ1 of -0.227 T/m, the vertical

momentum compaction, which arises from the skew field, comes from (23)

P,z

this effect is negligible.

0.036 m (27)
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5. Conclusions

The space charge effects of the electron beam are very

strong with the present tunes of the Fermilab cooling ring.

It is nevertheless possible to reduce them by changing the

tunes, redesigning the cooling insertion and by reducing or

neutralizing the electron current. It is worthwhile to

mention that this problem is more critical for the antiprotons

than for the protons, since the electron beam defocuses the

former but focuses the latter.

The tune-shift due to the solenoid is negligible with

respect to the one associated with the electron beam. However,

the motion coupling due to the longitudinal field has to be

compensated. It happens that this coupling can easily be

cancelled in the present cooling ring design by two skew-

guadrupoles, which are set at both ends of a long straight

section where the horizontal momentum compaction vanishes.
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END EFFECTS OF THE COOLING SECTION ON THE
PROTON (ANTIPROTON) BEAM

#
B. Autin

Lawrence Berkeley Laboratory, Berkeley, California

G. Guignard
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

ABSTRACT

Before entering the cooling section, the proton or anti-

proton beam (p-beam) traverses a toroid and starts interacting

with the electron beam (e-beam). In this region, the field is

a superimposition of toroidal, dipole and space charge componfcnts.

The effect of this field on the cooling rate is marginal and

is not discussed, only the orbit distortions and the focusing

perturbations of the p-beam are investigated. It turns out

that orbit distortions in both planes have to be corrected and

two compensation schemes are presented. The tune shifts amount

to about ten percent of those due to the straight section and

should be easily compensated in the lattice.

#
On leave of absence from CERN.
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1. Geometry of the Transition Region

The configuration of the e- and p-beams inside the toroid

is drawn in Figure 1. Upstream of the toroid, the p-beam is

i =

•b =
a =

.81 m

.16m

.47m

.025m

r-a

Fig. 1. Layout of the beams in the toroid.

supposed to move inside a pipe which shields the external

magnetic field. The reference p-trajectories are straight rays

parallel to the z-axis. The angle of the sector has been fixed
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to an arbitrary value higher than 60°; its exact value is

irrelevant to the present problem. The x-axis is perpendicular

to the plane of the figure and pointed backwards.

2. Field Distribution

2.1 Dipole Field

In order to make the electrons bend in the vertical plane

along concentric orbits, the dipole field is parallel to the

x-axis and such that

(2.1,
y' + z*

p is the momentum of the electrons (p = 0.352 10 GeV/c) and

e the negative charge of the electron. In the reference frame

of Figure 1, B is negative. On the circle of radius r / Bx

is equal to 2.5 x 10"3 T.

2.2 Toroidal Field

•i When the electrons are submitted to the action of a

j;; toroidal field, they spiral around their orbit. The product

p B r is constant for any orbit:

| Brr = Boro (2.2)
t'ri

In the cartesian frame, Bj. has a zero x-component and y- and z-

components given by

By = — — " — (2-3)

B, - Boro - y (2.4)
y + z

At r (0.47 m ) , BQ is equal to 0.1 T.
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2.3 Electron Space Charge

The following model is used: round beam of radius a, same

field distribution as in a cylindrical beam (the curvature is

neglected). The cross section of the electron beam is a circle

(Figure 2) in the plane

Y = •£• z (2.5)

where yQ and zo are the coordinates of the mean electron orbit

which verify

(2.6)

Figure 2. Electric and Magnetic Fields created by the electron beam.

At some point in that plane, the electric field is

inside the beam and

(2.7)

(2.8)
o r - rr
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outside the beam,p is the electron density and
2eo

is equal

to -0.5 x 10 Vm for a 26 A current, a is the radius of

the beam (2.5 cm). The vectors r and ro expressed in terms

of their components are

(2.9)

Because of (2.5) and (2.6), (vo,zo) and (y,z) are related by

yo =
 ro (2.10)

= rr (2.11)

The magnetic field B lies in the plane of the cross section and

is perpendicular to the electric field. Its modulus is

B = c E (2.12)

where S is the velocity of the electrons normalized to the speed

of light c (B = 0.57). The cartesian coordinates of E and B

have the following expression:

A. Inside
the Beam

p —
X

Ey

E Z -

B x =

B,. =
y

3z

2e o

P

P
2 ^

t!
c 2

c

6
c

• x

(1

£_
eo

P

p
2eo

ro

/y^ + z2

(/y2 + Z2 -

xy

i/y*i + z<^

xy

/y2 + z2

)z

(2

(2

(2

(2

(2

(2

.13)

.14)

.15)

.16)

.17)

.18)
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B. Outside the Beam

E -

(/y2 + z
2 - ro)

Z + ^ Sy2 +

B = _£ _£

(2.19)

(2.20)

(2.21)

(2.22)

(2.23)

(2.24)

3. Equations of Motion

The equations of motion of the p-particles are derived from

the equation

do "•

|E = q(v x B + E) (3.1)

p is the momentum of the particle

my-
dt2 (3.2)

my-

with m, tha rest mass of the particle and v the usual relativistic

variable (1 - B )~ . q is the charge of the proton or of the anti-

proton. The velocity V is pointed along the z axis, so

(3.3)
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It is common to use z instead of t as an independent variable so

that

dt BC dz

As the transverse perturbations of the p-beam ,-ire only considered,

the equation (3.1) will be projected on x- and y-axis only.

= q(-BcBy+ Ex) = F

ITIY62C2 q( B c Ey) = Py

(3.4)

(3.5)

In the following, we shall have to consider orbit distortions

and shifts of the betatron frequency, it is therefore of interest

to expand the fields around x = 0 and y = ro:

-Be By + E x = -Be Byo + E X Q + {-Be ^- +

Be Bx + Ey = 6c B X o + Ey +

By putting

_ -q
mYB2c^

3B.. 3E

3B 3E

the equations of motion (3.4) and (3.J) become

(-Be

(3.6)

(3.7)

(3.8)

(3.9)

(3.10)

(3.11)

4. Analysis of the Perturbations

4.1 Description of the Method

The components of the external magnetic fields and of the
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space charge fields are given in Chapter 2, and the components

of the perturbation forces are givsn in Chapter 3 as functions

of the field components. Any multipole perturbation of the order

N will be associated with the derivatives of these forces

Horizontal plane

Vertical plane

q3x

~N-2

(N-2)/2

q3y
(N-2)/2

These expressions give the local force derivatives. In order

to estimate the perturbation seen by the proton beam in one end

of the cooling section, it is necessary to integrate these local

derivatives on the central trajectory of the proton beam.

Looking at Figure 1, this integral has to be made for x = 0

and y = ro.

, (2 aN-2
N'X *J ax(K- dz. (4.1)

x=0
y=ro

r .if »¥'y
N' 1" q J 3 (N-2)/2

dz.
(4.2)

x=0

The integration limits z^ and Zj are depending on the

perturbing fields which are considered (Figure 1). In the case of

the external fields, which are assumed to vanish where the proton

bearc. crosses the toroid iron, those limits are = -J, and z- = 0.
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In case of the space charge fields outside the electron beam,

the limits are z, = -I and z2 = -I', and in case of the space

charge fields inside the electron beam, the limits are z, = -&'

and z2 = 0.

These integrals are solved analytically in the next two

sections for dipole perturbatxons (N = 2) and for quadrupole

perturbations (N = 4), respectively.

4.2 Dipole»PerturhatioflS • > •

Considering first the horizontal force Fx (x = 0, y = ro)

on the central trajectory of the proton beam (3.10), the only

field which contributes to it is the vertical component By of

the toroid. Using the expression (2.3), the integral (4.1)

becomes

I2,x = Sc Boro arctg ^~. (4.3)

The vertical force (3.11) results from the horizontal

magnetic field of the dipole (2.1), from the vertical electric

field (2.14 and 2.20) and from the horizontal magnetic field

(2.16 and 2.22) of the electron beam. Since the space charge

fields inside the electron beam differ from the space charge

fields outside, there are 5 different contributions to the

integral I2,y
:

External Dipole:

P
f

-6c Bxdz = —£-= argsh ^- (4.4)

Space charge field inside electron beam:

2

Eydz = ££°- (̂- - argsh ̂ -) (4.5)
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o 2 2 f , , r—
J -Be B dz = 3 , ^ r " £ | (argsh — + — / l + (—)2) I (4.6)
-i' x " o \fo * ro ro r

o

Space charge field outside electron beam:

-%l J fT-? / r-o

g2 / l + (£-) + 1 / l + (r^-)'J + 1
Evd z = fi3— ( Es £2 ) (4.7)

° * / ro */rO

/

—̂  2 2 r

-3c Bxdz = M S _ argsh ^- - argsh £- + / l + ( ^ ) 2 + f°-
* o I o o ~/; , ,ro,2 ro- /I + (p-) " p-

( 4 . 8 )

The numerical values of I_ „ and I_ are

I, = 8.4 x 106V

l 2 f y = -2.63 x 10
5 - 6.4 x 103 + 2.35 x 103

- 1.45 x 104 + 5.8 x 103

= - 2.76 x 105 V

The different contributions to I2 are given in the same order

as the analytical expressions.

The orbit kicks associated with I_ (3.10) and I_ (3.11)
z,x & ,y

are : !
6x = BciTl - 23 mr3d (4-9) |

6y BHp^

The horizontal kick is large and corresponds to a horizontal

displacement of 115 mm at the downstream end of the cooling section.
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The vertical kick is smaller, but not negligible, since the

vertical displacement reaches 3.65 mm.

4.3 Quadrupole Perturbations

The gradients of the forces can be deduced from the

expressions of the forces and of the fields. In both planes,

these gradients taken for x = 0 and y = ro are given below for

the 5 types of fields which have been considered in the pre-

,vious section. » »

External Dipole:

-8c ff* = ero2

8c 3 By
3x

Space charge field inside electron beam:

3E V P
2T.OEy _ 1 -

(ro2 z2,3/2

3x 2e,.

-Be
(J_)2

- -

Space charge field outside electron beam:

3 % _ paj

(/ro2 + Z2 - ro)2
1 -

x
3x - ro)2

(4.11)

(4.12)

(4.13)

(4.14)

(4.15)

(4.16)

(4.17)

(4.18)
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-Be 3y
= B2pa2

2 _
(4.19)

Be $-*- = 6c3y (4.20)

It is now necessary to calculate the integrals I.

and I. for the different gradients.

External dipole field:

4,y e rc /I +
(4.21)

(4.22)

Space charge inside electron beam for electric and magnetic

fields together:

(—)2
rO

argsh —
ro

(4.23)

^ - ••
(4.24)

4,X £t:o | r o iro

Space charge outside electron beam for electric and magnetic

fields together:

L4,y 2coro \ 384

X •• 3 [ | 1 [l (A)
(-711-x + A +
L ro

ro J L ro

1 , 1
* ' r o /x + (.'..-••3 * / r o /x + (JL) 2

1) (4.25)

2eoro
(4.26)
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Using the relation (3.8, 3.9), it is easy to calculate

the numerical values of /k dz associated with these I. and
4 ,X

I. . Results are summarized in the following table.

Table 1
-1,

Integral of the Focusing Forces (n )

Dipole

Sp. charge

Sp. charge

inside

outside

Total

0

' 1.

0.

H-Plane

48

088

568

x 10"3

x 10"3

x 10"3

V-Plane

1.0 x

f.4 x

0.091

2.491

ID"3

10"3

x 10~3

x 10"3

Knowing the values of k, it is possible to calculate the

tune shifts

Av = 7n /k d z (4.27)

and the maximum 6-function fluctuation

A_B _ ,_ Av
~6 ~ sin(2v7r)

(4.28)

Table 2

Tune Shifts

Dipole

Sp. charge

Sp. charge

inside

outside

Total

and

0

2.

0.

2.

B-Variations

H-Plane

Avx

4 x 10~3

14 x 10"3

54 x 10~3

A3>

0

0.

0.

0.

Due

</Bx

04

002

043

to One End

2.84

3.98

0.26

7.08

^z

X

X

X

X

V-Plane

lO-3

ID"3

ID"3

ID"3

AS

0.

0.

0.

0.

z/ez

033

047

003

083
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Tho numerical values given for 6(4.9, 4.10) and A\)(Table 2)

are referred to a proton beam. The signs have to be reversed

for an antiproton beam which circulates in the same direction.

5. Schemo for Electron Beam

Two schemes can be considered for the electron beam in the

cooling region. The first one, so-called U-scheme, assumes that

the electrons are injected and ejected under the proton beam. The

second one, so-called S-scheme, assumes that the electrons are

injected under the proton beam, bu£ ejected* a'bove *t. 'Let us conSider

how the two end perturbations combine in these two schemes.

Figure 3 shows the configuration of.the beams in the S-scheme.

Protons or antiprotons are assumed to circulate in the same direc-

tion. The cooling section is shifted in the horizontal plane

by 2.5 cm approximately with respect to the p-orbit of the

ring. It is tilted by 0.73 mrad in the vertical plane. In

addition, the vertical tune shift due to the dipolc is compensated.

In the U-Schemo, the section stays horizontal but is

displaced by 0.7 mm above or under the median plane of th? ring

It is tilted in the horizontal plane by 22.9 mrad with respect

to the p-orbit of the ring. All the tune shifts are additive.

Within the limits of the present discussion, there is no

strong argument to favor one scheme more than the other.

Engineering considerations may be the most important.



Vertical Plane 8=-.73mrd •

8

Horizontal Plane 8=22.9mrd

Fig. 3. S-Scherue.
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PRESSURE BUMP IN COOLING SECTION

Y. Cho
Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, Illinois

1. Introduction

The pressure bump phenomenon, the beam induced vacuum

pressure rise, was considered for the 10 m long cooling section.
- v

For a proton storage ring, this effect is caused by residual

gas ions being accelerated into the vdcuun chamber wall by

the electrostatic potential of the stored beam. This

bombardment of ions on the chamber wall liberates absorbed

molecules and raises the chamber pressure, which in turn results

in more ions being generated. At a critical current, Ic, the

effect runs away and leads to the local pressure bump which

destroys the beam.

In the planned cooling section, some 26 A of electron

currents would flow during the p accumulation periods of many

scores of hours. Thus this section would look like a section

of high current storage ring. However, for consideration of

pressure bump phenomenon, the electrostatic potential of the

electron beam will repel the electrons free by the residual

gas ionization toward the chamber wall instead of the residual

gas ions. The potential between the electron beam of 26 A and

the vacuum chamber wall is estimated to be 2-3 kV, and the

electrons freed by the residual gas ionization will gain this

amount of kinetic energy when they hit the chamber wall.
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The time vai '. ation of the residual gas can be expressed

in a general form:

f [ f] (1)
where

N = number of residual gas molecules/cm

n = number of residual gas molecules/cm

•n = desorption coefficient = ntiTiOer of molecules released/

incident charged particle created by ionization and

striking chamber surface.

0 = residual gas molecules ionization cross section

1 = beam current in amp

c = conductance of the vacuum chamber in m*?,/sec

h = pump separation in m

s = pumping speed in S,/sec.

The term r\^an in Eg. 1 expresses the rate of the residual gas
6

being liberated, and the second term of the right hand side of

Eq. 1 described the rate of the gas being pumped.

Prom Eq. 1 the stability condition can be obtained by

setting dN/dt = 0, and the definition of the critical current,

Ic, is obtained by this stability condition,

| c/(h + ^ ) 2 (2)

Thus any electron beam current greater than I c would lead to

the pressure bump.

2. Numerical Consideration

Using Eq. 2 and with some assumptions of geometric and

constructional details described below, the stability of the

vacuum chamber will be discussed in this section.
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A. Assumption of Structure

The length of cooling section including the solenoid and

the toroid is assumed to be 10 m, and in this long section there

are no pumps. The pumping stations are assumed to be located at

both outer e-nds of this section (pump separation = 10 m).

Although the inner diameter of the solenoid is 8 in., because

of the Ti coated inner sleeve, the diameter of the vacuum chamber

is assumed to be 6 in. As described below, this Ti coated inner

sleeve may play a very important function.

B. Desorption Coefficient, n

The desorption coefficient due to heavy ions of a few KeV

on various surfaces have been studied in great detail at the

ISR1 and elsewhere for the proton machines. For example, Ti or

Au coated surfaces of carefully prepared (baked at high temperature,

glow discharged and so on) have a negative desorption coefficient

under bombardment of heavy ions.

At this moment, this coefficient for a few KeV electron

bombardment is not known. Although consideration of the thermal

spike model of the desorption phenomena would postulate a smaller

number, we assume this number is unknown for the purpose of

this discussion.

C. Ionization Cross Section

The ionization cross section of 110 KeV electron on nitrogen
— 1 ft O i

molecules was calculated to be ~ 2 x 10 cm /molecule,

D. Conductance

A 6 in. pipe at 20°C would give c = 435 m«£/sec for a

molecular weight of 28.
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3. Results and Conclusion

Using these numbers and pumping speed, s, as a variable

we calculate Ic which is shown in Figure 1. This graph shows

that for infinite pumping speed, the Tie is ~ 34 A, and for a

reasonable pumping speed of 2000 (t/sec this number is about

29 A.

This implies that in order to operate the cooling region

with 26 A of electrons, the n has to be less than one, and

preferably less t"han zero. Therefore it is recommended tfhat'

further study on the desorption coefficient of materials to

be used in the cooling section is recommended after the

Summer Study.

References
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p-p BliAM SEPARATOR

L. C. Teng
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois

For p p colliding beams if the p ' s were allowed to collide with all 84

p-bunches in one booster pulse the beam-beam tune shift would be too large.

Therefore the beams must be separated by an electric field and allowed to

collide only at two diametrically opposite locations where colliding beam

experiments are performed. There are two possible arrangements:

(i) Orbits separated all around the ring.

The most straightforward way is to induce a 19th harmonic (v=19.4) closed

orbit distortion by a 19th harmonic transverse electric field. The p and p

orbit distortions will be equal and opposite, and the orbits will cross at 38

points. The orbit displacement x is given by the equation

4 l 2 \ Z l ^ \ V / 2 ^ S ACosn*(forv-c)

with the solution
v - n'

•ft] cp

2 ° 2 Acosni,

where d0 = ds/vP, s= distance along orbit, v= 19.4, and n=19. The slope at x=0

is, then,

, = dx . 1 Nfp" _ 0.064 A
X - ds ' vp Z - n2 n A " ~^f A>

At the beam colliding point p* = 2. 5m and we have

x'*= 0.064-=4s- = (0.04 m'1) A.
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The next nearest bunch overlapping point is at a distance

irR ir x (1000 m) , fl

away where p = 5.7m. At 1000 GeV/c the beam emittance is e = 0.02TT mm-mrad

and the beam half-width at this next bunch overlapping point is

Ax = J P l I = °'34

To keep the bunches separated it requires

,. 0.34mm r
2. 8m

This, in turn, requires

A--3X io" 3 m* .

If the electric field is supplied by short (6-function) electrodes totaling t in

length and all placed at in-phase locations with the same (3, we get

w r cp

At cp= 1000 GeV and (J=ft-nax = 90m, this gives

Ei = 51.2MV=(51.2 kV/cm) X(10m).

One can place 10 electrodes, each tin long and producing 51.2kV/cm, in the

F mini-straight at 10 in-phase locations around the ring. The beam bunches

will then collide only at two diametrically opposite points.

(2) Orbits separated locally around the collision points

A booster pulse occupies 1/13. 25 of the MR circumference.

Hence the local separation must extend over at least 19. 4/13. 25 = 1. 46 betatron

wave lengths. One and a half wave length local orbit bump wDl do, but for

symmetry one may want a two wave length bump. (Fig. 1)

Collision Point P E
Pig, 1. Two wave length local orbit separation.
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* -3
Again taking x ' = 0.12 x 10 and fi = 90m at the bump electrode we get the

required deflection

0.12 x lo"3= 0.02 x 10" rad.

To produce this deflection one needs

-2^5! =x ' = 0.02 x io"3,
cp

which gives at cp= 1000 GeV

Ei = 20MV = (50 kV/cm) X (4m).

The length of 4m is, of course, too long for a ministraight. One can either

place two sections of electrode each 2m long in two in-phase F mini-straights

or insert the single 4 m section of electrode inside the vacuum chamber and

centered on an F quadrupole. The electrode plates should be spaced ~3cm

apart with a total voltage of 150 kVacross them. Two 4m electrodes (or four

2m electrodes) are needed for one local orbit separation and there should be

two local separations at diametrically opposite beam colliding points

We assumed an emittance of 0.02 ir mm-mrad for both the p and the p

beams at 1000 GeV. But the electron-cooled p beam may well have a smaller

emittance. If so, the required strengths of the bump electrodes may be

somewhat lower than those given above. Either of these arrangements will

work, but the fabrication, the installation, and the operation of these beam

separators can be expected to be difficult and costly.
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LOW-S INSERTION FOR PROTON-ANTIPROTON COLLISIONS

IN THE FERMI LAB DOUBLER

G. Guignard
CERN, Geneva, Switzerland

Introduction

The existing design of the low-S insertion for the Energy D

Saver assumes that long straight sections are necessary on each

of the crossing point, in order to allow space for the dipoles b

ing the two beams together. This assumption and the fact ti.at t

current Doubler straight section is strongly asymmetrical (Fig.

have led to an insertion in which the maximum value of the 8-funi

is 600 m and the value at the intersection is 4 m. When conside

the special case of proton-antiproton collisions in the Doubler,

condition on the straight sections can be relaxed, since the two

beams are inside the same pipe, and quadrupoles can be placed cl<

to the interaction region. In this way, it is possible to imagii

schemes increasing the luminosity as much as possible and limitii

the maximum value of the S-function in the insertion.

In the first part of this note, we show which types of p-p

low-g insertions can be obtained in the Doubler straight section

this is done by using the thin lens approximation. In the second

part, the most promising solution is studied in some detail, the

act Doubler lattice and finite length lenses being introduced. 1

solution shows that the problem described above can effectively b

solved.
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Descrjj)tion of the Method

In the current Doubler, the B-functions are not symmetrical

with respect to the so-called interaction point I and the standard

long straight section looks as it is shown in Fig. I.1

Starting from these data, we have considered two approaches.

In the first approach, the momentum compaction n is neglected and

only the two B-functions are matched to the lattice by means of two

triplets (one on each side of I). In order to avoid the difficulty

of the asymmetry, it is interesting to change the sign of the gra-

dient in Ql. By putting the right gradient in Ql, the B-functions

are indeed modified as it is shown in Fig. 1 and these functions be-

come roughly symmetrical in Q2 and -Q2. It is then possible to

apply an analytical and numerical analysis which has already been

used for a finite crossing angle of colliding beams. This analysis

starts from a triplet of thin lenses and calculates the necessary

gradients which give low B-values in I for given initial conditions.

In the second approach, the momentum compaction n is suppressed

in order to minimize the beam width. This suppression is done in

the lattice cell which preceeds or follows the interaction straight

section. Two quadrupoles are necessary for getting n = n' = 0 at

the end of these cells and the gradients can be calculated analyti-

cally for thin lenses. Once this is done, the 8-functions are known

at both the ends of the interaction region and two triplets can be

used, as before, in order to get low 8-values in I. For this part,

the analytical analysis mentioned above can be applied and gives

the triplet gradients which match the B-functions. In this approach,

the luminosity is maximum for any beam or stack since n = 0 and all
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the characteristic transverse functions are matched.

Thin Lens Insertions for Low - & Value s_

Insertion Matching the B-Function Only

The quadrupoles Ql and -Ql of the present Doubler design are

maintained. The gradient of -Ql is not changed, whereas the gra-

dient of Ql is modified

g] = K,Jt, = ^ | i = 0.03363. (1)

If we assume that the first lenses of the low-8 triplets are

separated from Ql, respectively -Ql, by a section of 6 m, the initial

conditions for 8 , 6 and n are given (see Fig. 2). Using the trip-x y

lets Q2, Q3, Q4 and 05, Q6, Q7 CFig. 2), we look for solutions in

gradients and positions, which give small S-values in I and a free

section of 16 m. The analytical calculation shows that 6* can not

be smaller than 3 m, while 6* can lie between -1.5 and 5.0 m. A

good solution, which corresponds to reasonable gradients, gives

6* = 3.0 (2)

and the corresponding parameters are summarized in Table I Csee also

Fig. 2).
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TABLE I

Insertion Parameters for the Scheme of Fig. 2

Name

Ql

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Q7

Gradient

m

.03363

.04032

-.12676

.15603

.16709

-.13252

-.00323

1 Name

SI

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

S7

S. Section

m

6

10

8

16

6.25

11.75

6

Parameters in I

<
*

ax

*
n

"left

nright

2.0 m

0.0 in

3.0 m

0.0 m

0.2 m

-0.134

+0.170

*The gradient is defined as g = G«,/Bp with Bp = 3338.77 Tm.

Since the maximum gradient G is -100 T/m in a superconducting

quadrupole, i.e., (G/Bp)max = 0.03, the length of the strongest quad-

rupole would be 5.57 m.

This insertion is good for the 3-functions, since it achieves

in the interaction region

3.x ,max

y,max
= 84

2.45m (3)

But the angular mismatch of n in I is large, i.e. An' = 0.3

CTable I). This mismatch propagates itself around the ring and the

maximum change of n in some point of the circumference can be estimated:

max
2.4 m. C4)
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Low-8 Insertion with Momentum Compaction Suppressors_

In this approach, we have to include one lattice cell on each

side of the straight section, to be used as momentum compaction sup-

pressors. The initial conditions at the entrance of the n-suppressors

are directly given by the present Doubler design1 (Fig. 3 ) . The gra-

dients for QD, QFS, QDS and QF are univocally determined by the con-

ditions ri = n' : 0 in the straight section

g Q D = 0.00209

8QFS = -0-02195

SQDS = °-01474

S Q F = -0.04896. (5)

These gradients and the cell structure give the (3-functions at

the entrance of the two triplets Ql, Q2, Q3 and Q4, Q5, Q6 (Fig. 3).

We then look for triplet solutions giving small g-values in I and a

free section of 16 m. The analytical calculation shows that 3* and

Bx can not be smaller than 2 and 1 in, respectively. This optimum

solution is represented in Fig. 3 and the corresponding parameters

are summarized in Table II.
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TABLE II

Low-B Insertion Parameters for the Scheme of Fig. 3

Name

Ql

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

Gradient*
. 1

m

.06126

-.11037

.04517

.14314

-.12504

.04605

Name

SI

S2

S3

S4

SS

S6

S. Section

m

16.0

7.25

16.0

7.25

16.0

2.0

Parameters in I

*

<
*

ay
*

n*/
n

1.04m

0.0 m

2.0 m

0.0

0.0

0.0

*The gradient is defined as g = Gx,/Bp.

Taking into account the maximum gradient which can be achieved

in a quadrupole, the length of the strongest quadrupole would be 4.77 m.

This solution is very good for the momentum compaction, which is

suppressed, and for the 6-values in I

/e*0* = 1.44 m. (6)

However, the extreme value of 6 is too high (0 = 1021.3).
y y,max

This high value is due to the suppression of the n in the cell pre-

ceeding the straight section. On the contrary, the extreme value of

Bx (S36.5) is due to the fact that 6* = 1.04. This indicates that it

will be difficult to have maxima lower than ~500 if we want p* as small

as 1 or 2 m. Therefore, the next step consists of using two cells in-

stead of one on the left-hand side for suppressing n and for keeping B

smaller than 500. This has been done and is reported in the next section.
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Low-6 Insertions and Momentum Compaction Suppressors

with Finite Length Lenses

We believed that the most promising solution was given by the

second approach, where n-suppressors are used. For this reason, we

tried to improve the solution of Fig. 3, by using one more lattice cell

and by decreasing B . The analytical estimations with thin lenses
/in a x

have shown that a reduction of 8 was possible for the same pro-
y,max ' v

duct / B * B * . Starting from this thin lens approximation, we decided
x y

to do an exact numerical calculation2 with finite length lenses, since

the quadrupoles are long compared with the straight sections, at this

high energy. It should be noted that the exact solution is quite

close to the thin lens prediction.

This exact, calculation shows that the momentum compaction can

effectively be suppressed in the long straight section and that the

B-values in I can be very close to the ones given in Table II.

n* = n *

0* = 1.68 m

6* = 2.11 m

</&*&* = 1.88 m. (7)
A y

The extreme values of the B-functions are always smaller than

500 m, i.e.

ex,max

The main parameters of this insertion are summarized in Table III

and in Fig. 4.
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TABLE ITT

Insertion Parameters for the Scheme of Fig. 4

Name

QD

QF

QD

QFS

Ql

Q2

Q3

Q4

Q5

Q6

QDS

QF

G/Bp

m"

.02948

-.02989

.00430

-.00781

.02894

-.02935

.02540

.03094

-.03135

.02998

.01785

-.03672*

Length

m

1.3335

1.3335

1.3335

.8258

2.5

4.0

3.0

5.5

4.5

1.7

.8258

1.3335

Name

-

-

Dl

SO

SI

S2

S3

S4

S5

S6

-

-

S. Sections

m

-

-

9.044

.8

7.2

7.06

13.5

3.0

12.15

1.15

-

-

*This quadrupole should be lengthened.

The detail of the parameters used for this numerical calculation

and the complete shape of the (3- and n-functions are given in the

Tables IV and V, with a different notation of the elements. These

are the outputs of the AGS program2 for the left-hand side of the

insertion and for the right-hand side taken backwards, respectively.

The free distance around I is equal to 13.5 m.
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Conclusion

It has been shown in this note that it is possible to design a

specific low-8 insertion for proton-antiproton collisions in the Fermi-

lab Doubler. The best solution we presently found suppresses approxi-

mately the momentum compaction in the interaction region, realizes

"ninimura 6-values as small as 6* = 1.68 and 6* = 2.11. limits the ex-

x y
treme B-value to 487.8 m and leaves a free straight section of 13.5 m.

The existing design3 does not consider the momentum compaction

(n* = 1 m ) , realizes 8*-values of the order of 4 m, has an extreme

8-value of ~ 600 m and has long straight sections on each side of I.

Comparing both the designs, we notice that the reduction of the free

straight section permitted us to suppress n,to decrease the extreme

6-value by 20'i and to improve the product /s*6f in the interaction
x y

region by a factor of ~2.2. Therefore, it seems worthwhile to consi-

der for proton-antiproton collisions an insertion like the one pre-

sented in Table III.
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Fig. 1. Current Doubler straight section.



Fig. 2. Insertion matching the (3-functions only.



, max=1021.3 £ X | max = 536.5
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Fig. 3. Low-(3 insertion with momentum compaction suppressors.
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Fig. 4. Insertion with finite length lenses.
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Not.c on Simultaneous Bi tutorial A c c e l e r a t i o n

of Protons and Ant i -I'roto/is

In the M;iin Ring and/or Doubl or/Saver

.1. I:. Criffin

Int roduct ion

The clear possibility exists that it will become nccess.iry to

simultaneously accelerate and hold in stationary buckets protons and

anti-protons in the main ring or in the Doublcr/Saver. The purpose

of this note is to examine the manner in which the rf systems must

be operated in order to accomplish such acceleration given the ex_-

i sting and proposed rf cavity spacing and gap voltage. It is con-

cluded that there are several disadvantages associated with using

existing cavity spacing for this type of operation in the main ring.

Furthermore, if luminosity requirements require momentum stacking

in the Doubler/Savcr such operation may not be possible with the

presently proposed cavity configuration.

Conditions for Simultaneous Bilateral Acceleration

Consider N equally spaced accelerating gaps each developing the

same peak rf voltage (1 volt for this exercise) but with the phases

adjustable. The operating rf wavelength must be*

, 2irR 2000-n . ,..
X = -jp- = 1 1 1 3 = 5.645 meters.

The rf angular frequency will be

en = 2TTC/A.

For the purpose of this exercise the particle velocity will be

considered to be c (i.e. 6 = 1 ) . The results of the analysis remain

valid for realistic velocities with the addition of 6 = v/c at appro-

priate points.
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The rf voltage developed on any gap may be delayed in phase with

respect to the gap to the left of it l>y an angle o so that the rf

voltage on the nth gap will be

v ft) = co6 (ut - fn-1 )f.)
n

c
i f l 0 t " (n" " ' ' ) •

(1)

Let the gaps be spaced a distance ' which can be expressed as

some fraction of the rf wavelength,

d - > V r _ l - J L l - C < n r f

where <t> is an expression of the gap spacing in terms of the 2n

radian wavelength. The flight time of particle between successive

gaps will be

T = d/c = «/„. = £ r r f (3)

where T - is the accelerating rf period,

Assume that a particle moving to the right (proton) arrives at the

first gap at time

f- = n T

V I? rf f4)

where n serves as an arbitrary phase angle. The proton will arrive

at the nth gap at time

Sn-T, Trf + ^ ' ^

T T
| | (n - * + n((.) = - | | (n + (n-l)4>). (S)
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• T h e e f f e c t i v e a c c e l e r a t i n g v o l t a g e seen hy the p r o t o n ;it the n t h

is

V
C(i n- «<

r • .]

so the total p r o t o n a c c e l e r a t i n g v o l t a g e is

V =
p

]T Re [eHn • (n-U *.- fn-l)6)|

Consider now an anti-proton moving to the left and arriving at

the 1st gap at time -s—l ... It will have reached gaps to the right

at earlier times, arriving at the nth gap at

an 2TT '

The total effective accelerating voltage seen by the left-moving

anti-proton will be

N

Va =+ Z " )c f • (.9)
n=l

We require these effective accelerating voltages to be equal for

some pair of phase angles n and £> i.e.

N
N ' - '

Re
J I

n = l

N

[eine-i(n-D- («-•)] = V R e fei5e-iCn-l) («+«)l
L i nt «• -!C10)
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Sincc the angles n and r. can rotate each of the resultant sum vec-

tors arbitrarily, there exists a trivial solution in.which each of

the resultants is rotated such that its real part is zero. In order

to achieve optimum acceleration one seeks instead to rotate each of

the sum vectors so as to maximize its real part and seek a solution

such the moduli of the sura vectors are equal.

N-l

n=0

N-l

n=0 (M)

The required equality obtains when the cavity phase delay angle

6 = 0, IT, ••• mv, i.e. when the cavity gap voltages are all in

phase or when alternate cavities arc operated exactly out of

phase. In this case the equality becomes,

N-l N-l

n=o
"in*

(12)

The complex vector sums indicated are mirror images on the

real axis and so always have equal magnitudes.

This result sets only the conditions for equal effective ac-

celerating voltages for protons and anti-protons by an ensemble of

arbitrarily but equally spaced accelerating gaps developing the

same gap voltage. It says nothing about the amplitude of the

resultant vector sums of the gaps. The amplitude is affected, of

course, by the selection of the relative phase angle <S. If the

gap spacing is very small, approaching zero, or if the spacing is

near 2 mir radians, the largest sum voltage will result if S = 0.

If the gap spacing is near (2m-l)Tr radians larger voltages will

result if 6 = 77.

Effective Main Ring Voltage with Existing Gap Spacing

Main ring cavities are presently spaced 7 feet on centers.

This amounts to a phase shift $ of 136.06 degrees. With this value

for <|> and alternate cavities operating out of phase with each other,

(3=IT) , the vector sum of the first eight cavity voltages is shown in

F i g u r e 1 > :: ,\- . f : ..';• • ••• " •'•• ."• .- • • • ' . • . " . ;
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lor N adjacent operating cavities the resultant can he expressed

as a closed form sum oi the left member of l:q. 11 letting (A-dJ = V.

N-l

2 = Ae ' (13)

It is evident that the resultant vector is maximum after four

cavities, and is reduced to a very small value at the eighth cavity.

(If the spacing * had been 135 degrees eight cavities would yeild

no net accelerating voltage.) For the existing cavity spacing maxi-

mum bidirectional accelerating voltage is achieved by operating only

those cavities which contribute to the maximum vector sum. If cavities

in locations 1,2,3,4,9,10,11,12,17,18,10, 20 are operated the resultant

voltage per unit gap voltage will be 7.95 volts at an angle of -57.4

degrees, approximately three times the maximum resultant shown in fig.

i. This is about two thirds of the total gap voltage developed by the

twelve operating cavities.

At present the main ring has eighteen cavities operating in posi-

tions 1 through 19 with position 9 empty. The configuration proposed

above would require cavities to be moved to positions 9 and 20.

Doubler/Saver Bilateral RF

Present plans for the doubler/saver rf system call for the use of

four modified existing main ring accelerating cavities . This will

require that the doubler gap spacing be the same as that of the main

ring. With main ring cavities in the locations described above four

doubler cavities could be placed adjacent to each other in locations 13,

14, 15, and 16. The bilateral accelerating voltage will then be just

that developed by the first four vectors of fig. 1. A maximum accelerat-

ing voltage of 2.66 volts per unit gap voltage will be available at an

angle of -65.85 degrees. Slightly more bilaterial gap voltage could be

generated if doubler/saver cavities were placed in pairs separated by

six spaces, for example locations 14, 15, 22, 23. In this case the per

unit voltage will be twice the vector sum. of the first two terms of fig-

ure 1, or 3.7 volts at -21.97 degrees. A slight additional increment

could be gained by placing the doubler cavities at locations 1, 9, 17, 18,

or a similar combination consistent with the available space.
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Tlic presently env i'; i oned modifications «if main ring cavities lo

he used in the doub] cr/save r ;irc expected to be capable of develop-

in>; 300 KV per j.;'ip. This is expected to he adequate for fixed target

operation. With hilatcrinl operation the four cavities will creati-

about J.I MV effective accelerating voltage. In order to achieve- the

desired luminosities for pp colliding heam physics in the doubler/saver

it is. expected that up to ten turn of anti-protons must he stacked and

subsequently accelerated. Ruggicro" has calculated that an effective

peak voltage of 1.2 MV will he required to create sufficient bucket area

to contain such a stacked beam at 100 deV and additional voltage will be

required for a minimal acceleration rate. Clearly this mode of opera-

tion will require either different doubler/saver rf cavities or more

cavity space devoted to the doubler/saver. Cavities in locations 5,6,

7,8,13,14,15,16 would provide bilateral accelerating voltage of about

1.6 MV, sufficient for a synchronous phase angle of 8 degrees and accel-

eration to 1 TcV in 80 seconds.

Interaction l'oint

The vector sum of the gap voltages seen by protons moving to the

right has some magnitude and negative angle 0 with respect to the positive

real axis as described by eq. 13. At the same time the sum voltage seen

by anti-protons moving to the left, being the mirror image on the real

axis, has the same magnitude at a positive angle 8. The effective peak

accelerating voltages are the real parts of these resultants multiplied

(or rotated by) the factors e l n and e respectively where n and £ are

the phase angles at which the protons and anti-protons arrive at the

first gap. The angles n and £ can be expressed in terms of an effective

synchronous phase angle 4>s and the vector resultant angle 8.

(•s - j (14)

Maximum proton accelerating voltage is obtained, for example, when i)>s = TT/2

yielding n = <>. •

In order to establish a stationary bucket for protons above transi-

tion the net accelerating voltage must be zero and the proton current

must lag the rf voltage in time by ir/2 radians, <t>s = TT and n = f/2 + 9.

With this condition, (cf. Eq, 4 ) , protons arrive at the first accelerat-

ing gap at time

_ / *> i a ft n\

(IS)
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p pi

s =-c (t - T ) =- c
;i i

'rf

rf (17)

liquating the two expressions, the particles intersect at t = ''",.<•/'',

consequently tlie bunch intersection point is

'rf °Trf Trf o
2¥ ' (18)

If many or all buckets are filled there will be interaction points at

half wave intervals to the left and right of the above location.

A notable feature of this type of operation is that the interac-

tion point is fixed with respect to the cavity gap locations through

the angle 8. If one of the cavities is inoperative or operating at

an incorrect level the interaction point will be affected through a

change in the resultant angle 0. Such a movement might be correctable

to some extent by adjustment of the operating levels of other cavities

but such changes may adversely affect the available bucket area and

bunch length.

The fact that the interaction point may be affected by the operat-

ing levels of correctly phased but "improperly" Spaced cavities can be

visualized easily by considering two cavities operating IT radians out

of phase in time but spaced ir/2 radians apart. The effective acceler-

ating voltage will be /T of the total voltage developed by the two

cavities and the interation point will be mid-way between the gaps. If

one of the cavities is turned off the interaction point will move to

the gap of the operating cavity and by varying the operating levels the

interaction point can be placed at any point between the gaps*.

*This visualization was invented by L. Teng.
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Optimum Bilateral Gap Spacing

If main ring cavities are moved such that their accelerating gaps

are one-half wavelength apart seventeen cavities can be placed in the

existing straight section with a space of 0.68 meters between cavities.

With a phase delay of TT radians between adjacent gaps the total gap vol-

tage developed by the cavities is availau. for creation of backet area

for storage and/or acceleration.

If main accelerating cavities are spaced as described above and

their support stands are moved closer together so that the stands occupy

only about 0.7 meter, then between these stands a space is created into

which a douhler/saver cavity csn be inserted. This arrangement creates

space for sixteen doubler/;;aver cavities which, of course, also have

their gaps spaced IT radians apart, again making maximum use of the

developed gap voltage. A sketch of this geometry is shown in Fig. 2.

Interaction Point Adjustment

In the optimum spacing geometry described above ail of the gap vec-

tor voltages add colinearly so that the resultant angle 6 = 0 . This

means that the interaction point will bo located exactly at cavity gaps

plus integer half wavelengths. This has the advantage that a varying

gap voltage or complete removal of one or more cavities, while changing

i-he bucket area, will not affect the interaction location.

In some cases it may be desirable to have the capability to move

the interaction point ir. a controllable way over some ..nail region. One

way ir. which this could be accomplished within the TT radian spacing scheme

is to introduce an additional gap of TT/2 radians at some point. Cavities

beyond this point will add their gap voltages in quadrature so that re-

sultant voltages at some small angle ±8 for protons and anti-protons can

be generated. In Fig. 3 Mich a scheme is shown in which the additional

gap is placed ahead of the last two cavities. One of these cavities

could be left inoperative in normal operation so that the normal operat-

ing angle is the result of a single quadrature cavity. This angle can
r.hen be reduced to zero or approximately doubled by manipulation of the

quadrature cavities. If two of a seventeen cavity ensemble are used in

this manner the interaction point may be moved ±6 cm. Greater leeway

for motion requires a greater number of quadrature cavities at a cor-

responding cost in effective accelerating voltage or bucket area.
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Beam Loading Compensation

In order to achieve maximum luminosity, one might expect the beam

current of protons to be increased to quite large values. The funda-

mental component (53.1 MHz) of such a beam current will interact with

each cavity shunt impedence such that the rf generator current and

cavity tuning must be adjusted to maintain the prescribed bucket area .

With the existing gap spacing this required adjustment may impose a

limitation on the beam current.

In the "stationary bucket" or "storage" mode it will be required

that the average accelerating voltage of an ensemble of cavities, as

seen by the beam, be zero. I.e., the synchronous phase angle <)>s = TI

in eq. 14. Because the beam passes each cavity at a different angle

it will be necessary for some of the cavities to add energy to the beam

while others extract exactly the same amount of energy. The extent to

which a cavity can extract energy and continue to operate correctly

within the framework of its local control feedback loops must be ex-

amined. The simultaneous presence of both anti-protons and protons at

each cavity offers some assistance in this situation because a cavity

removing energy from one beam must add energy to the other, but one must

expect F. rather severe mis-match in these beam currents and it is doubt-

ful that one should rely on this mechanism for operational stability.

Instead, the worst-case cavity will be examined for operational stabi]-

ity in the presence of only the proton beam.

The effective accelerating voltage seen by protons at the nth gap

is expressed by eq. 6.

p (»-!)•- („-!)«)
We introduce into this expression the condition that 6=TT, the expres-

sion of r, in terms of <j>s and 0, eq. 14, and the definition of 9 in

terms of the cavity spacing angle <f> (or Tt-ip) eq. 13, yielding,

l)j(TT-4OJ= Sin

For N=4, n-1, $=136.06, and <CS = IT (stationary bucket above transition)

this expression yields an effective accelerating voltage of -0.9239,

i.e. the beam must excite virtually all of the cavity gap voltage with

the rf generator introducing less than 10 percent. This amounts to the

cavity operating at a "local" synchronous phase angle of 247.5 degrees
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Expressions for the required generator current and cavity detuning

angle are'

b h
tanQ = + - y

 b • c o s <t>s ( 2 0 j
8

where i, is the Fundamental Fourier component of beam current, 0 is the

required cavity detuning angle, Vg is the required gap voltage and

Rgn is the shunt impedence of the cavity (approx. 5 x 105ohms). If one

assumes a required gap voltage per cavity of 200 kV the generator cur-

rent, will be 0.4 amperes (peak values of voltage and current are used).

Local feedback loops can function with the generator reduced to about

0.04 a.nperes. Using the first of the expressions, cq. 20, and sip ij*s =

-0.924, the allowable beam current in the worst-case energy absorbing

cavity becomes 0.39 amperes. With a reasonable bunching factor this

amounts to about 0.22 dc amperes of beam, or 2.8 x 1013 protons per

pulse assuming a full ring. Using the second expression, eq. 201 the

required cavity detuning angle is 20 degrees, which is completely ac-

ceptable.

In the optimized cavity spacing configuration beam loading is a

matter of less concern because each cavity sees essentially the same

"local" beam phase angle. If, however, one chosses to place a sub-

stantial number of cavities in quadrature in order to move the interac-

tion point, a limitation similar to that described above will arise and

a similar analysis must be done.

If the ring is only partly filled with protons and/or anti-protons

there may he transient beam loading effects which could cause coupling

instabilities between the two beams. A transient beam loading stability

study may be required when details are known regarding the manner in

which the two rings are to be filled.

Conclusions

Protons and anti-protons can be accelerated and contained in

stationary buckets simultaneously in the main ring or in the proposed

doubler/saver cavity configuration with some degradation in available

bucket area. The conditions for simultaneous acceleration, provided

the accelerating gaps are equally spaced, are that adjacent gaps be

operated either in phase with each other or exactly out of phase. The

existing gap spacing favors out of phase operation.
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The voltage degradation associated withjoperation at the present

gap spacing is such that it is doubtful th.v.t ' sufficient bucket area can

be developed in the doubler/savcr to accommodate a stacked beam with

onl> four cavities.

An additional problem arises regarding the point of intersection

of the two beams. The point of intersection is variable, depending

on details of cavity operation if the gap spacing is other than IT

radians. If cavities are spaced * radians apart an additional space

may be added for a few selected cavities to introduce some degree of

interation point control.
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Fig. 1. Vector (phasor) sum of first eight cavities with present spacing and
alternate gaps 180 degrees out of phase. Maximum resultant occurs after
four cavities.
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Fig. 2
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Anti-Proton Sum

Proton Sum
I'-B'

Fig. 3
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ANTIPROTON FIXED TARGET PHYSICS

IN THE MAIN RING/ENERGY DOUBLER TUNNEL

C.Ankenbrandt, G.R.Kaibf1eisen and J.Lach
Fermi National Accelerator Laboratory, Batavia, Illinois

We examine the question of whether antiproton fiTfed target •-<•

physics can be done in the tunnel. The antiproton cooling pro-

ject, leading subsequently to pp collisions, has antiprotons

circulating in the main ring and/or Energy Doubler in reverse to

the standard (CW) proton direction. Thus, extraction to the normal

external laboratory areas is excluded. One of a number of possible

scenarios to utilize reverse antiprotons slow extracted into the

tunppl is described. Implementation of some scheme such as this

might impact the design of the Energy Doubler/main ring abort

systems in DO.

I. PHYSICS

Currently available antiproton-proton cross sections extend

to 200 GeV; an increase to =300 GeV may be accomplished in the

near future. However, cross sections in the 300-1000 GeV region

are crucial to measure. The decreasing pp cross section has

leveled off to -42 mb in the 100-200 GeV interval. Extrapolation

of the difference a(pp)-a(pp) from 200 GeV to 1000 GeV predicts

an -1 mb difference at 1 TeV, which implies that o(pp) will have

risen -1 mb over its value at 200 GeV (see Fig. 1 ) . Measurement

of o(pp) to an accuracy =0.1 mb will be extremely interesting

along with accurate measurements of the total and real parts of

the forward elastic scattering. Then the dispersion relations
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can be checked more closely and a better glimpse into the very

high energy behavior of o(pp) and o(pp) inferred from them can be

obtained. 1 Such precision (0.1 mb) can be obtained in trans-

mission experiments with an extracted beam into a hydrogen target.

Gas jet experiments can do well with elastic scattering, apart

from the difficulty of normalizing to the total cross section by

means of the optical theorem. In principle, pure Coulomb

scattering can give such a normalization. In practice however a

2% accuracy at best can be achieved and only with great difficulty;

such a result for the total cross section is too imprecise by an

order of magnitude. 2

II. REVERSED ANTIFROTONS

The scheme for the antiproton collider envisages making,

storing and cooling p's from a very large number of booster/main

ring cycles.3 Here we will assume ? small number (n) of such

proton cycles (to produce the p's) followed by one acceleration

cycle of entiprotons. The proton cycle consist of protons

normally injected into the main ring and accelerated to -80 GeV.

They are then piecewise extracted (-13 pieces of one booster cir-

cumference each) into the reverse injection line to a target. The

antiprotons produced are collected into the booster, decelerated

and stored in the cooling ring. The subcycle of extraction and

storage continues until the main ring is emptied. The anti-protons

are then reinjected into the booster, accelerated to 8 GeV,

(probably piecewise) reverse injected into the main ring (in order

to refill the circumference),accelerated to 100 GeV and reverse

injected into the Energy Doubler. They are then accelerated to the
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desired final energy (100-1000 GeV) and extracted from a flattop

for an appropriate length of time.

III. EXTRACTION

The low intensity p beam might be slow extracted at DO (the

[main ring and] Energy Doubler abort area) using a diffracted

beam from a wire located at the reverse abort kicker. The beam

will be slowly spilled onto this wirp by two or three slow

ramping orbit-bump magnets at other suitably chosen locations in

the Energy Doubler ring. The abort channel would be arranged to

transport the extracted antiprotons to experimental detectors

located in the main ring tunnel in the "reversed downstream"

direction (i.e., alongside the normal downstream end of the

C-sector) as shown in Fig. 2.

IV . EXTRACTION EFFICIENCY

The Teng abort kicker" imparts an =0.18 mrad kick to the beam

corresponding to a displacement of about 2 cm at the septum. We

must achieve this angle (and displacement) from the forward

elastic scattering of the antiprotons. At 200 to 1000 GeV the

slope of the elastic scattering of p's is expected to be 11 GeV"2

on free nucleons and the ratio of the elastic to total cross

sections to be =0.2 (8 mb/42mb). Thus at 1000 GeV p T>p0 = 0.18

GeV or a momentum transfer -t = p T
2 > 0 . 0 4 . A At bite from

0.04-0.1 at 1000 GeV includes 0.3 of the elastic cross section.

For such small -t, a large azimuthal bite (A*/2TT) of 0.33 might
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be a c h i e v e d for a y i e l d of 0.1 o e l a s t i c . T h u s , the e x t r a c t i o n

e f f i c i e n c y will be 0 . 1 < 0 . 2 ; 0 . 0 2 .<r a b o u t 2%\ l o w e r m o m e n t a will

be s o m e w h a t b e t t e r . A low Z m a t e r i a l s h o u l d be used (like

beryl 1 i uni).

V . Y I E L Jjj

T h e p y i e l d 5 is e x p e c t e d to be 0 . 6 - 1 . 5 * 1 0 ' p ' s / 2 . 5 * 1 0 1 3

p r o t o n s . For a o n e - t o - o n e c y c l e of p r o t o n to a n t i p r o t o n o p e r a t i o n

( n - 1 ) , 2% e x t r a c t i o n e f f i c i e n c y y i e l d s > 1 0 5 p / p u l s e which is

n i c e l y h a n d l e d over -1 s e c o n d s p i l l . T h u s a v a l u e of n^'10 (see

S e c t i o n II) would give a c y c l e of p p r o d u c t i o n '30 s e c o n d s and a

d o u b l e r c y l e of -60 s e c o n d s ( 1 0 - 2 0 s e c o n d s f l a t t o p p e d ) to 1 0 0 0

G e V . A total c y c l e time o f "100 s e c o n d s for :10 r' p's is o b t a i n e d .

Of c o u r s e , we have g l o s s e d o v e r the p r o b l e m s u f h a n d l i n g such a

low i n t e n s i t y beam in the E n e r g y Doubler. 6

VI E X T R A C T E D P T R A N S P O R T A N D D E T E C T O R 1.0CATION

T e n g ' s ten L a m b e r t s o n s f o l l o w e d by t w o q u a d r u p o l e s and

a d d i t i o n a l L a m b e r t s o n s or a d i p o l e will p r o b a b l y p r o v i d e a d e q u a t e

t r a n s p o r t (Fig. 2) of the p's tc the d e t e c t o r . The q u a d r u p o l e s

m i g h t be E n e r g y D o u b l e r M a g n e t s w h i c h are r a m p e d with the a c c e l -

e r a t o r . O n e r e q u i r e s a v e r t i c a l bend (-6 mr u p ) and an i n w a r d

bend (~3 m r ) . A focus a b o u t 200 feet d o w n s t r e a m (CCW) of the

q u a d r u p o l e s should be o b t a i n a b l e . T h e m o m e n t u m spread d p / p o f t h e

d i f f r a c t e d b e a m s h o u l d be less than 5x10"'' d u e to i n e l a s t i c

s c a t t e r n g s . A d i s p e r s i o n of a b o u t 10 m e t e r s per 1 0 0 ^ dp/p will

i n c r e a s e the spot size by l e s s than ~3 mm in h o r i z o n t a l p l a n e . T h e

a n t i p r o t o n b e a m will be v e r y pure ( TT ~/ p < < 1 0 " 2J. The E n e r g y D o u b l e r

is t a c i t l y a s s u m e d to be a b o v e the m a i n ring in s e c t i o n s C and D

in t h i s s c h e m e . 7 T h e d e t e c t o r is placed a b o v e the a c c e l e r a t o r

( F i g . 2 b ) .
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V I I . T H E D E T E C T O R

W e w i s h t o d e s i g n a d e t e c t o r w h i c h w i l l p e r f o r m t h e t h r e e

e x p e r i m e n t s m e n t i o n e d in S e c t i o n I w i t h o u t n e c e s s i t a t i n g r e c o n -

f i g u r a t i o n a n d p r e f e r a b l y t o p e r f o r m t h e m s i m u l t a n e o u s l y . I f w e

l o o k a t t h e c h a r a c t e r i s t i c s o f t h e t h r e e e x p e r i m e n t s t h i s s e e m s

f e a s i b l e .

T h e m e a s u r p p : e n t o f i>, t h e r a t i o o f t h e r e a l t o i m a g i n a r y

p a r t o f t h e f o r w i r d e l a s t i c a m p l i t u d e n e n e s s i t a t t r, a v e r y a c c u r a t e

m e a s u r e m e n t o f t h e f o u r m o m e n t u m t r a n s f e r , t , b u t a t s m a l l

^ t a t t e r i n g a n g l e s w h e r e jtl ^ 0 . 0 0 2 G e V ? . L i q u i d h y d r o g e n i s a

s u i t a b l e t a r g e t b u t t h e r e c o i l p r o t o n d o e s n o t l e a v e t h e t a r g e t

f o r t h i s t r a n g e . T h e c r o s s s e c t i o n h o w e v e r i s q u i t e h i g h a n d o n e

n e e d s o n l y m e a s u r e t h e i n c o m i n g a n d e x i t i n g p a n g l e s a n d c o n v i n c e

o n e s e l f t h a t t h e r e a c t i o n w a s e l a s t i c . I n a c o n v e n t i o n a l e x p e r i -

m e n t ( e . g . , F e r m i l a b E - 6 9 ) o n e a c c o m p l i s h e s t h i s b y m a g n e t i c a l l y

a n a l y z i n g t h e f a s t f o r w a r d p a r t i c l e a n d r e q u i r i n g m o m e n t u m c o n -

s e r v a t i o n . A n e f f e c t i v e s e t o f v e t o c o u n t e r s a r o u n d t h o ' v d r o g e n

t a r g e t , s e n s i t i v e t o b o t h c h a r g e d p a r t i c l e s a n d ganii'.i r a y s s h o u l d

b e s u f f i c i e n t t o r e d u c e t h e b a c k g r o u n d in t h e l o w t r e g i o n .

E l a s t i c s c a t t e r i n g a t l a r g e r a n g l e s , o u t t o | t | -1 G e V r i s

c h a r a c t e r i z e d b y t h e recc"". 1 p r o t o n n o w b e i n g a b l e t o g e t o u t o f

t h e l i q u i d h y d r o g e n t a r g e t . W e p r o p o s e t h a t t h e f i r s t e l e m e n t

w h i c h s u r r o u n d s t h e t a r g e t b e a s e t o f c y l i n d r i c a l d r i f t c h a m b e r s

c a p a b l e o f m e a s u r i n g b o t h t h e p o l a r a n d a z i m u t h a l a n g l e o f t h e

r e c o i l . T h e m e a s u r e m e n t o f t h e s e a n g l e s , a l o n g w i t h t h e a n g l e s

o f i n c i d e n t a n d f o r w a r d s c a t t e r e d p a r t i c l e s a n d a g o o d v e t o s y s -
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tem for m u l t i p a r t i c l e events should reduce the background to a very

small l e v e l . A recoil detector very similar to the one described

here will be built for Fermilab E-497 (charged hyperon elastic

scattering) so experience will be available on the performance of

such a d e v i c e .

A total cross section m e a s u r e m e n t would depend on the purity

of the incident antiproton beam. If the beam is of high purity,

as is normal for an extracted beim, t-hen the total cross section

measurement is just a m e a s u r e m e n t of the total interaction rate in

the hydrogen target. Again an effective counter system around the

target is a necessity and again the system to be huilt for E-497

should be a good proving ground.

The experimental layout is shown in Fig. 2. The essential

elements are high resolution proportional wire c h a m b e r s , C1-C4,

(a=65jj) s i m i l a r to those used in E-69 and E - 4 9 7 . A pair before

and after the hydrogen target determine |t| to about 0.0004 GeV2

at 1000 GeV. The three upstream chambers need only have 3 cm

aperture, similar to those of E - 6 9 , while the most downstream

chamber has a 6 cm aperture chamber similar to one that will be

built for E - 4 9 7 . At 1000 GeV this geometry would allow a maximum

|t| of about 1.7 GeV 2.

The primary trigger for the elastic scattering experiments

would be to focus the beam to a spot on a small scintillation

counter w h i c h would serve as a primary beam v e t o . As in E-69

scatters of as small a |t| as 0.001 GeV would m i s s this counter.

A secondary trigger would use the PWC information to determine
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first, whether the incident beam particle was directed toward

the veto counter and secondly whether the particle had scattered.

In E-69 these computations could be done in an analog fashion in

less than 5 ysec. A modern version of these electronics could

certainly be made an order of magnitude faster but for beam fluxes

of 10 5 particles/secona even the former would be adequate for a

second level trigger.

The fluxes of antiprotons needed for relevant measurements

are modest. If we assume 1 0 5 antiprotons per second then we can

ask how many seconds of beam we require for each measurement.

For these estimates we assume a pp total cross section of 42 mb

and forward slope parameter of 12 GeV" 2 at 1000 GeV. With a

liquid hydrogen target of 0.5 m in length one would like about

1 0 5 events in the very low |t| region for an error in p to +0.01.

This would require only about 100 seconds; however, once one

folded in the detector efficiencies and realistic '-unning con-

ditions it would probably be a factor of about 4 larger.

Another region in t of considerable interest is that

centered about |t| = 0.15 GeV 2 where a distinct break has been

seen in high energy pp scattering. This break normally requires

high statistics in a |t| range of 0.05 to 1.0 GeV 2 to be visible.

To collect 1 0 6 events would require only about 870 seconds. To

this we also should add our reality factor of about 4 but this

still represents a reasonable amount of beam time.

For the total cross section measurement we would probably

trigger on each incident beam particle where we would be limited
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by the capability of our data collection system. A high but

obtainable recording rate would be TO 3 events per second. Thus to

record 10 interactions would take about 1000 seconds and provide

us with a 0.3% measurement (0.1 m b ) .

To do these three experiments we are asking nothing extraor-

dinary from our detectors or data collection system. All we do

require is a high purity, well defined, antiproton beam, such as

described in the preceding sections.

The possibility of doing these experiments without magnetic

analysis of the secondaries is an intriguing one. We believe they

can be done to the high accuracy required and point out the E-497

can be used as a test of these ideas. However, the addition of

magnetic analysis is not an essential complication. There is

room for the addition of, say, two doubler type dipoles just after

the last wire chamber ( C 4 ) .

The total data collection time for some 10 energies and for

all the measurements above, is about 2x10'' seconds of slow spill.

With an accelerator cycle as in Section V, the total time is about

2 days apart from inclusion of the reality factor of four.

For the same internal antiproton beam, one can ask what

luminosity is available with a gas jet at CO. The solid state

detector devices used for elastic scattering at CO have about a IX

azimuthal acceptance which is matched by the ^% extraction effi-

cency. Thus, 50,000 antiproton passes per second through a gas

jet of 3xlO" 7 g/cm 3 represents :iO" 2 g/cm 2; this is to be compared
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with one pass of the antiprotons through well in excess of 1 g/cm2

of liquid hydrogen of known density. Thus a CO experiment, which

does not have the precision required for Oj (Section X ) . cannot

match the luminosity of the extracted beam (even assuming a

greatly expanded azimuthal acceptance).

VIII. CONCLUSION

The above discussion shows that it is possible to do anti-

proton fixed target physics in the tunnel.
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POSSIBILITIES OF ACCELERATING AND EXTRACTING
ANTU'ROTONS FOR USE IN THE EXTERNAL EXPERIMENTAL AREAS

B. Cox
Fermilab, Batavia, Illinois

The purpose of this short note is to explore the possibilities of using

the antiprotons from the p source proposc-d by the Harvard/Wisconsin/Fermilab

qroup to produce external beams of antiprotons to the experimental areas

(i.o., the Proton Area.) KlF̂ v.'here in the Summer Study the yields of the

antiproton source have been recalculated' 2 and comparison of this method

of qeneratiny clean antiproton beams wit?} the A generated beam proposed for

the High Intensity Laboratory at Fermil3.b will be made.

However, before discussing the relative- yields of antiprotons in the

different methods, a brief disrussion of the additional features necessary

to produce an accelerated antiproton beam is in order. Assuming that the

three second cycle which is necessary to produce cooled antiprotons is

accomplished, it \i\l still be necessary to:

1. Reverse ]che booster polarity.

i" 6 -

2. Inject 'jhe 4.6 x 10 p back into the Booster into the counter-clock-

wise proton orbits.

? Accelerate the p flux in the normal manner of the protons.

4. Reverse the Main Ring polarity.

5. Accelerate tht. antiprotons to 400 GeV.

6. Extract and deliver the beam to the experimental area.

The time necessary to do these things must be equal to or greater than the sum

of 3 sec (antiproton + cooling cycle) + 14 sec, (Main Ring acceleration to 400 GeV
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cycle) = 17 sec. Reversinq the Bolster and the Main Ring on a cycle-by-cycle

basis will undoubtedly cause great problems and an entirely new set of instru-

mentation to detect beams of this low intensity will be needed both in the Main

Ring, the Booster, the extraction channel and the external beam lines. This is

further complicated by the obvious desire of experiments using this external p

bF:am to teceive this beam in a slow spill (with as little bunching as possible!)

over flattops of lengths greater than 1 sec.

If all of these difficulties can be overcome, then one must ask the question

whether there are other methods of getting relatively clean antiproton beams

which are competitive in either intensity or energy. Since the question of

separated beams has been reviewed by previous Summev Studies and found to be

excessively expensive, we will not rediscuss them in this note. Another alterna-

tive for a relatively clean antiproton beam which has been pointed out recently

involves making a high intensity neutral beam in the High Intensity Laboratory

i .1 the Proton Area and collecting and forming the antiprotons from the A decay

into an antiproton beam. Taking this tertiary beam as a comparison point, we

show in Figure 1 the yield of this beam per 2.5 x 10 1 3 p/14 S»P cycle (since the

antiproton source is always spoken of as taking the entire Main Ring flux, it

was tnought only fair to apply the same condition to the A beam) and the yield

of the accelerated p under the same conditions. Also shown is an estimate of

the TI flux accompanying the p flux in the A beam. The general conclusions can

be directly seen in this figure. One can do slightly better with considerably

less effort in the A beam in the region of 80-120 GeV. Beyond this point the

accelerated beam is clearly better not only because of p flux but because of

the rising IT flux which produces rate limitations in any experiments seeking

to use this beam.
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